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SUMMARY

The object of this Ph.D wOIk is to evaluate fidelity in surface measurements in nanometric

metrology fm' both contact and non-contact methods. namely stylus instruments and scanning

tunnelling miaalCOpY. Fidelity is defmed. in this thesis. as a measure to which an instrument

system reproduces the surface features and thus the parameters of interest High fidelity

measurement has two meanings; Jess distortion in the IIle8Stftd result and Jess disturbance to the

surface being measured. Interaction at the interface between the probe and the surface is the source

of failure to achieve high fidelity.

No instrument measures surface topography alone: all instruments measure a convolution d.

topography and the geometrical and physical interaction of the measured probe and the surface. In

the case of a mechanical stylus. factors exCraneous to the topography include (a) the shape and size

of the stylus. (b) mechanical properties of the stylus and the specimen such as elastic moduli and

hardness. (c) frictional force of the sliding pair. and (d) dynamic interaction forces during the

slidina. For the acanning tunnelling microscope. factors which affect measurement in addition to

topopapby include the geometry of the tip. the electronic properties of the surface and mechanical

defonnation due to electrostatic forces and contamination.

'These factors bave been investigated in great detail. partic:uJarly fm' the stylus instruments. A

specially desiped electro-magnetic force aduator has been developed to give a better conlrol on

loading force during the experiments. Tracking force eft'ects were evaluated by profilina. statistical

parameters, and scanning electron miao&copy. Friction between a stylus and specimen has been

measured fm' diffQCllt loadina fcrce. sliding speed. material and surface fmish. Impovcment on

dynamic characteristics of a stylusl)'ltem has been achieved by active damping control. An optimal

dampin, ratio for stylus instruments is found to be within 0-'..0.7. ThrouSh the l&udy. the trackin,

force and traversing speed are fOWld to be the crucial Cacm to be cackled so that high fidelity

measurement can be obtained. A similar investigation has been also made on two home-built

scanning tunnelling miaoscopes to explore the potential applications of STM on nanometric

metrology.



1.SURFACE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES IN
NANOTECHNOLOGY

1.1 Introduction

In the last decade we have continued to witness dramatic progress in the ability to purposely

manipulate our world of natural rcsoun:cs. Precision machining on a large and complex component

has achieved an accuracy of 0.1 JUIl with a toJeance about 10 nm (Fransc 1990). Typical

applicationa include optical components f(]l' laser interferometer systems. lenses for compact disk

pJayas, telescopes, min'ors to Id1ect x-rays. scanntl'S in copitl'S and laser printers. Highly

controllable and stable microfabrication poce8SCS such IS lithography have been developed in order

to fab:icaIe micron or even submicron structures with tolerances at the nanomctre level. Magnetic

recording technology has been cbaracterised by a continuous inaeasc in storage density and a

corresponding decrease in the bcadldiIt inlaface or f1yiq height To increase the recording density

in compu. disk drives. it is ~ to minimilc the spacing between the read-write head and the

maanetic medium. 'Zero' Ip8Cing between the head and the disk results in the strongest magnetic

sipal, and therefore contact recording is desirable from a maanctic point of view. However, contact

recording causes wear and degradadon of the head-cliak incerface. and thus. from a Irlbological point

of view. a non-zero separation between the head and the diJIc is delirable. Presendy. flyins heights

of only 100 nm or leas are being considered requiring a surface texture of leas than SO nm. In

tribology, achievements in engineering have enablecllubricalecl machine components to enjoy the

benefits of fluid-rllm lubrication, while operatinS with evec-decreasinS effective film thJcknesa.

When the thickness of the fluid rl1m comes down the nanornetre proportions. where. then, is the

transition from fluid-rllm to boundaIy lubrication. wiU the friction coefficient reach its minimum u

predicted by Stribedc (1902), and how is the lransition affected?

All of these mark a new era of industrial development known as Nanotechnology, which was

so termed by Taniguchi (1983). Nanotechnology is concerned with the design and manufacture d.
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components with submicrometre dimensions. of larger components with submicrometre tolerance or

surface finishes. and of machines with submicrometre precision of positioning and motion.

Obviously it will be cross-disciplinary. and will influence virtually all aspects of technology and

manufacture. Behind all these achievements. measurement has been playing an important role; the

cornerstone of nearly evecy success. Different measuring techniques provide key tools in controlling

precision manufacture, understanding, and ultimately exploiting processes involving nanometre

level pcdonnance.

Instrumentation flX'surface dimension and feature measurement has developed rapidly in the

decade to meet increasing demands from industry. Conventional stylus instruments have been much

improved and a new generation of instrumentation developed. This mainly includes nano-styIus

instruments. optical profilometers, and scannina microscope probes such as STM and AFM

(Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy). These instruments are all

adequate flX' nanometre resolution, and the STM and AFM can provide even sub-angstrom

resolution. Using an STM, it is possible not only to 'Ke' the atomic structures of a surface but also to

manipulate such structures on some surfaces. For example, Biglu and Schwcizet (1990) were able

to accurately position xenon atoms on a nickel surface to spell out the letters 'mM'.

Surface measuring techniques are classified in three main aroups: profJlins, area

characterisation, and microscopy. Prof'aling techniques develop quantitative knowledae of the

surface peaks and valleys through point-by-point measurement with a high-resolution probe. This

probe may be a focused light beam, some types of proximity sensor,' or a contacting probe liIcc a

stylus. Area techniques, on the other hand. probe the surface over a finite area and produce a

measured quantity that presents some statistical property of the surface. An example of an area

technique is total integrated scatb" ('I1S), in which the integrated intensity of light scatteted from a

surface may be related to the surface rouJhness. Microscopy prodllCeS surface imaaes whose contrast

may depend on the surface topography. Examples of this technique are conventional optical

microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). However, the heights of surface features are

difficult to measure inmicroscopy because the image contrast is rarely a simple function of height or
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depth alone. Therefore, microscopy techniques are rarely quantitative. When they are, the results

can generally be described as a surface profiling technique.

In the following sections, advances in three main categories of profiling techniques; stylus,

optical, and scanning tunnelling microscopy, are discussed. The scope and resolution of each are

compared, leading to an outline of this thesis on the fidelity study of surface measurement.

1.2 Advances of Surface Measuring Techniques

1.2.1 From a razor blade to nano-stylus instruments

The stylus profiling is the most widely used technique fCX' measuring surface topography.

Despite some disadvantages which will be discussed later it bas proved vaWile and reliable in both

the manufacturing and research environments. n is also the instrument around which current

standards are defined (BS 1134: Part 1. 1988).

Stylus tccImology bas more than SOyell history. The first instrument is ascribed to Schmalz

(1929) but the first serious investigators of surface texture both practically and theoretically were

Abbott and Firestone (1933). 1'hey deviled the lint instrument using a brolct.n JIZOt blade to trace

surface textures, and attempted to ascribe a meaningful parameter to the output. It was then called

Abbott-Firestone curve and is now called the material ratio curve. n was cIeviaed u a curve

describing bow the ratio of metal Co air changed as a lapping plate lapped the surface texture down

from the highest peak to the lowest vaDey. 1'his was the first functional p8I'IJIIeter' of surface

measurement.

Over the last SO ycar8. this technique bas undergone almost continuous development. The

stylus tip bas been changed from a crude needle to the now well def"med diamond tip. Both vertical

and horizontal sensitivities have dramatically inaeased. Integration of a modem micro-computer

means that dozens of surface pararnettn can be produced with one measurement to give information

relevant to many applications. However, no matter how it has been rermed, the basic pinciple of

this technique remains the same. A schematic diagram of the sensor of a high resolution stylus-

based insttument is shown in Fig. 1.1. It is a sensitive linear variable differential transformer
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(LVOT). As the carriage holding the sensor traverses the surface, the vertical motion of the diamond

stylus over the peaks and valleys causes the ferrite core to be displaced from the central position

between the electromagnetic coils. This action changes the balance of an AC bridge, to which the

coils are connected. After demodulation and amplification, the resulting voltage signal is

proportional to the vertical displacement of the stylus over awide range (Reason, 1970).

The lateral resolution of a stylus instrument is limited by both the radius and the included

angle of the diamond tip itself. This can be as small as 100 nm or less such as Berkovich edges. The

vertical resolution is limited by noise in the LVOT but more seriously by acoustic and mechanical

noise, accuracy of traversing mechanism and thermal drift The vertical sensitivity of a high

resolution Talystep (Rank Taylor Hobson) stylus instrument was estimated to be 0.1 nm (Bennett

and Dancy 1981). Lindsey et al. (1988), on the other hand, have reduced the thermal drift by

building much of their instrument with Zerodur and other low thermal expansion materials. The

rebuilt components include the support structure fm' both the sample and transducer, a specially

designed slideway. and key elements in the transducer assembly such as the stylus support tube. In

this the alideway itself has a traverse range of SO mm, about 20 times as long as a conventional

Talystep. It has achieved 4 nm peak-to-vaJ.ley reproducibility over most of this traverse length in

addition to noise resolution at 0.1 nm level. The combination of the Talystep measuring technique

and the long range traverse slideway produces a powed'u1 stylus instrumen""_Nanostep (Garratt and

Bottomley. 1990) which is more suitable to applicatlons fm'smooth surface measurements.

1.2.2 Optical profiling

One big advantage of optical profiling methods is that they are non-contacting and hmce

avoid the potential fm' damaae to the surface that is present with a mechanical probe. Another

advantage is faster measurement and may thecefore enable simultaneous inspection during

manufacture.

In optical profilometers the focal point of a light beam is used to replace the stylus. A rough

surface causes a change in the optical signal during the profaling procedure. There are mainly two

cJasses of optical profalometers: interferometry and focus detection. The interferometry can be

described as the measurement of the phase shift between a measuring beam, reflected from the
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surface, and a reference beam. As the measuring beam scans the surface, the changes in sulface

height produce phase shifts in the reflected beam that are then compared with the reference beam.

The phase change of the reflected measuring beam is direcUy proportional 10 the path length

travelled 10 and from the reflecting surface and hence the surface height itself. Different types of

interferomebic profilometers are distinguished by its method for provision of the reference beam. In

all cases, electronic phase measuring techniques are used 10 probe surface height variations of about

0.1 nm. Most approaches use polarising optics 10 separate and recombine the measuring and

reference beams. Fig. 1.2 shows a typical Wyko profiling instrument (Wyant et al. 1984,1985). A

beam splitter and a reference surface is Jocated very close to the specimen under examination, and

the interference takes place between the light reflected from the specimen and that reflected from the

reference surface. Neither the specimen nor the instrument is scanned to develop the surface profile.

Rather an interferomettic image of the surface is focused onlO a photodiode detector may. The

phase information on each dement of the array is found by vibrating the interferometer with a

piezoelectric transducer and specially processing the resulting modulated signals in the photodiode

dements. Both linear and two dimensional arrays bave been used 10 yidd surface profiles and

topographic maps, respectively. The accuracy rX the surface profilea or maps does not depend

straightness or mccbanical noise of any moving stage, but does depend on the quality of the

reference mirror. The interferometer has a vertical resolution of about 0.1 nm. The Ienath of

scanning is limited by the mapif'ICBtiOll8 rX the objective lenses available for the microIIcope. A

typical scanning length is 1.33mm.

The NPL (National Physical Laboratory) profile interfemmetec (Downs et al. 1985) takes a

novel approach 10 providinS a reference surface. A schematic diagram of the focus configuration is

shown in Fig. 1.3. A light beam with two components of plane polarisation (0 and B) puses

through a microacope objective, baving a birefringent lens. The birefringent len. causes a difference

in the focal positions of the two polarisation components in the beam. The O-polarised component is

focused on the specimen with a spot size of about 1 J.UI1 and the B-component is slighUy defocused

there with spot size of about 10 J.UI1. Both components are ret1ected from the surface. The phase of

one component is determined by the surface level at the focused spot of light, whilst the phase of the
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other represents a reference level integrated over the large area of the defocused beam. As the

surface is scanned across the light beam, the phase-difference between the two components varies

according to the surface profile and is measured by a polarimetric system. The resulting profile is

then obtained between the probed point and the moving average reference. The vertical sensitivity

has been quoted as better than 0.01 nm. However, the lateral spacial wavelength range that is

detectable, is limited by the spot size of the reference beam of about 10 J.UIl. Therefore, this

interferometer is specialised for high precision profiling of very small surface features.

A disadvantage of these interferometric techniques is that the optical phase shift of the

reflected beam depends on surface material as well as height Hence unambiguous measurements d.

surface profile require homogeneous materials and contaminant-free surfaces.

The focus detection technique, on the other hand, relies on the degree of focus of a reflected

Ught spot (Sawatarl and Zipin 1979). This technique requires intensity measurement and hence

avoids the homogeneity problem discussed above. Kahno et al. (1985) used a critical angle method

of total reflection 10 get steep reflectivity change around the critical angle. In this design a vertical

resolution of 1 nm was obtained. The principle diagram is shown in Fig. 1.4. After' passing the

microscope objective, the p-polarised Jasec Ught becomes parallel flux if the surface under test is in

focus (at position B). A total reflection prism is positioned to reflect the Ught at the critical angle. If

the surface is out of focus, say close to the lens (position A), the Ught flux diverges slighdy and the

condition of the total reflection is loat at the upper side of the optical axis. The reverse situation (say

convergence) occurs if the surface Ues beyond the focus. Therefore a differential output of two

photodiodea gives the amount of surface deviation from the focus position.

Since the optical wavelength in air is sensitive to the environmental effects of air temperature

and pressure, all types of optical profilometts designs tty to maximise the common path of the

measuring beam and the reference beam so that environmental changes will affect both beams

equally.

Most of the optical profilometers have a vertical resolution equivalent to or better than stylus

instruments, but the lateral resolution is limited by the probe spot sizes on the surface and these have

diameters of roughly 1- 2 f.UTI at best. There are some other reasons why they can not replace the
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stylus instruments. Firstly the sensitivity of the optical methods depends on the size and depth of the

focus, the magnification of the optical system, and the wavelength of the light source, etc.. Their

measuring ranges are generally small and limited by the geometry of the systems. Secondly, optical

systems, in general, require a more controlled working environment. They are not suitable for use in

workshops. The third. limitation is that surfaces measured by optical profilometers nonnally require

a good finish or, sometimes, a good reflection. A detailed discussion can be referred IDWhilebouse's

handbook of surface metrology (1994).

1.2.3 Scanning at atomic level

The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) rquesenta an important step forward in profiling

technology because it makes possible the direct observatim of extremely fine, and under the right

conditions even atomic scale surface structure. It provides high resolution profiling or imaging eX

surfaces over a relatively large dynamic range, both in the horizontal and vertical directions. Even

more significantly, this high resolution is achieved in vacuum, air, and'liquid environments, which

makes this new technology convenient to use for many scientific fields IUCh as phyaics, materials

science, engineering, biology, and chemistry.

The theoJy of quantum mechanical tunnolling was lint developed in the early 19208. Leo

Bsaki was the first 10 exploit tunnollinl in a real·lOlid-state device while woddnl at the IBM

yorktown Heights Thomas 1. WaIIOn Research Centre. In 1972, he received the Nobel Prize in

physics for this invention. At about that time, RUIIdl Young (1972) and his co-wcxbrs at the

National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute of Standards and Teclmology) dclcribed

an instrument called the "Topografinet", which in many ways is the pedeceasClr of the modem

sm. In this system, a tungsten probe is mounted on piezo-eJectric translation stases that are

capable of positioning in three Carteaian axes. The specimen is moved into cJoae proximity 10 the

probe using a differential micromctCl'. The topoPJDeI" was opented in the field emission mode, in

which the tip was held about 20 om away from the surface. Young et al. (1971) also moved the tip

very close to the surface (- 1.2 nm) and observed strong evidence of the vacuum tunnelling regime,

where the tunnelling current can change by about an order of magnitude with each 0.1 nm change

in distance between the emitter and the surface. They achieved a horizontal resolution of20 om and
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a vertical resolution of 0.3 nm. Vibration and tip instability are the probable reasons that resolution

was somewhat limited with this design.

The concept of STM was first described in a patent disclosure in mid-1979 by Heinrich

Rohrer and his research assistant, Geld Binoig. The next few years were spent solving problems

related to vibration isolation and both coarse and fine motion controls in all three axes. Their first

success occurred in 1981. when images resolving monoatomic steps on the surface of a calcium-

iridium-tin aystal were obtained. However'. the comsponding paper was rejected because me

referee found it "not interesting enough". What caught the attention of the scientific community in

1982 was the paper written by these researchers that described their success in imaging the famous

Si(ll1)-(7x7) surface (Binnig et al. 1983). Although this surface structure was fust obselved in the

19608. its complexity precluded a structural solution until this work in 1982. In 1986. Dinolg and

Rohm' were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics for their work.

Since then. many STMs have been built and developed around the world. Commercial

versions that operate both in air and in ultrahigh vacuum are also becoming available. Variants.

such as the atomic fOlCC microscope (Binolg et al. 1986). the scanning capacitance microsc:ope

(Matey and Blanc 1985; Bug and King 1988). the magnetic force imaging (Martin and

Wickramasinghe 1987). and the scanning thermal profiler (Williams and Wickramasinghe 1986)

have also been developed. An exceRent review of scanning tunnelling microscope instrumentation is

given in the paper eX Kuk and Silverman. 1989. who highlight the usc of these inslJ'uments for

either' electronic surface properties or biological investigations.

The tunnelling rnictoscope relies on a result of quantum theory in which free electrons. with

an enetgy loWer' than the potential barrier between the specimen and the emitter probe surfaces. stiR

have a finite probability of "tunnelling" througb the barrier. i, e. crossing the gap between the probe

and the specimen as shown in Fig. 1.5. If the gap size changes. the tunnelling current is altered.

producing a signal that can be used in a feedback loop. The system still requires a potential to be

applied at the probe tip but it is at the order of 1 V rather than a few tens of volts as in the case d.

the topografiner. This is accompanied by a reduced specimen-probe separation of approximately

1 nm which is small enough to allow the "electron clouds" of the probe and specimen to overlap
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sufficiendy to promote tunnelling. As a result, the tunnelling current, I, flowing across a gap, S, can

be shown to be
V.

I oc .Lexp(-10.2S-!+s)
s

(1-1)

where ¢ is the effective wort function in eV (for most sySlanS, this is on III order of a few eV), S is

in nm and VTis the bias voltage.

The magnitude of the current is extremely sensitive to the distance between the surface and

the emiUec. One can see that if the tip-surface spacing is inaeaaed (decreased) by 0.1 nm, then the

tunnelling cumnt will decIease (increase), approximately, by a factor of 10 fcx an effective work

function of 4 eV. As the emiltel' is scanned over the surface, its height is 8elVCHXIltroUed to

maintain a consIInt CUll'CRt 8ClOIS the gap. The x, y, and z motions are produced by piezoeJccaric

elements; the signalJ that generate the piezo motion may then be used to generate a z (x, y) map of

the surface.

The high sensitivity of the tunnelling current 10 the spacing gives the STM a vecy high

vertical resolution. ItJs repol1ed that a vertical resolution of 1-2 pm has been achieved (Hasan It al.

1992; Feenstra and Fein 1986). The lataa1 resolution of the STM is limited by the diameter of the

tunnelling electron beam which is estimated by Tenoff and Hamann (1985) iD a form of:

A = .J02(nm)(R +.1) (1-2)

f<X' an effective WOlk function of 4 cV, where R is thc radius of the tip, and , is the tip-surface

spacing, both in units of om. Therefore, fOtR = 0.2 nm and s = O~ nm, the electron beam diameter

is on the order of 0.4 nm. Park and Quate repor1ed in their paper (1986) that a JaCeral resolution cL

0.2 nm was obtained indicating near atomic resolution.

One important feature of the STM is that as well in air and under liquid as it WOIb in

vacuum (Sonnenfield and Hanama 1986; Lindsay and Banis 1988). The reason is that the tip is so

close to the surface (0.5 run) that the volume through which the tunnelling current flows is on the

order of 0.1 nm3• In a nonnal air environment, there is less than 0.003 air molecules contained in

this volume. Inwater, the corresponding number is about 3. Therefore the tunnelling electrons flow

more or less unaffected by ambient molecules.
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Generally, image areas of STMs were of a few hundred A on a side, since atomic resolution

of the surface was of interest But long range STM has been longing fer practical surfaces such as

surface studies of technological problems on a large scale, engineering surfaces, and semiconductor

microfabrication, etc.. Instead of seeking large range of piezoelectric tubes, Fu et ~1.(1991)built a

STM with SOO J.UIl XSOO J.UIl field of view. They use a long range X-Y stage to carry the specimen

while the STM head is held stationary.

Over the last ten years, many surfaces ranging from metals and semiconductors 10 large

organic molecules have been imaged (Gerhrtz et al. 1988; S1eator and Tycko 1988). An important

broadening of STM technology is emerging through the realisation that the STM tip can be

employed for pwposes other than microscopy, and in particular, that it may be used to modify the

surface of the sample in a number ways. Lithography with an STM on a nanometre scale has been

tried by various methods. McCml and Pease (1986, 1987) have written lines about 200 nm wide by

exposure of thin resist films using the probe tip. Latu more complex letters and symbols with

linewidths as small as 2 nm were written on a flat Au substrate by electroetching pocess

characterised by a sudden burst in the tunnelling CUJTeIlt (Li et al.1989). Molecular manipulation

was made by Foster et al. (1988), in which they "pinned" a complex organic molecule 10 a graphite

base by raising the tip voltage from its nonnal value of 30 mV 10 a few volts. In subsequent scan,

another voltage pulse disrupted the molecule leaving a berIzene ring pinned 10 the surface. An

atomic switch has been realised by EiSler et al. (1991) in which a xenon atom is moved reversibly

between stable positions of the S1M tip and a nickel surface under the control of a voltage pulse. In

practical application, Dragosct et al. (1986, 1987) have applied STM 10 optical surfaces, trying to

make a direct comparison between STM and a stylus instrument on a well-defined specimen. 81M

revealed the flllC structW'CS of the feed marks (100 nm) but the conventional stylus probe could not.

The m~ limitation fer STM is that the specimen surface must have a reasonably hiBh

electrical conductivity ruling out most ceramic and polymer materials. One solution is 10 put a

conduction coating (such as gold er platinum) on such surfaces, assuming that the coating faithfully

reproduces the surface topography of the substrate. Atomic force microscopy, on the other hand,

provides a solution to the imaging of non-conductive surfaces.
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Atomic force microscopy is a sensitive fonn of stylus profiling, in which a probe tip gendy

rests on the sample, variations of surface height lead to force changes on the tip that in turn lead to

the motion of a delicate cantilever beam. The motion of the cantilever is monitored by either STM or

optical interferometry (&landsson, et al. 1988) and a feedback loop is used COmaintain a constant

deflection force and thus provides an appropriate signal fCK imaging purposes. The AFM is direcdy

related to conventional stylus techniques, but with forces in the region of nanonewtons which is six

orders of magnitude lower. In theory, the stiffness of an AFM cantilever can be very low as

discussed by Binnig and Quate (1986), but the mecbanical instability of a soft beam and the

interaction between the STM and the beam limit its potential resolution. Using this technique,

researchers have been able to image insulators such as cleaved mica and polymers and to image in

real time biological pocesses such as clotting of a protein (Drake et al., 1989). UDda' appropriate

operating conditions, atomic Ie8Olution can be achieved (Albrecht and Quale 1988, Binnig et al.

1987) equally well with conducting and non-conducting specimens.

The Van der Waals microscope is also known as the attractive mode microscope. It based on

the AFM, but in this case a piezo is used to vibrate the cantilever at about 50 kHz. The tip is in a

range of 3-20 nm above the surface, and the vibration amplitude is affected by the minute variations

in the attractive Van del Waals forces. having magnitudes in the range of 1erll N. when the probe is

scanned over the surface. Non-contacting measurements have been fOW1dto be particular useful in

the microelectronics area (Zong et al. 1993, Hansma "al. 1993; 1994).

The magnetic and electrosCatic bt:e microsc:opeI (MPM and BPM) are .milar to the Van

der Waals force microacope except that the pobes are magnetised or carry an electric charge, and

are sensitive to magnetic or electrostatic variations in the specimens under test (e.g. magnetic

recording media and dopant variation in silicon). Using this technique magnetic domains have been

imaged by a magnetised tip (Saenz et al. 1987, Martin and WicJaamasinghe 1987).

1.3 Technique Comparison - Fidelity of Measurement

We have discussed three types of profiling techniques for measurement of surfaces, primarily

in terms of their lateral and vertical resolution. It has shown that each method has certain strengths
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and limitations. Although they all claim nanometre or subnanometre sensitivities, there are

circumstances or specimens for which it is not at all clear what is being measured, let alone what is

the precision of the measurement. In fact any measuring process will, inevitably, introduce

interference to the measurand. The question is how to characterise, distinguish and recover the

nature of the measurand. In this section, emphasis is addressed on the pedormance evaluation d.

each method. This includes the intrinsic limitations such as physical interactions between the

surface and the sensing probe, quantum noise, etc. and instrumentation limitations such as dynamic

range, dynamic response, stability, repeatability, precision and accuracy. For the purpose of this

thesis, discussion is restricted mainly to stylus instruments, AFM and STM.

1.3.1 Interaction between the surface and the sensing probes

In most conventional stylus instruments, a leaf spring applies a small force (approximately

1roN) to the stylus to ensure that it always maintains contact with the specimen. As the stylus

presents a very small area to the specimen, high pressure can arise at the contact and this may not

only introduce uncertainty in the profile data but also lead to temporary or permanent plastic

defonnation on the specimen.

The contact between two smooth elastic bodies was investigated by Hertz (1896) who

theoretically determined both the size and shape of the contact zone due to c1astic deformation of the

bodies. For a sphere of radius R pressed against a flat surface under a normal load P, the radius d.

contact is given by

a=[3PRjl
4E·

(1-3)

1 I-v' I-v'_=---L+ __'
E· El El

where v is the Poisson ratio and E the Young modulus of each material. Hertz theory has governed

the contact mechanics for over half century until Roberts (1968) and Kendall (1969) found that, at

low loads, contact areas between these bodies were considerably larger than those predicted by Hertz

and tended towards a constant finite value as the load reduced to zero. Strong adhesion was
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observed between them if the surfaces were clean and dry. At high loads the results closely fitted the

Hertz theory. These observations strongly suggested that attractive forces were operating between

the solids and. although these 'additional' contact forces were of little significance at high loads,

they became inaeasingly important as the load was reduced towards zero. Later 1ohnson, Kendall

and Roberts (1971) gave more precisely the contact radius for Hertz contact, that is

where 'Y is the surface energy released by the interaction of the two surfaces and k is related to the

eJastic modulus by

(1-5)

It is interesting to note that the load across the contact region is higher than the applied load by an

amount given by the second term in parentheses in equation (1-4). The surface energy is the

consequence of the bonding of two contact points and is often given by the Dupre equation

1 =11+12 - 2112 (1-6)

where Yt and 1J represent the free surface energy of the two surfaces and 112 represents the surface

energy of the interaction. It can be seen from Bqn. (1-4) that at zero applied load, there will always

be a finite contact radius given by the equation

(1-7)

The adhesion force is dependent on the contact area and the conditions of the surfaces. It can

be vecy Btrongwhen the surfaces are clean, and can be insignificant in the presence of contaminants.

The adhesion force can dominate the friction between the probe and specimen, and causes a finite

region of plastic flow at the periphery of the conlaCt.. Other factors that cause surface damage by

stylus loading are surface hardness, stylus force, stylus tip width and stylus traversing speed. Latu it

will be shown that for a stylus tip of 2 J.UIl the stylus force has to be kept below 0.5 mN 10 avoid any

detectable damage for some common engineering surfaces.
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Another possible major contribution to fidelity of profile measurement will be that of the

compliance of the interface between the probe and specimen. Simply, this can be modelled as a

frictionless Hertz contact with a total nonnalload W, giving a contact radius a by Eqn. (1-4). It is

shown that the mutual approach of points in the bulk of the two is given by

(1-8)

Then the contact stiffness, S, can be written as

(1-9)

The contact stiffness is an important factor for evaluating the fidelity of profile measurement.

H the stylus-surface interaction is significant, that is the contact stiffness becomes comparable with

that of the lever. it is not valid to assume a single stationary value of spring constant. Additionally.

compliance will be affected by phenomena such as adhesion, meniscus effects, and local hardness

variations which are not relevant to swface geometry. The usual aim of malcing lever spring

constant low to improve force sensitivity can result in the contact stiffness completely dominating

spring behaviour. Further, the tip interaction can perturb the deformation behaviour of the mounting

spring, so as to make the assumptions about the relevant lever spring constant of dubious worth.

The above discussion applies not only to stylus profiling, but also to atomic force

miaoscopes. Surface forces are classified as short-range and long-range foo:es. Short-range forces

are those that act between atoms and molecules that are essentially in contact, say within 0.1 or 0.2

nm of each other. Long-range forces act between surfaces that are further apart; long range in this

context might mean a few nanometres. Examples are Van c1erWaals, magnetic and electrostatic

forces. Most AFMs operate in contact, or repulsive, mode. The process of scanning causes surface

defonnation, the extent of which is controlled by the generally unknown local mechanical properties

at the surface. Thus the source of image contrast may become uncertain. Even those claimed to be

non-contact AFMs, when they used in ambient environments, meniscus forces from an adsorbed

surface film may cause the tip to jump to contact and may introduce instability in operation. Jarvis et

al. (1993) have found that the attractive region occurs after the tip jumping toward the surface. in
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this region it is possible the AFM operates with an attractive force between the tip and the sample

while also being in contact.

Scanning tunnelling microscopy is non-contact in nature but great care has been taken when

it is operated in air. Generally an STM scans a surface at a constant tunnelling current. and this will

be much reduced if there is a contaminated layer which is more than sevetal nanometres (Mamin et

al. 1986, Soler et al. 1986). To achieve tunnelling current the STM tip will be brought further to the

surface, which could either preas the surface via the contaminated layer or penetrate into this layer.

This can make the STM performance unreliable, sometimes even under vacuum conditions (Main et

al. 1986). This will be discussed inmore detail inChapter 8.

1.3.2 Range and resolution

A comparison among th~ methods of their dynamic range £01' both horizontal and vertical

directions is shown in Fig. 1.6. The dynamic range is referred as a ratio of range to resolution.

Generally, it depends on two main facCOrs; transducing and mechanical vibration. Stylus

instruments typicaJly have a large dynamic range on an order of lOS vertically with a range up to

1mm or a resolution down to 10 nm. Higher resolution is achievable at the cost of range. On the

other hand, the resolution is limited by the surface deformation by contact measurement

The APM and sm have a small dynamic range in principle, they rely on feedback to drive

an actuator (a scan head) to achieve a longer range. Using reasonable geometry (for example. a scan

head on an order eX a few centimetres long and a scan tube thickness of 1 to 2 mm) and applied

voltage, onc finds the maximum scan range of an order of 50 to 100 pm. In general, a longce

scanner has lower resonant frequency and the scanning speed has to be reduced. In lenns cL

dynamic range, the sm or AFM can not replace the conventional SEM.

The lateral resolution of stylus insttuments and AFMs is dependent OIl the size and shape eX

tips used. A measured profile or image represents the convolution of the surface structure with the

geometry of the stylus (tip). In practice, it is often found that diamond styli are flattened at the end,

the width across the flat essentially delennining the lateral resolution. A commonly available width

is 2 pm, but pyramidal styli with tips as small as a nominal 0.1 x 0.1 pm are also used. In some

instances, highly spherical styli are also produced (Vorburger et al. 1979; Song and Vorburger
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1991). The flank angle of tips also affects its resolution, for it can not accurately profile over slopes

greater than the flank angle (usually ± 45° for styli). Very sharp tip for AFM and STM can be made

by a technique of Focused Ion Beam (Vasile et al. 1991&. 1991b). These tips typically have 5-6 nm

radii and cone angles between 12° and 15° over the fust two microns from the apex. However, if the

tips are too slender they may flex under the influence of lateral forces generated by contaminants on

the sample's side walls (Griffith et al. 1991) or elongate elastically, which introduces instability in

operation and a further uncertainty in the inteIpretation of proftles.

1.3.3 Dynamic response

Another error source in stylus profiling will be due to dynamic effects. A stylus of fmite mass

held in contact with a surface by a preloaded spring may, if traversing the surface at a certain high

velocity. fail to maintain contact with or press hard against the surface being traced. Where and

whether this occurs depends on local surface geometty. the spring constant to mass ratio (the

resonance of stylus system) and the traversing speed. As a consequence. the measured profile may

produce erroneous information about the surface microgeomeU'y and lead to surface damage due to

large dynamic forces.

Analogous to the stylus. an AFM uses the displacement of a soft cantilever to monitor and

control the surface forces. Forces are infeaed from a nominally known spring stiffness of the

cantilever on which the tip is mounted. This is not a problem when the tip is scanned at a very slow

speed; the maximum of the equivalent input frequency to the AFM tip (which is the combination of

the scanning speed and the wavelengths of surface features) is much lower than the resonance of the

cantilever. However, as scanning speed increases. the vibration of the cantilever, expressed by a

fourth order differential equation. will also introduce distorted information of the high frequency

surface features.

1.4 Characterisation and Calibration of Instruments

An instrument is normally characterised by its range, resolution, precision, repeatability and

stability. To clarify those terms, definitions for each one are given below:
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Range is the full extent over which the instrument can measure reliably within the confmes

of its specification.

Resolution or discrimination is the smallest discernible change in the parameter of interest

that can be registered by the instrument

RepeatabUity is the ability of the instrument to give the same result fc:.-the same input.

repeatedly applied. Lack of repeatability is due to both random and systematic effects in the

instrument and its environment. The standard deviation. or the sample variance, is dependent on the

number of tests. Pocx repeatability is commonly associated with hysteresis due to backlash or

inherent to the transducer as, fOl' example, with piezoelectric gauges. With careful design, the

repeatability can approach, but can never be better than, the resolution.

Precision is used with several different meanings in practice. Sometimes it is a synonym for

repeatability, as defmed above, and other times it may be referred as the standard deviation of a set

of results at one operation. In an estimation with the 99.7% of probability, it is given as the

percentage of the ratio of the three times of standard deviation, 30'. to the range.

Stability is the ability of the instrument to keep the given output over a period of time and

under certain changes of ambient conditions such as ternpenture. humidity. etc •• It is commonly

associated with thermal drifts of mechanical parts and electronic circuits. mechanical creep and

relaxation, and ageing effects from both mechanical and electronic components.

Accuracy is the deviation of the measured value from the 'true' value. It is defined in terms

of measurement errors. Measurement errors can be classified as random errors and systematic

errors. Random errors are associated with 'precision' and systematic errors are related with

calibration. The accuracy of an instrument can only be detennined after it is calibrated against a

standard device. The accuracy of subsequent measurement will then depend on the combination d.

the calibration error and the precision of the instrument. The calibration error can be large or small

depending the grade of the standard device used which is ranging from international agreement;

national primary standard. secondary standard to laboratory or industrial standards.

Traceability - At the National Physical Laboratory (NPL). for example, the metre is realised

using the wavelength of the 633 nm radiation from an iodine stabilised helium-neon laser. The
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reproducibility of this primary standard is about 3 parts in lOll and the wavelength of the radiation

has been accurately related to the definition of the metre in tenns of the velocity of light. The

primary standard is used to calibrate secondary laser interferometers which in tum are used to

calibrate precision length bars, or gauges. A simple traceability ladder for length is shown in

Fig. 1.7 (Bentley, 1988).

Surface instruments as discussed above are normally calibrated against the step standards

produced by evaporation, etching or plating and are traceable to optical wavelengths. However, it

has not as yet been possible to produce satisfactorily calibrated standards for steps below about

2S nm. Bowen and Chetwynd et al. (1983, 1985, 1988, 1990) have established x-ray interferometry

as a metrology tool for the calibration of engineering transducers in the range from 10 pm to a few

micrometres (Chetwynd et al. 1993). The method of x-ray interferometry relies upon the availability

of highly perfect, homogeneous single crystals, of any convenient materials, available in reasonable

large sizes. An instrument can be made out of such crystals that, in combination with an x-ray

source, can be used to produce sinusoidal variations of x-ray intensity in the detector, with

identically the same translation period as that of the crystal lattice itself. If x-ray interferometers and

mechanical transducers can be operated simultaneously to measure the same displacement. a

reproducible calibration system is thereby achieved. The lattice parameter of the crystal can be

determined in absolutely units resulting in a readily portable length standard is also achieved.

Semiconductor silicon crystals are normally homogeneous and reproducible, one with another, to a

few parts in 10'. Selected crystals are homogeneous to better than one part in 10', and x-ray

methods exist to compare the lattice parameter of one crystal with another within 2 to 3 parts in 10'.

The correlation of the silicon lattice spacing to absolute standards has been performed at the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS of USA, now the National Institute of Standards and

Technology) and the Pbysikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB of Germany) to a precision of

about I in 106 (Deslattes and Henins, 1973; Becker et al., 1982).
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1.5 The Layout of the Thesis

The contents of this thesis are arranged in a systematic order. The Iirst two chapters are

reviews of the surface measuring techniques and background infonnation on surface fonnation and

description. Three measuring techniques, stylus proftling, optical profiling and scanning probe

microscopy such as STM and AFM are compared in their dynamic ranges (range over the

resolution), lateral resolutions, and mechanical/physical interactions. Chapter 3 gives a theoretical

analysis on a stylus system, which includes system parameter analysis, interaction force calculation

and geometrical effect of the stylus on the measurement Because of the instrument dependence, a

particular stylus instrument, Talysurf 5, is selected f<r the analysis. This instrument has been

modified to give a force control at the stylus, and the detail eX the instrumentation is discussed in

chapter 4. Both chapters 4 and 5 concentrate on the force interactions which are the main concern

f<r measurement fidelity. In chapter 4, the effects of tracking force on measurement are evaluated

from profiles, statistical parameters and SBM examination. The design and application of a novel

magnetic force actuator is also presented. Frictional force at the interface as the stylus slides over a

surface is intensively studied in chapter 5 f<r a wide range of engineering materials. Instrumentation

f<X' simultaneous measurements on both friction and profile is discussed, and this leads to a simple

friction model being derived. An experimental approach to inaease fidelity or, in another sense, to

increase measuring speed without degrading the fidelity has been tried and is reported in chaptec 6.

This is an active damping control achieved by a velocity sensor and the magnet/COil forte actuator.

In chapters 7 and 8, topics are mainly on the investigation of the potential applications of scanning

tunnelling microscopy to the nanometric metrology. This includes design and construction eX two

scanning tunnelling profilometers with different translation drives. The characteristics of the two

STMs have been evaluated. Problems associated with STM working in nonnal environment (in

ambient conditions) are discussed. The whole thesis is summarised in chapter 9, and some

suggestions on future work are proposed.
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Fig. 1.1 Simplified diagram of a high sensitive LVDT.
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Fig. 1.3 Schematic diagram of the NPLiCUPE polarisation interferometer focus

configuration. 0 and E correspond to the 'ordinary' and 'extraordinary' components of plane

polarisation.
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Fig. 1.4 Principle of focus detection by critical angle of total reflection
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Fig. 1.5 Schematic diagram of the scanning tunnelling microscope
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Fig. 1.6 Estimated range and resolution limits in both the vertical and lateral directions for

stylus instruments. optical interferometers. and STM.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINEERING
SURFACES

An engineering surface is a link between the manufacture of an engineering component and

its perfonnance. The recognition that the vast majority of engineering components can potentially

degrade or catastrophically fail in service through such surface-related phenomena as wear,

corrosion and fatigue, led in the early 19808 to the development of the interdisciplinary subject eX

surface engineering (Bell 1987. 1990). It involves the application of traditional and innovative

surface technologies to engineering components and material in order to produce a composite

material with properties unattainable in eithu the base or surface material. This indicates that the

study on surfaces comes to a stage of not only to investigate but also to manipulate the properties eX

surfaces.

2.1 Surface and its Description

2.1.1 Concept

In physica. the surface is defined as the transition region between the three dimensional

periodic structures of bulk crystal and vacuum. Thus the surface includes all the layers of atoms that

do not have the three dimensional periodicity of the bulk. The wave functions of the electrons are

modified in the vicinity of the surface. The resulting relaxation of electron charge density aeatcs a

new aelf-consistent potential in the surface region of which the principal compound is a surface

dipole; those electrons tunnelling into the potential baaier at the surface and the uncompensated

positive charge inside the surface create a surface dipole layer. The extent to which the electron gas

penetrates into the vacuum can be estimated from the uncertainty principle as foUows

Ax!Jp -It

6x -It! ~2m.E, -lA
(2-1)
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as the Fend energy Er - 5 eV = 5 x 1.6 x 10-19] fer metals, here It - 1.05 x 10-34] s,

me= 9.11 x 10-31kg.

For the semiconductors and insulators, the fonnation of surfaces allows polarisation of bonds

in the direction of surface normal, again creating a dipole layer.

The simplest type of solid surface is the perfcct cleavage face of a single crystal such as mica

or highly orimted pyroIytic graphite (HOPG). The surface consists of a regular array of atoms. In

surfaces of many semiconductors as well as a few metals, more complex atomic rearrangements

occur which results the so called 'reconsD:ucted surfaces'. The cleavage faces are rarely flat; they are

covered with steps and blocks, often many hundreds of atoms high.

2.1.2 Solid surfaces in air

The &bow surfaces are ideal or clean surfaces and they do not exist in the convendonal

environments. Most metallic surfaces, even if they are noble metals, will immediately adsorb oxygen

and watez vapour if they explSCd to air; this film may not be more than a few molecules thick:

(Bowden and Throssel, 1951). With more reactive metals there is initially some chemisOJption that

soon gives way to chemical reactions and the formation of oxides or hydroxides. Durin. the early

stase of oxide growth there may be l'CII'I'8Ilgement of the surface atoms of the metal that. in a more

exaggerated form, can lead to faceting. The oxide may then grow to a thickness of the order of 50-

100 A by a process of ctiffusion of metal ions through the oxiele to the oxicfe.gaseous interface. Some

oxides are epitaxial and firmly 1iDbd to the substtate: they can impede diffusion. In that case the

oxidation soon comes 10 an end. and the material appears 10 be noncorrodible or even 'noble' (e.g.,

chromium, rhodium). In other cases the oxide is in madced mismatch with the subslratc and cracks

as it grows, so exposing fresh metal for further oxidation. Oxides may be amorphous or crystalline;

they may be smooth or they may grow as crysCaIs and whiskers.

Ionic solids and covalent solids are usually materials of high surface energy and the

adsorption rarely leads to the presence of more than a few molecular layers of oxygen or water

vapour. However, contaminant films will condense from the atmosphere and remain on the surface.

In the study of surface structures, surface cleaning usually involves either heating in high

vacuum, ion bombardment and/or preferential chemical attack. These steps are needed to remove
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the last tIaces of surface contaminant and even so small quantities of bulk impurity may diffuse to

the surface during or after the cleaning process.

2.2 Engineering Surfaces

2.2.1 The nature of surface

Engineering surfaces are mostly prepared by mechanical methods such as cutting. grinding •.

abrasion. polishing or chemical etching to meet certain purposes. These processes generate surfaces

over a large scale of roughness typically ranging from millimetres down to submicrometres. In

addition they produce distortions and modifications in the outermost layers. Fig. 2.1 is a schematic

diagram of a typical polished metal specimen showing topography and sub-surface structure. On the

top of the normal aystalline structure of the base material lies a layel" of deformed material

resulting from the processes used in the manufacturing of the surface. It may consist of a smeared

'fudge' of gready defonned metal. metal oxide. and polishing powders with a typical depth of about

40 J.UD (Larsen-Basse, 1992). This dcfonned layel" is itself covered by a compound layer resulting

from chemical reaction of the metal with its environment. For a metal in air, it will usually be oxide.

and may introduce organic compounds. Normally it is about 10 nm thick (Halling 1975). This

reacted layer will, in a normal environment, often be covered with a layer of contaminants such as

condensed oil vapour and particles of smoke and dust. The thickness of the layer may come up to 1

J.UD. and in a normal operation of cleaning a surface using organic solvents the formation of the

chemisolption layer can be about a few nanometres. Because of their shape and chemical reactivity

and because of their composition and microstructures. surfaces are extremely complicated and may

be very different from those of the bulk solids.

2.2.2 Topographies of surfaces

The geometric shape of any surface is determined by the characteristic of the finishing

process used to produce it. There will be undulations of wavelengths that range from atomic

dimensions to the length of the component. These often result from the dynamics of the particular

finishing process or machine used. There may be additional peaks and valleys caused by local
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microevents, such as uneven deformation of hard microstructural constituents, local fracture, or

corrosive pitting. Even after a surface has been carefully polished, it will still be rough on an atomic

scale. In general the surface geometry is described by three main parameters: error of form,

waviness and roughness. They are defined as follows, shown in Fig. 2.2.

ElTOn 01 form are macrodeviations - irregular surface departures from the design profile,

often caused by lack of accuracy or stiffness of the machining system.

Waviness is periodic deviations from the geometric surface, often sinusoidal in fonn and

caused by low frequency vibrations of the machine-tool·workpiece system during the machining.

Roughness is the deviations from the wavy surface itself, caused by geometry of the cutting

tool and its wear. machining conditions. microscructure of the workpiece and vibrations in the

system. Examining the details of surface roughness will reveal a fmer roughness superimposed on

the surface roughness. It may extend down 10 the near-atomic scale and may be caused by internal

imperfections in the material. non-unifonn deformation and or fractures of the individual grains at

the surface, or corrosion and oxidation p-ocesses occur while the surface is being genemted or

during its exposure 10 the environment.

2.2.3 Properties of surfaces

The mechanical, physical and chemical properties at the surface are nonnally different from

those of the bulk material. The complexity of the fonnation of a surface makes it difficult 10

determine its characteristics. This has Jed 10 rapid development of the science of Tribology which

studies surfaces in contact and in relative motion. Tribology is interdisciplinary concept that

involves many sciences such as mechanics, physics and chemistry. Surfaces are thus evaluated

through contact effects. friction, wear and chemical reactivity.

The Iopographies of surfaces, especially those of peaks often called asperities, are of primary

concern in sliding friction and wear of materials, because these processes usually involve contacts

between asperities on opposing surfaces. The true contact area. the very outer portions of asperities,

is very much smaller than the apparent area in contact. The strength of a surface to withstand

loading and resist wear is much determined by the composition of the surface which may, as we

mentioned early, vary significantly from the base material and will be affected by the different
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manufacturing process. The shear strain in the defonned layers may increase hundred times and

thus leading to a very heavy dislocation concentration. Evidences show that polished glass ceramic

can reduce their strength and the strength of a single crystal silicon degraded after grinding and

regained when the surface was etched away a few micrometers (Chetwynd and Smith 199Oa, Smith

et al., 1991).

The chemical constituents at the surface play another important role on its mechanical

performance. This compoWld can be formed either during the surface processing or when the

surface comes into contact with a different solid. a gas. or chemisorbed species. Itmay be a laytz fX

oxide or hydroxide due to reactions with ambient moisture and oxygen. When two surfaces rub

against each other. they may adhere at local spots that can reach elevated temperature by frictional

heating and interdiffusion may take place. resulting in local compound fonnation in the surface

layers which leads to highee friction (Rabinowicz 1971).

It is obvious that the characteristic of a surface is determined by a number of mechanisms

that may act in combination and in different proportion under different circumstances. but the real

process of the surface performance such as friction remains unclear. Howcvtz. the recent

development of sensitive and powedul tcclulologies for measuring and modelling surfacea and even

manipulating individual surface atoms is creating a new future for surface studies.

2.3 Techniques for Preparing Smooth Surfaces

Smooth and sometimes supersmooth surfaces are needed for critical applications such as

semiconductor wafers, magnetic disks, and optical components for laser mirror. In order to obtain

good pezformance from these surfaces proper preparation and cleanings are essential. Most smooth

surfaces are produced by mechanical polishing after being machined into shapes, or by a

combination ofmecbanical and chemical polishing. However, other techniques have been developed

and these include single-point diamond turning, non-contact float polishing. hydrodynamic

polishing, and ion and laser beam processes. Details are reviewed by Bennett (1986) and here only a

brief discussion is listed.

MECHANICAL POLISIDNG:
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Mechanical polishing has been used for centuries. In its simplest fonn it involves contact

between a rotating pitch lap, which has been pressed to the inverse of thc shape desired for a

specimen, and the surface being polished. The polishing is accomplished by abrasive particles,

generally under 2 J.UD in diameter suspended in a water slurry that is either added incrementally to

the polisher (fresh feed polishing), or continually bathing the lap and substrate (submerged. bowl-

feed, or recirculating polishing). Random motion between the lap and the SUlfacc assures that the

material removal is uniform. The purpose of the polishing is to remove any fractured and damaged

material produced by machining such as grinding. A good rule of thumb is to IeII10ve a layer whose

thickness is equal to ten times the diameter of the abrasivc used in the preceding operation. A

surface produced by ao-called fresh-feed process will generally contain fine 8Cr8Icbes and will be

improved to scratch-free by different final polisbings-polishing under water or polishing to dryness

(Bennett 1970). As an examplc, sometimes a weak acid is added to the slurry when mechanically

polishing metals, to prevent the formation of a surface oxide layer.

DIAMOND 1lJRN1NG

The term "diamond turning" describes a process by which a special very stiff lathe usually

having an air bearing spinc:Uc and 8 single point cutting tool (8 diamond) is used to machine

components. The parts are usually mounted in a vacuum chunk and are cut on-centre or by

interrupted cut, similar to the way metal parts are faced on 8COIlvendonallathe. Since the tool-part

interaction occurs in a very small contact area, vastly different amounts of material can be removed

&om adjacent regions of the part. This makes the fabrication of small parts with complex-cootourcd

surfaces possible. High quality diamond turned surfaces appear shiny to the unaided eye. but show a

grooved pattern from the cutting tool when observed in a differential interference contrast

microscope (Decker et al., 1978). The diamond is in conjunction with mechanical polishing,

however, chemical polishing can help to prevent the fonnadon of the surface layers (amorphous in

nature) produced by mechanical polishing, and thus preserve the structure of a crystalline material

and also get rid of the tool m8lb.

PRECISION GRINDING

Precision grinding ranks in between diamond turning and polishing in many aspects.

Compared to diamond turning, the position of the cutting edge of the tool is less certain. At any
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time, anything from one to many grains are in contact with the part. Grinding wheels tend to be

compliant and wear (Shaw, 1972), the effects which make it more difficult to achieve the desired

fonn accuracy than with diamond turning. Besides these disadvantages, there are some notable

advantages of precision grinding over diamond turning. With small wheels and depths of cut it can

be used to wolk brittle materials such as ceramic and glass in a ductile fashion (Bifano el al. 1988).

FLOAT POUSlDNG

Float polishing is a fonn of hydrodynamic polishing that consists of a combination of fluid

erosion and chemical reaction. During polishing there is no physical contact between the specimen

and the polishing lap. Float polishing bas been shown to produce very smooth flat surfaces with low

subsurface damage, and to have a very high removal rate if the surface figure matches that of the

lap. The disadvantages of the process are that only flat surfaces can be polished, they need to be

nearly optical flat before starting, and only small pieces can be polished because high pressure is

needed between the specimen and the lap.

2.4 Measurement of Surface Microtopography

The purpose of surface measurements is on one hand to control the quality of products and to

evaluate the manufacturing processes, and on the other for Irlbologists, it is to assess surface flRish

in order to set up a relationship between the surface topography and its Irlbological property to

obtain optimised surface textures and manufacturing processes for various surface function needs.

In general, surface textures are very complex, because surface fmishing processes such as

polishing, grinding, and shot blasting, are statistical by nature. To characterise such surfaces, two

types of statistical descriptions are used: parameters, which attempt to quantify some aspects of

surface with a single number, and statistical functions, which give, by their nature, an array of

infonnation about the surface. Details of some commonly used descriptions are discussed as follows.

2.4.1 Surface parameters

There are a great variety of surface parameters, many of which have been developed to

characterise the function of engineering surface for particular applications. Some typical parameters

appear in the national standard (BS 1134: PART 1: 1988). Nevertheless. surface parameters can
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generally be classified as height parameters. wavelength parameters. shape parameters. and

combinations of these. known as hybrid parameters.

Height parameters

The most common statistical descripton of surface height are the mean line average

roughness, R., and the nns (root-mean-square) roughness. R,. They are given by the fo1lowing

fonnulas. shown in integral and digital forms

1L 1 N

R. =-/ly(x)ldx=-I,IYII
Lo N,-I

(2-2)

[ 1L 2 ]i [1 N 2]iRf = -Jy (x)dx = -LY,
Lo N,_I

(2-3)

where y(x) is the surface profile relative to mean. sampled by the set of N points )Ii over the length.

L. The R. and Rca are closely related, and Rca - 1.2S R. fCX' Gaussian distributed surfaces (Thomas

1982). Rca is more sensitive than R. to large deviations from the mean line. it is more commonly

used in control of optical c:omponentl and bearing surfaces. And also Rca represents the standard

deviation of the height distribution, and it linb between the random process techniques such as

autocorrelation and power speclrUm. This will be discus8ed later.

Wavelength parameten

Wavelength parameters lie used iJ characterise the spacings of the peaks and valleys of the

surface. Spacings or wavelengths are 0&0 characteristic of the process that fanned the surface. such

as the Ihot size used for abrasive blasting, the pit size of a pinding wheel, or the feed of a tool. A

typical wavelength parameter. recognised by the International Organisation for Standardisation

(ISO 1984), is the mean peat spacing Sm. defaned a surface profile as the avcrqc spacing between

two successive negative crossings of the mean line. as shown in Fig. 2.3.

1 "SlIt=-I,S""
II i-I

(2-4)

Spragg and Whitehouse (1970) have shown that, for most profiles encountered in practice.

the average wavelength of a profde may be calculated from the equation: A.. = 21£Rq IA.. where A. is

the nns slope. The calculation of the slope will be given later.
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Shape parameters

Some surfaces may have same R.and average wavelength. but have different shapes and thus

may pelfonn differently in the same application. Other parameters such as the skewness and

kurtosis involving higher order moments about the mean line help to quantify the difference

between these surfaces. The skewness. R.. is a measure of the symmetry of the profile about the

mean line. It is defined as

(2-5)

A positive value indicates sharp peaks. and a negative value indicates flat peaks but sharp/narrow

valleys. The latter type of surfaces ensures good stability against wear because it will have a large

contact area and thus low bearing JRSsure.

Kurtosis, k, is a measure of the peakedness of the surface which is given by

(2-6)

A symmetric Gaussian distribution has a kurtosis of Ie = 3. Higher values aze more violently peaked.

Hybrid parameters

The slopes and peak curvatures of surface profiles are concerned in tribology fa: assessing

the contact area between surfaces. The slope is defmed as the spatial derivative of the height profile

while the curvature is the second derivative of the profIle.

Nonnally these two parameters are described by their nns values. There are many algorithms

fa: differentiation such as three. five or seven point polynomial fitting algorithms and some

mathematical approaches, but the most appropriate algorithm depends on the nature of the signal

and the reason for making the measurement (Chetwynd 1978. 1991). For equi-spaced data. the three

and five point formulae are

3Yi = (Yi+l - Yi-l ) 12h (2-7)

(2-8)

where h is the spacing and Yi-m. Yi+m (m =1. 2) are the mth data points before and after the point at

which the derivative is taken. A peak is defined as any point higher than its immediate neighbours.
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i.e. Yi> Yi-l' Yi+l' the peak curvature. YP can be calculated by fitting a parabola through the three

points as:

(2-9)

There is strong influence of the sampling interval. h. on the calculated values of the nns

slope and DnS peak curvature. especiaJly the latter. The number of counting peak points may be

increased by oversampJing because of the quantisation error from an analogue to digital convertca'. A

solution is either following the Nyquist sampling criterion or using the contact diameter caJcuJated

from the Hertzian contact fonnula.

2.4.2 Statistical functions

1bele ismuch research on statistical descriptions of the propelties of surface profiles (Nayak

1971. Benda! and Picnol 1971. Whitdlouse and Achard 1969. 1970). Four important statistical

functions are the amplitude density function or height distribution. the bearing area curve. the poWCl'

spectral density. and the autocorrelation function. A brief discussion is given here.

Heiaht dittributioD Dd its relatiouhip to the parameters

Surface textures can be adcquaIdy cIe8cribcd in terms of the height distribution function of

the profiJe. It is given by

1

F(y) = Jp(y)dy (2-10)

-
where y refen to the heights of the profile measured from the centre and Ply) is the probability

density function of the distribution of these hdahta.

The ndt.moment of the distribution curve Ply) about the mean is defancd as

(2-11)

therefore. we have the following relationships

1[Il p(y)dy r~If ~R, (2-12)

-2Jyp(y)dy =Ra
o

(2-13)
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-
R;3J l p(y)dy =R. (2-14)

-
R; Jlp(y)dy = k (2-15)

Autocovariance IDd Autocorrelation (ACF)

The autocovariance is calculated by an overlap integral of shifted and unshifted profiles by

1 rLR(t) = lim-.., y(x)y(x+t)dt
L ........L

(2-16)

and the autocorrelation function is simply the R(-c) normalised by the profile sample variance, til or

the square of DRS roughness, R..HCIe L is the total sampling Imgth.

Power spectral density (PSD)

PSD decomposes the surface proflle into its spatial Fourier component wavelengths in a form

by
L 2

PSD(m) = lim.!.. Jy(x)· e-iex dx
L..... L 0

(2-17)

and also it can be calculated from the autocovariance function, R(t) by

(2-18)

Therefore, as measures of the lateral structure of surfaces, the PSD and the ACF are useful in

different ways. The PSD is useful for studying the strengths of various periodic components in the

surface profile and for comparing these with the strength of the broad spectrum of random

components. The ACF is useful for observing directly the 1ateral extent of the random structures by

studying the decay in the function near zero shift.

2.4.3 Fractal approach

Fractal geometJy was found by Mandelbrot (1967) when he showed that for decreasing unit

of measurement, the length of a natural coastline does not converge but, instead, increases

monotonically. On plotting the length L as a function of the unit of measurement e on a log-log plot.

he found a simple relation of the form L« r/·D• He fmally made an interesting conclusion that the
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real number D associated with every coastline is the dimension of the coastline (The coast of Britain

is of the dimension of 1.24). This study marked the origins of fractal geometry which has now found

numerous applications in characterising and describing a wide range of phenomena in science and

engineecing (Mandelbrot. 1982).

It takes some time f(X"scientists to accept the idea that ordinary engineering surfaces are

fractal in nature; that to present a profile correctly. one should draw a curve which does not possess

a derivative at any point. The non-diffcrentiability arises from the fact that if the profile is

repeatedly magnirted, more and more roughness keeps appearing and the profile is never smooth. In

addition. when the profile is magnified. there is striking resemblance in the shape of the probability

distribution of the magnifted and the original surface. A fractal curve need only be 'self-affme' -

the magniflCations along and nonnal to the curve need not be equal. To illustrate these properties.

the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function is given as

(D-l) ~ cos(2ny"x)
y(x)=G k _J2.-D)" ; I<D<2;'Y>1

"-,,I '1
(2-19)

where G is a scaling constant and the frequency modes 'f correspond to the reciprocal of the

wavelength of roughness as 'f = JA.. This function has properties that the series fm' y(x) converges

whereas that fm'dyldx diverges. Although the W-M function appears similar to a Fourier series the

difference is that the frequencies increase in a geometric progression instead of an arithmetic

progression. The parameter nl corresponds to the low cut~ff frequency of the profile. Since a

surface is a non-stationary random process (Sayles and Thomas, 1978), the low cut~ff frequency

depends on the length L of the sample by the relation i1 = 1/L. The phases of the frequency

modes of y(x) are randornised by choosing a non-integer 'Yand taking its powers to form a geometric

series. Research (Majumdar and Tien. 1989) shows that a choice oC"t = I.S provides bodl a phase

randomisation and high spectral density.

Since y(x) is composed of a superposition oC infinite frequency modes, it is a multiscale

function. The multiscale nature of this function is displayed by the power spectrum of the function

which provides the amplitude of the roughness at all length scales. The power spectrum of the W-M

function is given as (Berry and Lewis, 1980)
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G2(0-1) 1
S(co) =------

210'Y Oi5-2D)
(2-20)

The power spectrum is the most fundamental quantity of a multiscale function because most

statistical parameters can be obtained from the spectrum. Details can be referred to Majumdar and

Bhushan (1990). It is noted that the form of the fractal spec1ral density is much like that of the Sales

and Thomas (1978) spec1ral density, especially when the fractal dimension 0=1.5.

To have a view of the graphs generated by the W_M function, a programme was written and

processed in 'Matlab'. The results are shown in Fig. 2 4 with four different fractal dimensions and

the parameters, G, 'Y and n, are chosen as 1, 1.5 and 1000. It will be seen that the graphs are much

similar to some profiles of ground surfaces taken by a stylus instrument.

Using a fractal dimension approach to characterise surfaces is still in its infancy with the link

depending heavily on matching with the power spectral density of the profile. In addition. it has

been found that not all machined surfaces can be described by the fractal dimenSions, the sUlface

produced by random and undirectional process such as grinding and polishing can be reasonably

described by a fractal dimension but surfaces with deterministic textures have no fractal dimensions.

2.4.4 Profiling and imaging

The use of statistical parameters ftlSUlts in loss of local information. More and more research

has shown the importance of local surface feature8. Profiling a surface is the basic step eX

measurements. Most surface parameters that are derived from profiles with deterministic and

random textures can often be visually identified from their promes. Comparison can be easily made

from profiles with similar parameter values. Imaging a surface in three dimensions provides a

complete measurement of a surface. However these techniques are limited by the range and

resolution; probes with large ranges are nonnaUy incapable of measuring fine details whereas those

scanning microscopes such as STMs and AFMs can only measure a small range of a few to

hundreds of micrometers. With the development of new technologies, profiling and imaging will

play more and more important role in surface measurements, more and more features will be

revealed and new parameters will be generated or a complete new description would be generated.
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Contaminants

Chernisorbed molecules

Oxide layer

Fig. 2.1 Schematic showing typical surface and subsurface microstructures present in

metal.
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Roughness

waviness Macrodeviations Ideal surface

Fig. 2.2 Schematic showing selected types of surface deviations relative to ideal surface.

Fig. 2.3 Surface profile showing the ISO definition for the peak spacing. Sm.
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Fig.2.4 Profiles constructed from fractals: (a) De l , (b) D=1.28. (c) D=1.5. and (d) D=1.8.

The vertical is in an arbitrary unit and horizontal axis is the sample points.
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3. ANALYSIS OF STYLUS SYSTEM

3.1 Introduction

Stylus methods of measuring surface geometry reinain popular because they are convenient

to use, are relatively insensitive to vibration and to some types of surface contaminants and directly

record the mechanical surfaces which are relevant to many tribologica1 applications. Nevertheless,

there are well-known disadvantages that bave been. investigated and reported sporadically (Quiney

et al. 1967; Turkel and Meyerhoff 1969; Guerrero and Black 1972; Vorburger et al. 1979).

Howevez, these reports tend to lack detailed information, which was possibly limited by their

facilities. or they are drawing conclusions from extreme situations. For example, Quincy et al. made

a general claim that "surface measurement with a stylUS-type of instrument can no longer be

considered a non-destructivc test method. .. But in their experiment. a stylus instrument which bad a

stylus load of 1.2S g and a stylus radius of 127 pm wu used. This is very crude compared with other

stylus instruments available at that time which would typically use a load of 60 mg and a radius d.

10 pm; it is not surprising that it gave poc:x' results. There is no question that on v«y soft mattrials

the stylus tip can distort the surface and in some cases damage it. However. it is not clear at all at

what conditions the damage occurs and to what degree it occurs. Further it seems a little harsh to

call a technique leaving tracks on the surface which are very shallow compared with most random

surface features already there "destructive". To rework a well-worn analogy. although a skier leaves

tracks in the snow she closely follows the topography of the hillside. To detennine whether these

1racks constitute functionally significant damage requires a knowledge of the application.

It is quite possible that the stylus damage is due to the combination of direct load and

friction at the tip. and also the dynamic behaviour of the stylus mechanism. From the point view of
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surface distortion or damage, the stylus load should be as small as possible, but this may lead to the

loss of the fidelity of measurement as the stylus may bounce over the surface due to its dynamic and

frictional behaviours. 'Fidelity' here has a twofold meaning in that a stylus instrument should both

truthfully reflect the surface geometry and not damage it significantly. In this and the following

chapters a theoretical and experimental approach is developed to investigate the detailed behaviour

of the stylus mechanism, the force intemction and the friction, and fmally, a method of optimising

the stylus instrument for fldelity of measurement is proposed and evaluated. It is intended that this

wiU provide a framework for stylus type instruments and may also be useful for other cantilever type

probes such as scanning force and lateral force microscopes. First of all, in this chapter, the

characterisation of the stylus system will be discussed in detail. A typical stylus instrument, a Rank

Taylor Hobson Talysurf ~ has been chosen to carry out the research for this pwpose. This gives a

common context to all the work and so aids evaluation. However, the analysis and proposals require

at most minor adjustment to detail for applications to other instruments.

3.2 Mathematical Model of the Stylus System

A typical conflguration for a stylus-type instrument is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). It represents a

conventional side-acting system. The tension spring is used to keep the anvil in contact with the

knife-ecige pivot and to provide a static load. At one end of the stylus arm is the stylus tip and at the

other end is the ferromagnetic core for the inductance transducer. The leaf spring system has two

functions: one is to contribute the contact force to the measured surfaces, and the other is to

constrain the beam at the end-stop when the stylus is not used, to protect it from damage. In an

alternative axial gauge system the transducer is directly in line with the stylUS,as shown in Fig. 1.1.

In both cases the system have been modeUed as a second order system (Whitehouse, 1988), see

Fig. 3.1(b). For small angular deflections, the movement of the stylus mechanism can be described

as
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mey(/) +bY(/) +Ay(/) +10 =1'1(I) (3-1)

where y(t) is the vertical movement of the stylus and /0 is the nominal static force. f., (t) is the

vertical reaction force on the stylus, me • b and A. are the effective mass, the viscous damping

coefficient and the spring rate, respectively. Equation (3-1) can be written in a general form

j(t) +2~0)IlY(/) +O)!y(t) =K[/v (t) - 10] (3-2)

where COil =iMme is the natural angular frequency, C=b/<2..[fin;) the damping ratio,

K = 1/ me the system gain. The time derivatives can be expressed in terms of surface spatial

derivatives by

yet) =V"y'(x) (3-3)

providing that the system 1ravene velocity Vil remains constant. The prime notation indicates

differentiation with the normal displacement, x. Equation (3-2) can then be written as

, 2~0), 0)2 K
Y (x)+ __ " y (x)+--;-y(x) =2[fv(X)- ,0] (3-4)

VA V" V"

The right side of the equation (304) repmcnts the resultant force between the tip and the

surface and the left side is the response of the stylus mechanism in which )'H(X) is considered to be

Ioca1 surface curvature and >,'(x) is IocaI slope.

3.3 Analysis and Measurement of tbe Cbaracterlstic Parameters

3.3.1 The spring rate

Stylus instruments generally use the deflection of either a cantilever or a helical spring to

bias against the surface. In either case behaviour is close to that of a linear spring and there will be a

variation on force proportional to its deflection. A low stiffness spring system is desirable as it exerts

small force to the surface and also enables high sensitivity and thus, the high resolution. However, it

may also lead to a low resonant frequency that is undesirable for high speed measurements.
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The spring force is proportional to the stylus deflection and is independent the velocity at

which it is traversed. Standards for conventional stylus instruments require a spring rate of less than

3S N m-I (BSl134, Part 1 1988). This force can be positive and negative about its balance position,

and it will add to or subtract from the nominal force. For a typical nominal force of 0.7 mN the

reaction force affected by the spring force alone (it happens when a stylus is in standstill or

traversing at a very slow speed) would change from 0.3 mN to 1 mN as the stylus is deflected lOpm.

The spring rate should be a constant value within its specified range, however, the combination of a

tension spring and a leaf spring in some instruments adds complexity and sometimes it shows non-

linear behaviour.

The spring rate of a stylus system can be determined simply by measuring the stylus

deflection at a given force or weight. H a force transducer or a strain gauge load cell is used, it is

necessary that the stiffness of the force transducer is much higher than the stylus so that the

deflection of the force transducer is negligible. To measure the spring rate, a typical type of the

stylus instrument, Talysmf S, was lowered onto the smface of a precision load cell (Maywood

Instruments, type 4934) and then moved vertically using the manual control on the instrument so

that it was displaced across its full ranse. As indicated in Fig. 3.1, the stylus ann is pulled against a

knifwdge pivot by a bias spring that consists of a Icaf spring and an adjustable coil spring for fine

tuning of the spring force at the zero output of the displacement transducer. Consequently, the actual

contact force will vary in relation to the position of the stylus about this zero point. There is a range

of magnifICations available on the instrument and, because the zero point may not correspond to the

same relative displacement of the stylus for each selting, the test was performed for each

magnification. A typical plot of the output from the load cell as the stylus is translated across its full

range and baclc again at a magnification of 2000 is shown in Fig. 3.2. The forward scan from a full

scale deflection of 12.S pm to -12.S um is represented by the full line and the return is shown

dashed. Although the instrument is within the specification, there is clear hysteresis in this plot and

a rather steep change in force between zero and +10 um. Measurements at different magnifications

indicate a similar trend. The exact reason for this is not quite clear but it could arise from non-linear
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behaviour of the leaf spring support which may carry compressive forces and so snap between equal

energy geometries or hysteresis with the knife edge pivot or perhaps minor misalignments of the

pickup mechanism accumulated over its considerable life. On the other side of the zero point of the

pickup, there is a much slower variation of the force, indicating a spring rate of approximately 10

a magnet-coil force transducer is used, the value is 11.2 N m-lover this region.

pN pm-lor 10 N mol.As will be confirmed later in section 4.3.2 by a more precise method in which

3.3.2 The damping coefficient

The damping effect is normally expressed by a ratio of the damping coefficient to the

critical damping value in a form of

l;=_b=_b_
»; 2~'Amc

(3-5)

where b and ber are damping coefficient and critical damping value respectively. For a second order

is summarised in table 3.1.

system such as the stylus beam, the damping ratio determines the dynamic response of the system. It

Table 3.1 Dynamic behaviour of a stylus system.

No damping

Continual oscillation at frequency and
constant amplitude, Ct)=(O 1

Underdamping

Exponentially decaying oscillation at
frequency 01, 01<(0"

Critical damping

Overdamping

No oscillation
(0II is the undamped natural frequency of the system.
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A system with no damping or large damping <C >1) is not suitable for measuring purposes

because it is either unstable or too sluggish. A stylus system, nonnally, has a very low damping ratio

of much less than 0.1. This may be merely convenient design since no discrete damping element is

included or may be to obtain a higher followable frequency for Cl) .. Cl) II. But the low damping system

invariably introduces large overshoots (about 94% over for a step input when C = 0.02), resulting in

a distorted proflle.

Experimentally, the damping ratio can be determined from the response of the stylus

system to a free oscillation about its balance position. This was done by lifting the stylus to its

balance, or midpoint position using a home made force transducer (details are discussed in the

following chapter). The stylus was then slightly displaced and released manually and its consequent

oscillatory response was recorded. The successive peak magnitudes of the response can be expressed

by

( n~1t)
exp ---====

~1_~2
(3-6)

where 11 is the ndl peak. The damping ratio can then be calculated using two successive peak values,

p. and P.+1t by using log decrement, 3, defined as

(3-7)

(3-8)

For a lightly damped second order system, such as the stylus system, the above method

gives a good estimation. This method has the advantage that it is purely ratiometric measurement

and, as such. the magnitude of the input (which can be by an initial release or by lightly taping the

stylus) does not have to be measured.
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3.3.3 System resonance and effective mass

System resonance detennines the bandwidth of its dynamic response, and thus the

maximum followable frequency. An ideal design aim for a stylus system would be to scan as rapidly

as possible without the sensor dynamics unduly distorting the fidelity with which the surface is

measured. This requires that the resonance of the stylus assembly be as high as possible given other

constraints such as the unavoidable mass of the sensor element and the spring stiffness being low

enough that the contact fmce does not vary significantly with stylus position.

There are many ways to measure the resonance of a mechanical sysrem. The system can be

excited by an impulse applied using a hammer or simply by flicking it with a finger, and the

decaying response is monitored. It is important that the initial impulse is not loo sharp, in which

case higher harmonics are accidentally excited, resulting in a rather confused combination of the

basic and hannonic signals. For the stylus systtm the initial release method used in measming

damping ratio is used with which a ncar penect decay oscillation can be easily obtained. The

damped natural frequency, m., can be determined by counting the time interval. ~. between the

two successive peaks as

(3-9)

Thus the resonance is given by

(3-10)

The recorded system response of the Talysurf S is shown in Fig. 3.3(a). The resonant

frequency can also be obtained from the FFr analysis, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The stylus pickup of

the Talysurf 5 has a resonance of 178 tad S-l and a damping ratio of 0.01.

Since the natural angular frequency Q)" and the spring constant Aare known, the effective

mass is easily calculated from the following equation

A.
m=-c 2m"

(3-11)
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In the case of CI)" = 178 rad S·l and ).. = 11.2 N m", the effective mass is 0.353 g. The effective mass

here is dermed as the mass of a weight held at one end of a weightless beam. A typical stylus beam

is a hollow tube made of aluminium. The distributed mass of the beam does not contribute much to

the effective mass and the major contribution comes from the concentrated mass such as stylus tip

and the ferrite core. A typical value for the ferrite core is 0.IS5 g, which is about half of the total

effective mass. Therefore, to reduce the effective mass so as to increase the system resonance, a

different transduing element with a light weight, for example a capacitive transducer. may be a

solution.

3.4 Contact Forces in Stylus System

The contact forces between a stylus tip and the surface being measured are classified into

static and dynamic forees. Ideally, for a contact type displacement sensor the contact force should

remain constant during measurements. Howevel', in reality. the contact force varies due to the spring

rate and dynamic reactions.

3.4.1 Static force

The nominal loading force at the stylus is the force applied by the bias spring when the

sensor is stationary and positioned at its balance point, that is, :V =0, y =0, and y = O. thus the

static reaction force is equal to the nominal force. Iw ==10,When a stylus is deflected from its

neutral position, an extra force from the surface is added to the stylus, and the static reaction is

given by

(3-12)

The plus sign is for upward movement of the stylus.

The static force here is defined to be time-independent and is nonnally evaluated when a

stylus is stationary or is traversed at a very slow speed at which the dynamic reaction can be

negligible.
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3.4.2 Dynamic force

Generally, the response of a stylus system to the reaction force between the stylus tip and

the surface has three components corresponding to acceleration, damping and spring forces. The

dynamic characteristic of a stylus is determined by the incrial and the damping aspects because they

are varying with time. The damping force is assumed to be proportional to the vertical velocity d

the stylus which is given by the product of the stylus traverse speed Viaand the first derivative, or

slope, of the surface. The acceleration force is proportional to the product of the square of the

traverse speed and the curvature of the surface profile, providing that the traversing speed of the

stylus remains constant. The magnitude of the dynamic force depends on the dynamic input from

the surface being measured. This input is the combination of the stylus traverse speed and the

surface features. Typically, the traverse speed range for Talysurf S is from 0.05 to 1 mm S1, and thus

we can expect a factor of 20 in the variation of the damping force and 400 in that of the acceleration

force over its speed range fm nominally similar profiles. These dynamic ctIects are sometimes so

significant that they cause the stylus 10jwnp from the surface. On the othcc hand, when the dynamic

fon:e is in the same direction as the nominal loading force. the stylus will exert a much larger than

expectcci force on the surface, which may lead to its damage.

3.4.3 Estimation of the Magnitude of the Dynamic Forces

The magnitude of the dynamic force can be evaluated in two particular situations, lift off

and recontact with the surface. The former gives a false measurement of the surface and the latter

may cause surface damage.

(1) Point of separation of the stylus

Fig. 3.4 shows the kinematic analysis oJ. the motion of the stylus over the surface profile.

The stylus vertical motion is assumed under an elastic spring with a preload a to give the nominal

force and the stiffness of the spring is )... According to the profile of the surface the stylus will move
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with a speed y and an acceleration y in the vertical direction. The equation of the motion of the

stylus is

• When the stylus moves upwards

m.y+bY =f. -A(li+y) (3-13)

• When the stylus moves downwards

m.y+bY=Mli+y)- ill (3-14)

The separation of the stylus from the measured surface occurs during the upward motion,

when the reaction force /., = O. Fig. 3.5 shows the path of the stylus over the surface profile in

which the stylus is lifted off at the point s, where

(3-15)

If the measured smface is ofa fono y=g(x), then, j=.:tg'(x) =VAg'(x) and y =VAlg'(x), and the

above equation becomes

(3-16)

The values of y. and hence x. represent the point on the measured surface at which separation

occurs. It depends on VAl. A. m. and the geometry of the surface.

(2) Path o/the stylus after separation

The path of the stylus after separation is governed by the equation

(3-17)

The solution to this motion is generally given by

y(t) = -(li+ y,) +{Acos(rolt ~1_~2 ·t) +Bsin(rolt~1-~2 .tne-te., (3-18)

where, the Y represents the false displacement of the stylus, A and B are arbitrary constants

depending on the initial positions of the separation.

(a) att = 0 y = 0
Therefore A = Ii+Y"
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(b)att=O ;=:10=;.

Y • is the vertical velocity of the stylus at the point of separation. y. =Vh g' (X. ). Therefore

B= ;.
CJ),,[~I-t2 -C(~+Y.)]

The general solution. i.t the equation of the path of the stylus is

(3-19)

i
where. t=-.

Vh

(3) The maximum lift YIlt

The maximum overshoot of the stylus after separation can be obtained from the

conservation of energy. There will be no external force acting on the stylus system shown in Fig. 3.S

after the separation. At the start point of the lifting, the system has a kinetic energy and a potential

energy which are expressed by tennsof !m.;: and !A(~+y.)2. At the maximal height point the
2 2

kinetic energy JeaChes zero and the potential energy becomes !A(~+y. +y..)2. There is aome
2

energy loss due to the damping in the sysccm, it is ddincd by the product of the rnapitudo of the

damping forte and the distance through which the stylus moves, that is bj.Y ... According to the

law of conservation of mechanical energy, we have

1 .2 1'l(~ )2 1'l(~ _)2 b'--m.Y. +-1\0 U+Y. =-1\. u+Y. +Y.. - 'Y.Y..
2 2 2

(3-20)

Therefore

__ -"-(8+y.>+bY. +fP.,(8+y.>-bY.f +Am.Y!
y.. - "-

The same result can also be obtained by differentiating the equation (3-19).

(3-21)

(4) Determination o/i ..
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At the point of maximum lift, (x",,Y",), the stylus speed is zero, then by differentiating

Eqn. (3·19) the time interval can be obtained and hence XIII. A rough estimation of x'" can be

achieved from the free oscillation relationship, thus

(3-22)

3.4.4 The magnitude of the reaction force

The acceleration, damping and static forces of the stylus will be supported by the swface

during the stylus traversing on it However, these forces do not all reach their maxima at the same

time due to the phase differences. The damping force experiences the maximum and minimum

values at the steep upward and downward slopes, while at these positions the acceleration force is

close to zero. The acceleration reaches the maxima and minima at valleys and peaks, at which there

is no damping force. The relationships of position, velocity and acceleration of a sinusoidal signal

are illustrated in Fig. 3.6.

The magnitude of the dynamic reaction force depends mainly on the acceleration, thus the

curvature of a surface because this value can be verJ large under certain circumstances, for example

where at vezy sharp peaks and narrow valleys. The minimum of the reaction is zero when the stylus

is lifted from the surface, and it occurs when the dynamic force is equal 10 the static force. The

maximum reaction foree, on the other hand, occurs when the dynamic force adds to the static force

during the downward tracking. There is no direct method to measure this force. Thus many

researchers have assumed that the maximal reaction is twice the static force, Ajioka (1974).

However, there is no real justification for this estimation, and the maximum dynamic force is not

really limited by the static foree. It depends on the traversing speed of a stylus and the local

curvature of the surface valleys. To evaluate the magnitude of this maximal reaction force for a

particular surface, a simple way is 10vary the Cracking force until the lift-off behaviour ceases. Then

the maximal reaction force will be the Cracking force plus the static loading force. Experiments show

that even at a loading force of 1.55 mN lift-off still exists when a stylus is traversing on a fme
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ground copper specimen (discussed in the following chapter). As a consequence, the maximum

reaction force has been estimated as high as 2.25 mN (0.7 mN of the nominal load) during the stylus

traversing on this copper specimen.

3.5 Effects of tbe geometry of stylus tip on measurements

The fidelity of surface measurement by stylus instruments is affecIed by another source; the

finite size and shape of a stylus tip. Inany stylus measuring instrument the measmed profile will not

be an exact representation of the true surface profile (Whitehouse and Archard, 1970). The 110 ca1led

'effective profile' (BSll34: 1988) recorded by the stylus instrument will be the locus of some point

on the stylus, or wcrse than this, the contact point changes throughout the traverse and there is no

way to know where it was. As a result, the radius of curvature of a peak may be exaggetated, while a

valley may be represented as a cusp.

Theoretically, to provide a true reproduction of the surface features, the stylus tip radius

should be zero and the cone angle should be as small as po8S1"le. However, the pick-up cost

inaeases with the deaeasing tip radius and, also, as the stylus radius becomes smaller maintenance

becomes critical. Another important aspect of stylus instruments is the low force with which the

stylus traces the surface. Usually this force is in • range of 0.7 - 1.0 mN. Even with this low force,

there is a certain amount of wear on the stylus tip because the area of the contact between the tip and

the asperities of the surface is vecy small and the contact pressure will be vecy high, fm- example, a

stylus with a tip radius 1 J.UIl will produce a contact pressure about 9 GP. on a copper specimen.

This can eventually cause a change in the shape of the stylus tip. The cost of producing a vecy small

radius at the stylus tip needs to be considered together with the errors produced in the measured

values such as dynamic effects, tip wear and also the deformation of the surface. A present, the

smallest tip size commercially available is 0.1 pm.

The assessment of surface roughness is based on the profile of the surface traced by a

stylus. For a very rough swface, the geometrical effect of the stylus on the measurement is negligible
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fraction of the total measured roughness, as shown by many studies (Williamson 1947;

Radhakrishnan 1970; Thomas & Sayles 1978). However, as the demand for smooth surfaces

increases, surfaces are considered in more detail or more locally and such an effect as the stylus

geometry has to be taken into account

It should be noticed that the tips in STM (scanning tunnelling microscopy) and AFM

(atomic force microscopy) play the same roles even though they have different sensing mechanisms.

This effect is more emphasised because of the relatively small features of sUIfaces being measured.

The effect of the tip geometry fm non contact STM/AFM can be considered as a stylus in the

conventional stylus instrument whose tip is the true tip size plus the constant gap (Stedman

1987.1988; Keller 1991; Nakagiri & Kaizuka 1990). Therefore the characterisation of a stylus is

equally useful to the STM/AFM techniques.

3.5.1 Formation of a stylus trace

Nonnally. according to the national standard (B51134: Part 1. 1988), a stylus may have an

included angle of 60 or 900 and tip radius of curvature of 2 ± O.~,~ ± 1. 10 ± 1 pm. The 600 tip is in

a shape of cone and the 900 tip is in a truncated pyramid shape. Those tips are normally made of

diamond to reduce wear rate.

When the stylus tip scans over a smooth and slowly changing swface, i.e. the tip radius is

negligible compared to the surface curvatures. only the vecy end of the tip makes contact with the

surface, and the trace of the tip will give a faithful profile. However. real surfaces are rough, and the

radius of curvature is comparable to the tip and sometimes even smaller. The trace obtained will

then be quite different from the true proflle of the surface. In the extreme case, where the surface is a

step with a sharp angle much smaller than the flank angle, the stylus trace is actually the profile of

the tip rather than the surface, The process of the trace formation is very complicated. Often it is

regarded as 'convolution' between the tip and the surface, which is inappropriate tenninology

because convolution is a linear process while the probe-sample intermixing is not,
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As shown in Figure 3.7 (a). as the stylus tip scans over the sample. the contact point of the

tip varies due to the slopes of the sample surface. When the slope of the sample surface is high. the

tip touches the sample surface at a point other than the nominal tip position. As a consequence. the

apparent edge of the surface feature is shifted with respect to the true edge. and the comers of the

trace are more rounded than those in the true profile.

At the contact point, boCh the tip and sample surface have the same tangent line. that is the

slope of the tip surface equals the slope of the true 1IIlface. At this moment, the whole body of tip is

moving in this c:tirection because the stylus does not roll. This means that the corresponding trace at

the end of the tip has same slope or tangent line as the contact point. When the stylus is moved a

sufficiently small section on the sample surface. t.e. the sample interval. h. is small, the relative

geometrical positions of the most vicinal points on the trace A. Band C. seat in the Pig. 3.7 (b ).

should be vecy similar to those of the points on the tip ", b and c which camspond to the surface

slopes.

Let L\Zu denoCe z.. - ~ • and h the horizontal aeparation ofA and B be a constant in the

measurement. The above relationship is then: AZu - AZ .. and AZc. - AZIlt:'For a tip with a

known shape, the position of the contact point on the tip surface can be estimated from the

quantities of AZ... and AZc.. This can be dcIcribed as:
Az=fz{AZ )
!u=fx{AZ)

(3-23)

where the AZ is a vector campoaed by the variables AZ... and AZc.. The functions of k and/x are

depended on the shape of the tip. From the figure 3.7(b). it is easy to see that the co-ordinaIes of the

true point of contact are:
z =Z. +Az

X = X. +Ax
(3-24)

The equations (3-24) represent the true aurface profile, the fU'St term on the right side is the

measured profile or apparent 1race and the second term is the distortion due to the tip.
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3.5.2 Effects on lateral resolution

Because a stylus profile represents a 'pseudo-<:onvolution' of the surface structure with the

end fonn of the stylus tip, the lateral resolution depends aitically on the size of the stylus tip and to

a Iesset degree on the flank angle. Styli are often flattened at the end. the width across the Oat

essentially detenning the 1ateral resolution. For a spherical tip, the 1ateral resolution can be smaller

than the tip radius, T. Fig. 3.8 shows the geometrical construction when a spherical stylus first

contacts a step, which is assumed to be infinitely sharp. The initial contact occurs at a position, A,

to the left of the step edge. and A can be ~ed by

A =Jr2 _(r_h)2

=.J2rh-h2

If h « T, the width of the lransition A = J2rl,. This calculation assumes that no

(3-25)

deformation occurs at the single point of the contact In the case of a 1JUIl radius stylus and a step

of height 10 DID. the calculated transition width is 0.14 J.UIl. For a truncated pyramid stylus. the

transition width is equal to the tip width.

The flank angle of the stylus also affects its resolution. The stylus can not accUl'lUdy profile

over slopes greater than the flank angle (usually ± 45°). This is not much of a problem f« most

types of smooth surfaces where the average surface slopes are only a few degrees, but it does

complicato the measurements of surfaces with steep cracks or holes, such as those often found on

ceramics.

3.5.3 Effects on parameter measurements

The effects of the tip geomeby on measurements depend on the nature of iJTc8ularitiea on

the surface. Genenlly. for a smooth, slowly changing surface with an average slope smaller than the

flank angle of the tip. the effect is only minor distortion which can be negligible. However, some

manufacturing JmCC88es give deep and nanow grooves whilst others give sharply projecting peaks,
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both of which cause the stylus to make distorted profile traces. When surface features are

comparable to the tip geometry, the effects can be great.

Practical evaluation of the tip effect on measurement needs different tip radii and specifiCd

sample surfaces. There are many difficulties obtaining such tips on specific instruments and surfaces

and also the measured effects will be a combination of different causes such as dynamic behaviour,

surface deformation etc. To simplify the process, a simulation based on a 'true' profile is pursued to

estimate the tip effect on the measurement. The 'true' profile is obtained from a copper specimen

traced by aTalysurf S with a tip radius of 2 JUD.

To emulate the motion of the stylus as it traverses the 'true' profile, the process is limited to

a two-dimensional representation and the stylus is represented by a circle of radius, r, that IIIQ\IeS

across the crests of the profile. Dynamic effects are not c:onsidered and neither is the deformation eX

the profile due to the contact stresses exerted by the stylus. It is assumed that the stylus moves across

the profile in equal horizontal increments, Ax. As is shown in Fig. 3.7 (a), the stylus tip contacts the

surface at the point (Xi. ZJ>, and the apparent point is (xl', z{). Physically, the stylus makes at least

one point contact within the horizontal distance bounded on either side by the stylus radius T, that is

the range of (XI - r) < X J < (Xl +r). The resulting stylus position would have the maximum

ordinate value z{ of aU possible contacts. Mathematically. if the true profile ordinates are

considered a function of ZJ<Xj), then detenning the ordinate of the traced profile is a maximisation

process, it can be expressed by

z; =max[Zi(Xi)+~r2 -(Xi -Xi)2 -r]

(Xi -r) < Xi < (Xi +r)

where the subscript j refers to the points on the profile and the subscript i to the traced profile co-

(3-26)

ordinates.

Simulations have been performed with seven different size of tips, they are 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,

70 and 100 JUn. When the profile is traced with a 2 JUn tip there is no noticeable difference between

the true and traced profiles. SUght variation from the true profile is noticed with the S IJlD tip. Large
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distortions are observed with the two Jarger tips. The resuJts with tips of 5, 50 and 100 )Un are

illustrated together with the original profile in Fig. 3.9. As the stylus radius became larger, the

minute irregularities present in the bue profile gradually disappeared and the traced profile

transformed itself into a curve made up of circular arcs when the stylus radius was large enough to

touch only the peaks of the bue profile. Any further inaease in the radius only reduced the number

of contacting peaks and did not altet the basic form of the proflle. The peaks and valleys of the true

profile vary from 0.1 to 0.21UD, the resolution for the largest tip of 100 IUD radius can be estimated

using the equation (3-25) 10 be 4 - 6 1JRl. The selection of this large tip for evaluation is fintly 10

emphasise the tip effect and secondly to represent the situations where very fine surfaces arc traced

by a normal stylus tip.

From the traces it can be seen that the 'convolution' of the stylus with the surface reduces

the widths of valleys and inaeases the widths of peaks in the output profile. The degree of the

distortion depends on the nature of the surface in'egularitics; being greater for locally convex

features and less for concave features. To show bow this affects parameter measurement. a set of

surface parameters was computed from these traces. The results arc shown in Table 3.2. The

roughness value such as R. and Rq did not change much with the increase of the tip radius. But

looking back the traces shown in Pig. 3.9 the differences do exist. This indicates that the roughness

parameters arc not sensitive to the detailed variations of the trace as long as the basic form is

remained. The DDS s10pe and DDa peak curvature, however, do change a lot with the increase of the

tip radius. The reduction on two parameters is between 30 and 40% of the original parameters for

tips up to 50 1JRl. As it is expected, the reduction is due 10 the stylus tip effect. To further investigate

the characteristic of the bue and traced profiles, the skewness and kurtosis of each profile were

calculated. The skewness of the original profile is a positive value and the kurtosis is sUghdy larger

than 3. When the stylus tip is smaller than 10 IUD, there arc sUghdy increase on skewness and

decrease on the kurtosis. An interesting effect is that with the larger tip size the trends on

parameters is reversed. an increase rather than decrease on parameters of Ra. Rq. 4q and Pc was

obselved. The skeWllCBSc:Iecrmsed to near zero, which means the height distribution of the profile
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became more symmetrical. The kurtosis varied between 3.4 and 3.5. The shift of symmetry on

height distribution can also be seen from Fig. 3.10 in which the true profile is represented by bars,

while the other is traced with the tip radius of 100 J.IIIl.

In summary, the effect of variation of the stylus radius on measurement is not vecy great on

roughness values measured provided that the variation in the stylus radius is within permissible

limits. Among the roughness values, the height parameten showed least reduction as the stylus

radius inaeased. The hybrid parameters such as DIlS slope and DIlS peak curvature are deaeased

with an increase in tip radius. However, this conclusion is limited to certain surfaces. For a VfrJ fine

surface which surface structures dominant the roughness, the tip size effect will be more significant

on measurements.

3.5.4 Checkingof the stylus tip

When a stylus tip is applied to measure a fine surface structure such as an integrated circuit

in which certain patterns may have steep steps, the effect of the tip geometry has to be R'nloved to

obtain an accurate measurement. In this cue the geometry of the stylus tip must be known to

RlCOVer the true profile. Moreover experimental results (BIewa " Kaura, 1986) have shown that a

worn stylus gave a false indication of smootbel' aurfacea. Further, the calibration of surface

roughness instruments by the use of precision reference specimens depends on the stylus radius. It

is, therefcn, important that experimental methods and algorithms fer determing stylus radii be

standardised (Vorburger, et al, 1979) 80 as to monitor and control the manufacture of styli.

The stylus size and shape can be measured with an electron microecopo. an optical

microacope, and mechanically by a sharp edge. Scanning electron microscopes (SBM) have been

used intensively for examination of styli. This method can provide submicrometa' teIOlution. which

is useful fer all available stylus tips. However. the 88M method normally lives a visual imaae and

rarely provides any corresponding data. This can ooIy help us to estimate the size and shape of the

stylus tip rather than the quantitative information.
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An alternative method for checking the stylus tip profile, quantitatively. is to use a sharp

edge step. Early works were using a sharp knife edge to trace the profile of a stylus tip (Vorburger,

et a11979. Li 1991). but there were some problems due to the finite stiffness of the knife edge used.

Griffith et al (1991) proposed a solid edge step, as illustrated in Fig. 3.11. In this approach, a known

measurement structure was used on the probe miaoscope. The structure is a array of polysilicon

pillars with undereut sidewalls. As the tip encounters the side, the proximal point stops at the cusp

of the upper edge and generates a scan of the probe tip itself. In the resulting image the sides of the

pillar form an extended image of the tip. A circular measurement structure yields the simplest data

analysis, though oth« shapes such as squares, are acceptable as long as the shape is well known.

This probe tip characterisei' consists of large lithographically patterned arrays deposited on an

oxidised silicon wafer. This method can be readily applied f<r detennination of a stylus tip. The

pillar height can be processed to cater for different ranges of measurements, generally, a few

hundred micrometers will be suitable for most applications. The pillar specimen can be made as a

standard, therefore, a routine checking would be available.

This method gives very accurate infonnation of. the stylus tip used and is neceBS8I)' for

either evaluating a measured result or reconstructing the true prof11e.

3.5.5 Reconstrudion of surface profiles

The problem of extracting or reconstructing the true surface profile or image from the

distorted scans has been attempted by several researchers (DeVries & Li, 1985; Keller, 1991,

Griffith et al, 1991). These discussions were mainly based on STM/AFM images distorted by a

fmite-size of a scanning tip. On the stylus measurement, there are some discussions on the effects

but not much attention has been paid on the reoonstruction of true proflles. The reason is, probably,

the different applications; an STMIAFM measures the structures of a surface, the local detail

information is important, while a stylUS instrument measures the roughness, the average or

statistical features, and the stylus distortion has not attracted much attentions in a practical sense.

However, it should be noted that the recent developed stylus instruments such as the Nanostep (Rank
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Taylor Hobson) are capable of measuring nanometer or even subnanometer features. For such an

application, reconstruction becomes important.

Reconstruction or 'deconvolution' as often called is a very complicated process, if not

impossible. Up till now, the progress has been made with a theoretical analysis and computer

simulation. There are several algorithms based on different approaches; compensation based on only

slope, and compensation based on both the slope and curvature approach. Of these methods, they all

invariably require calculations of the fust and the second derivatives at each point of the measured

profile. It is well known that these derivatives 81'e very sensitive to high frequency noise. The high

frequency noise may come from vmiable soun:es, fer example, the mechanical vibrations, electronic

noise, and quantization noise in the data acquisition system. Sometimes, the compensation even

gives worse results. Therefore, different smoothing algorithms have to be applied to the measured

profile before the computation of the compensation. This is one reason that the simplest method

based on only the estimating slope normally gives betttz overall compensation than the slope plus

curvature (DeVries cl Li, 1985), this is probably the calculation of second derivative introduces

greater errors. The choice of the sample interval in the calculation is also an important factor that

could affect the generality of the result. Recent development on the reconstruction ha been

achieved without requiring the calculations of surface slope and curvature (Wang and Whitehouse,

1995; Keller and Franke, 1993; Sarma et al., 1992).

F'mally, it should be noted that the reconstruction approach can only recover part of the

distorted profile because. in some cases, the true infonnation ha been simply lost completely during

the measurement. For example, the portion of the step shape is not profiled in the measurement

when the stylus tip traverses over a sharp edge as shown in Fig. 3.11. The fraction of a surface that

is unrecoverable will depend on the topography of the surface and the sharpness of the tip.

In general, the effect of a finite tip on surface measurement is tolerable to most

applications, since the minor distortions are probably within the roughness range. However, there

are some applications of which certain patterns needs accurately measured such as precision steps,

gratings, and atomic flat surfaces, upon which 'deconvolution' has to be considered.



Table 3.2 The variations in parameters with the different stylus tips.

original 0.061 0.078 0.068 0.240 0.2312 3.496

21lm 0.060 0.077 0.066 0.234 0.260 3.454

51lm 0.059 0.076 0.058 0.187 0.281 3.441

10 urn 0.058 0.074 0.052 0.150 0.315 3.360

20 urn 0.056 0.072 0.046 0.143 0.292 3.430

50 um 0.057 0.074 0.042 0.157 0.168 3.487

70 urn 0.057 0.074 0.044 0.173 0.042 3.580

100 urn 0.059 0.076 0.047 0.198 0.022 3.405

63
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Fig.3.1. Schematic of the stylus method; (a) the basic assemblage of a stylus system and (b)

the model of the stylus system.
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Fig. 3.3 Dynamic response of the TaJysurf 5.



Fig. 3.4 Kinematic motion of the stylus.
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Fig. 3.5 Path of the stylus after separation.
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Fig. 3.6 Relationship of the dynamic force components, the shaded area indicates where a

large dynamic force would be generated.
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Fig.3.7 (a) The relationship between the surface and the stylus trace and (b) the fonnation

of Ihe contact path.
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Fig. 3.8 Schematic showing the path traced by a stylus tip traversing over a small. sharp

step.
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Fig. 3.9 Changes in the profile form when traced with large stylus radii
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Fig.3.10 Height distributions of the original profile and the trace with a large tip

radius of 100 11m, bars represent the original.
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Fig.3.11 Schematic diagram of the method for characterising a stylus tip.
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4. EFFECTS OF TRACKING FORCE ON STYLUS
MEASUREMENT

This chapter presents an experimental study of the influence of Cracking force on signal

fidelity in stylus profilomeCry. To do this, a simple JeCrofit variable force actuator has been designed.

built and assessed. Using this, surface finisb values on specimens of steel, aluminium, brass and

copper have been measured over a range of stylus loads and travme speeds. Analysis of these traces

has been carried out by evaluation of the surface finish parameters, R. , Rq, IDlS slope and IDlS peak

curvature. Additionally, a qualitative analysis of surface damage was pcrlormed using acanning

e1ec1ronmicroscopy.

All experiments cited in this thesis were carried out in a temperature and humidity controlled

Jaborakxy at 20 ± 1 OCand 40 ± 5" Ra An IBM PS/2 model 70 comput« and a data acquisition

board of Metrabyte DAS-16 were used for all daaa acquisition and processing. The acquisition

software was specially dewloped by the author 10 provide convenient operation under the typical

profilometry conditions.

4.1 Variable Force Actuator

An accurate, smooth and co-lincar application of the driving force is esaential for the

investigation of the influence of tracking force. Using a standard mass has disadvantages that, (lI"St,

the availability of milligram masses is limited and, second, the eft"ecti'le mMS of the system being

tested will vary accordingly. 'Ibcld"orc. an electromagnetic drive is chosen for the purpose eX this

research. It has the distinct advantages of linear operation, low hysteresis, direct electrical conb'Ol

and the absence of a mechanical linkage between the force actuator and the stylus beam. It has been

successfully used f<l' many precision force drive applications (Smith & Chetwynd, 1990; Bowen et

al. 1990; Whitehouse et al. 1988).
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4.1.1 Principle

A simple solenoid-magnetic configuration is shown in Fig. 4.1. A unifonnly wound circular

cylindrical coil is fixed 10 a base and the magnet is positioned inside the coil with the axis of its

magnetic field co-Iinear with the coil axis. Upon the excitation of the coil, a force between magnet

and the solenoid is produced. The field strength along the axis of the coil is giVeD by (Montgom«y

1969).

I' ~,. .,.-

X X

()

F a,(3+- +F a,(3--
R ~ =R(O) Q1 Q1

Q1 2F(a,P)
(4-1)

.

where x is the distance from the centroid of the coil, al is the inside ntdius of the coil (m), Ib is the

outside radius of the coil (m), «..&2, I ab P .. L I (2aJ. F(CI. P) is the well known Fabry factor given

by

(4-2)

and the field at the centroid of the coil H(O) can be expressed by the equation

R(O) = NI'X,P(a,p)
2a1P(a-l)

(4-3)

where L is the length of the coil (m), N is the number of turns on coil, X is the pactina factor, and I

is the current through the coll (A). The detailed analysis can be found from, for example,

Montgomery (1969). For circular wires the packing factor is typically in the region ofO.7.

It is assumed that radial field inside the coll is uniform along the length, and that. with the

short magnet considered here, only a small torque wauld be produced by slight misalignment and

the mechanism being driven is much stiff« in torsion than translation. Therefore, from

electromagnetic theory, the x component of force F experienced by a magnet of moment M within a

field of strength, H, is given by

F =MdHlC
lC dx (4-4)
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For a permanent magnet in moderate field strengths, the intrinsic magnetisation is approximately

equal to its remanence B_. Thus for a magnet of volume V,the magnet moment is given by

M = BremV (4-5)

Substituting equations (4-1), (4-2) and (4-3) into (4-4), the force on the magnet positioned at the

point on the axis a distance x from the centroid of the coil can be evaluated. This force will be

proportional to the coil current. For a given current, the force varies with its position along this axis,

being zero at the centre and also decaying to zero in the far field. By definition, at the point along

the axis at which the force is maximum its gradient with respect to axial displacement will be zero.

This shows an important feature of this type of force actuator that the position stability of the coil

has only a second-order influence on the force and may be ignored for relatively small displacanents

of magnet or coil. 'The optimum geometry for the coil is Cl = 1.75, and P = 0.75 (Smith and

Chetwynd, 1990). Howevel', in many instrument designs a large surface area is desirable IDaid heat

dissipation and so Cl = 2.0 and P = 1.0 is considered to constitute a good design. Fig. 4.2 shows the

map of the axial field padient against the position along the axis of coil corresponding to coil

excitation cmrents from 10 mA to 400 mA. The parameters are Cl = 2, P = I, al = 1.0, X = 0.77 and

N = 1000. It can be seen that the maximum axial fJeld sradient oc:aJI'S at a point just beymd the end

of the winding. x I al = 1.1.

4.1.2 The construction

In principle, it is quite possible to design and construct a sensor head that incorporates a

stylus, a force transducer and a displacement gauge. For initial experimentation a standard

instrument pick-up has been modified. To do this, a magnet is attached onlD the stylus pick-up while

the coil is fIXed IDthe frame of the instrument. There are two possible positions f(X' the attachment

of the magnet: above the stylus tip (X'beneath the LVDI. The formel' is chosen f(X' its convenience

and space, and importandy it is placed well away from the inductive transducer.

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement of the variable stylus force transducer

is shown in figure 4.3. A long-reach stylus arm has been used ID provide more working space.

Clamped to the stylus shank is an aluminium connector that supports the magnet just above the

height of the stylus arm. The coil assembly is supported over the magnet on a bracket clamped by set
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screws to the body of the pick-up. This is spring mounted to the bracket and held against an

adjustment screw so that the optimum magnet-coil position can be obtained. Because of the force is

independent of small displacements, slight vibrations of the coil are not coupled into the

measurement loop and so such a simple construction is permissible. A saturated permanent magnet

of Neodymium-baron-iron (NdBPe) is used. It is 3 mm diameter and 2 mm long. The coil assembly

follows the typical rule that the outer diameter of the coil is about equal to its length and twice the

inner diameter. 1be coil has internal and extcma1 diameters nominally of 4 mm and 8 mm,

respectively, and a length of 8 mm. 1be winding uses 38 gauge copper wire and has a total

resistance of 5.3 Q.

With this arrangement, all features of the commercial equipment remain available while the

fon:e system is readily available fm"manually setting and fine adjustment. A big drawback of this

construction is the uae of aluminium mounting piece Cm" clamping the magnet COthe stylus ann. It

has a mass of about one gram, which obviously increases the aecond moment of mass of the arm.

Consequently the seasor resonant frequency will be reduced. sacrificing some high frequency

performance. The aluminium piece could be removed by gluing the magnet directly onCOthe stylus

shank and this will much reduce the addeclllUllS. The present design is useful for retrieval of the

instrument, leaving no permanent modification 10 it. The weight of the added mISS must be bacbd

off using the force transclucer, as otherwise it would have CObe supported directly by the stylus. 'Ibis

means that the force transducer must carry always a relative large bias CUJTeIltso that the net

downward foa:e is in the desired range. Moreover, the magnet is well shielded from above by the

coil, but there are problems of both space and weiJht in shielding its underside. Care must be taken

COprevent ferromagnetic wortpieces coming into too close proximity with the transducer in case its

calibration is shifted. Tests show that steel w0rtpiece8 considerably lar,er than the specimens used

in this work do not introduce significant error when at, or below, the level of the stylus.

4.1.3 Design of constant current drive

When the magnet is placed in its optimal position to the coil, the force exerted on the magnet

is proportional to the current input to the coil. For a stable force it is necessary that the current is

controlled. The coil can be driven by two sources, a voltage controlled source or a current controlled
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source. The fonner maintains the voltage rather than the current constant, current will vary with

coil resistance which is subject to temperature change due to heat dissipation. The current controlled

source can keep current constant over a fairly large variation of the coil resistance.

The current stabilisation is typically obtained by comparison of a reference voltage with the

voltage drop produced by the current through a sensing resistor which is in series with the coil

Through a careful selection of circuit components and or controlling of the circuit environment,

current drifting can be reduced to 1 ).LAIh or better (Retsky & Wall 1972, Cafferty & Thompson

1989). To get further low drift a temperature controller is commonly employed in which a sensor in

a feedback loop is used to regulate the power given to a heating/cooling element (for example. the

solid-state heat pump). With such temperature control. mil1iKelvin temperature stability can be

obtained (Van baak, 1992).

The current drive regulates the coil current by comparing a set voltage with a feedback

voltage poportional to the coil current. Consideration must be given to possible drifts of these

voltages since the current stability results directly from them. For the present work, a task of S J.LA

controllability was set, and a reJadvely simple and inexpensive circuit was designed to meet it. The

circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 4.4. Drift in the set and feedback voltages results from changes in

the ambient temperature of the relevant circuit. The critical components include the voltaae

reference. the sensing resistors and amplifiers. Bach of these components should have a low

temperature coeffICient A precision band-gap voltage reference housed in metal package, ZN423N,

is used for its low temperature drift and low noise. The temp. coeff. is 30 ppmrC. and the drift d.

reference voltage is typically 10 ppm/lOOO hrs. ZN423N is an industria) type of voltage reference.

To go fm' further low temperature coefficient the precision reference. type LM299A, is a good

candidate with its extremely low drift of O.S ppmrc. Its use here is considered unnecessary, given

the additional cost. Except fm' the sensing resistor R.. precision metal film resistors are used in the

circuit with temp. coeff. of 15 ppmJOC. The sensing resistor R. is a wirewound precision resistor

with a temperature coeffICient of 3 ppmJOC. The amplifiers Ul and U3 have to be of low offset and

low drift. An AD524AD precision instrumentation amplifier is chosen as the input amplifaer and the

output ampUfaer for current reading uses an OPA121KP for its low offset current and low noise. The

amplifier U2 is in a feedback loop comparing the demand voltage with the current sensing voltage
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from R.. This amplifier itself working in an open loop mode together with a pair of Darlington

power transistors gives this voUage to current converter a fast response and a minimal following

error.

It is worth nOUng that for an inductive load, the loop response, i. e. the time of current setting

up at a voltage demand, is determined by the time constant of the loop. This is an intrinsic feature of

an inductive load. For a steady currenr drive the effect can be ignored but for a dynamic voltage -

current follower the effect has to be considered.

The current drive to an inductive load can be simplified as shown in Fig. 4.5. The inductive

load, the coil, is normally consists of a pure inductor L and a resistor r. The cDlTent in the coil is

determined by the demanding signal, Vi, and the following error is determined by the loop gain, K.

Then we have

K(~ -iR.) = L di +i(r+R.)
dt

(4-6)

The transfer function can be written •

K
L-=--~=-~~r+(l+K)R.s+----~
L

I
(4-7)

and the time constant of the loop is

L
(4-8)'t=-----

r+(l+K)R.

Itcan be seen that the time constant is determined by the load, L and r. the loop gain and the

sensing resistance. For a given load. the r and L are fIXed. To reduce the time constant either the

loop gain or the sensing resistance or both of them has to be inaeased. The scope for increasing R.

is limited by the power supply, thus a high gain loop has to be pursued. The high gain in this design

is obtained by the open loop gain of the operational amplifier LM741 (_10' ) and the lain of the

Darlington power transistors (-Ur). which gives a total gain of 107• Considering the inductance of

the coil is about a few millihenry, the loop time constant is a sub-millisecond which is more than

enough for present static current/force setting and has potential for dynamic current/force regulation

on instruments that operate with bandwidths of a few tens of hertz.
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With this circuit. the drive can deliver a current up to ± 250 rnA to the coil. The current drift

is less than 10 JANhr. and the noise is less than 5 tJA.

4.2 Modification of tbe Talysurf 5

Due to the attachment of the magnet-coil force actuator the performance of the Talysmf 5 is

expected to vary from its original configuration. Thus the behaviour of both the force actuator and

the stylus instrument have to be calibrated before carrying out any experiments.

4.2.1 Calibration of the variable force transducer

The force of this magnet-coil actuator, now refeaed as the stylus force, was calibrated against

a miniature strain-bridge load cell (Maywood Instruments, type 4934). It has a nominal range of 50

mN with an output range of 0 - tOOmY. It has a resolution of 5 J1N and the non-linearity and

hysteresis is less than 0.1% of full range. The load cell was calibrated by standard weights. For the

pwposes of these studies an absolute calibration 10within, say. S~ would be perfectly acceptable in

the final results. However, close calibration must be undertaken in order to estabUsh the linearity

and stability of the force transducer which is in III open loop control during actual measurements.

To improve the performance of the load cell, the line power supply was replaced by a bataeIy supply

and an instrumentation amplifier with a gain of 10 conncctcd to the output. The improved load cell

circuitry is shown in Fig. 4.6. Having done this the noise le~ of the load cell RJducecl from 50 mV

10 less than 1 mY. The calibration curve of the load cell is plotted in Fig. 4.7, the sensitivity is 19.4

mV mN"1 or 51.6 mN Vi. The solid line is a least squares fit line, and the difference between the

measured and the calculated values indicates quite sood linearity with a standard deviation of

residuals, cs = 0.3~. This load cell was then used for calibration of the variable force transducer,

During calibration. the stylus was lowered onto the button of the load cell and adjusted in height

until the pick-up signal was inmid-range. The screw adjustment on the coil height was then used to

maximise the recorded force at a constant coil current. Having thus set the optimum magnet

position. a calibration of force against current could be carried out.

A set of control signal was given by a computer through a D/A channel to the current drive to

exert a force on the stylus. then the output readings from the load cell and the stylus were recorded.
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The results are shown in Fig. 4.8. The measured data were fitted by a least squares straight line. The

relationship between the force and cwrent could be expressed by

F(mN) = -O.1365I(mA) +10.538 (4-9)

with a maximum deviation of residuals from the least squares fit of less than 0.6%. A 'lifting'

current of 74 mA is needed to get zero force on the stylus, with the maximum force from the self

weight of the stylus pick-up plus the mounting piece is about 10.5 mN.

Maintaining constant current in the coil ensures a constant force at the stylus to the limits m
the measurement (principally caused by thermal effects of the load cell). There is high confidence

that the coil current may be used as a measurement of the static force imposed upon the tip by the

system. It does not, however, monitor the variation of force at the stylus caused by its deflection

against the bias spring of the conventional pick-up, and this will be given in the foUowing section.

4.2.2 Measurement of tbe spring rate

With the facility of the variable force transducer the spring rate of the stylus pick-up can be

measured easily. This was done by applying a certain current to deflect the stylus within a given

magnification. FUll the stylus was suspended making no contact with any surfaces. Then a ramp

voltage, either from a channel of D/A converter or set manually by adjusting the po1entiometer at

the front panel of the current driver, was given ID the current driver ID deflect the stylus qainst its

spring suspension. The current variation and the conesponcling output readinls of the stylus at each

magnification were monitoled. For most uaeful magnifICations above XSOOO the spring rate varied

from 8 to 12 J.LN JUIl-1 which is much better than specified in the National Standard. Thus fer a

deflection within S JUIl, the maximal variation of the spring force is 60 IAN.

4.2..3 Change of the effective mass and resonance

The mass added by the force transducer changes the effective mass and thus the resonance of

the stylus pick-up. The new resonance of the stylus was tested by lifting it to its neutral position,

deflecting it a litde further and then releasing it to give a step change. The stylus then oscillated

around its neutral position and this response was recorded. The resonant angular frequency was now

measured as 96 rad S1with a slightly changed damping ratio of 0.02. The effective mass is 1.2 g. As
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mentioned earlier, the large mass is mainly due to the aluminium mount because the magnet itself

has a mass of only 0.1 g. With the attachment of the force transducer, the current driver has been

always left on at an appropriate force setting that compensates for most of this weight in case a large

force acting on the stylus might cause deterioration of the pick-up. Therefore, the change on the

damping was thought to be due to the force transducer in which a brass tube was employed as the

coil frame. The movement of the stylus, and thus the magnet. would generate an eddy current in the

brass tube in which a reverse force would be produced in return. It can be seen from the

measurement that this effect is of little significance although it doubles the previous value.

4.2.4 Calibration of the pick up

A standard plalc with specified steps was used to calibrate the stylus instrument. Typically a

stylus instrument gives a design maximum output of ± IV at each IIlI8niflCation generally accurate

to 10% or better. However. a slight variation on the scale factor would be expected due to the non-

linear characteristic of the stylus pick-up mechanism. i.e. the arc movement of the stylus tip.

Therefore. a close calilndon of the stylus instrument at the mapiflCations of interested is needed.

This is often done by measuring the recorded displacement produced by lravening a Itq) etched into

a glass flat whose hei.&ht has been calibraCed by incmeromecric measlRlllent. The results are shown

in table 4.1 in which a step standard of 2.46 J.UIl depth was used fm the magnifICations from 1000 to

10000, and a step depth of 0.36 J.UIl was used for the mqnificIdon of 20000.

It should be noted that absolute measurement is not necessary in this investigation, the

calibration operated here is mainly fm the c:onsistency of measurements, therefore no further error

analysis is conducted.

4.3 Experimentation

4.3.1 Sample trigger 'flag'

In this research a comparison of surface profiles over a range of ditrerent tracking forces has

been carried out. Profile comparison requires that the tested surface be relocated closely to the same

place from one measurement run to the next. Discrete, recognisable surface features, either natural
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or artificial, could be used for relocation, but identifying them are quite time consuming. Here a

simple position trigger was constructed. It consisted of a brass shim with a well-defUled edge and an

optoswitch. The brass shim was fIXed to the stylus pick-up and moved together with the horizontal

traverse of the pickup. The optoswitch was attached to the instrument frame to provide a datum

position on the sample being tested. Once the brass shim intercepted the light beam of the

optoswitch, a trigger signal was produced. Repeat tracks could be taken by running the instrument

in auto-return mode over a traverse rather longer Chanthat being measured so that incremental creep

in the geamox·did not affect the trace. The fIaa provided a synchronisation signal to initiate profile

data-logging at a fixed point. after the traverse had established steady motion.

The trade repeatability is govaned 1atcral1yby the ligament stiffness of the stylus ann and in

the traverse direction by the repeatability of the optoswitch. Tests to monitor the trigger repeatability

indicated variation of less than 2 ~ and expected within ± 1 um of its average position which is eX

the order of the stylus dimension.

4.3.2 Specimen preparation and measurement

Mild steel. copper. 30nO brass and aluminium materials were chosen for their different

properties. They were cut from standard supplies into blocks of dimension 10 x 10 x 1 mm, then

ground, polished on conventional metallographic equipment and then coarsely abraded with a 1200

grit size abrasive to give a distinctive lay and enough roughness. Specimens after such a JrOCCSS

have surface roughness suitable for two purposes; they are small enough that damage would be

readily detected and also visible in electron microscope examination.

Two basic fonns of test were undertaken to examine the variation of profile with tracking

foo:e. In one, as nearly as possible, a single track was repeatedly scanned, each time at an increased

stylus fo:ce. In the other. single tracks at different stylus force were taken parallel to each other but

spaced at about 10 stylus widths apart. ; e. about 20 f.UD spacing between them. The fust method

allows ready comparison of variations in profile, but the behaviour at higher stylus forces might be

influenced by the earlier traces through. for example, a worle hardening process. The latter method

avoids this by using a pristine surface for each trace, but provides traces which would not be

expected to be identical. so comparison is more difficult
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Generally, 0.8 mm active tracks were used, traversed at speeds of 1.0, 0.2S and 0.1 mm S·I

corresponding to instrument horizontal magnifICations of XS, X20 and XSO. Three sampling speeds

were used, they were 2000, SOOand 200 points per second for the traverse speed of 1.0, 0.25 and 0.1

mm Si, respectively, which gave a nominal sampling interval in space O.S um. Vertical

magnifications were typically Xl0000, giving a discrimination of about 1.5 nm in the digitisation

for the l2-bit NO converter used.

Trace to trace variation was assessed in two ways. Simple and effective is to level the traces

by subtracting out the linear least squares straight line and to overplot them. Visual inspection,

which can readily adjust for small phase errors caused by trigger variation, then detects differences

that appear to be significant Alternatively. parameterizations of the leveUed profiles may be

compared. Three parametcn are used here, The Rq value should be stable and hardly affected by

distortion of small features and so is used as control. Distortion of profile flanks is sought by

examining the nns slqJe, A.. To follow up the observation that profile peaks are most affected, rms

peak curvature, Pc, is used. The profile slope is calculated by a symmetrical (Lagrangian) formula

using five points, to give a reasonable compromise between the sensitivity and noise rejection,

Chetwynd 1978. The peaks are detected by the simple rule that a point is peak if it is larg« than the

points on either side. and the curvature found by three point second derivative formula centred on

the peak point. This algorithm was used because it is known to be wry sensitive to sampling and

stylus conditions. Chetwynd 1979, and so might emphasise relatively small profile distortions.

4.4 Results and Discussions

4.4.1 Profile variations at a nominal force

The level of signiflCanCC in detecting changes in the profile and its parameter values was

determined by repeating measurements under a standard loading of 0.7 mN on a steel sample. With

a traverse speed of 0.1 mm s", six traces were measured over the same track of the specimen. Three

of these are shown in Fig. 4.9. It is clearly shown that the repeatability is very good with a

maximum variation of less than 1% in the height of peaks. From trace to trace, features appear to

drift horizontally by up to 2 - 3 um inconsistently. The direction of this drift can vary over a period
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of one traverse. Because of the accuracy of the hardware time in the computer. this implies that

there is variability in the drive velocity and this will be further discussed in chapter 6.

The parameters of R.. Rq. Aq and Pc were calculated from these traces and those at different

traversing speeds. The results are shown in the table 4.2. At the traverse speed of 0.1 mm S·l a peak

variation of 1.4%. 2.7%. and 2.5% was obsaved for parameters R.• .Aq and Pc respectively. As the

stylus traverse speed is increased, it can be seen from table 4.2 that, at the standard load, the surface

finish parameters remain relatively constant. However. at the fastest speed of 1mm S1 there is a

significant inaease in the parameters R. and R. with .Aq becoming more variable and the peak

curvature reducing. Although it was not confumed at that time, it was suspected that this might be

caused by the stylus bouncing over the surface. This dynamic dIect may be enhanced by the added

inertia of the magnet and clamp in this experiment.

4.4.2 Profile variation at different tracking forces

Figure 4.10 shows a set of eleven traces on the same track of a copper specimen at loads of

0.39.0.51.0.68.0.8.1.01.1.18.1.37,1.69,1.96,2.28 and 2.79 mN with a traverse speed of 0.1 mm

s", The slowest speed is chosen hele 10avoid stylus dynamic effect in order' 10 simplify the poccss

of comparison. Curves are arranged in sequence from lOp to bottom and from <a) 10 <d) as the load

inaeases, i. e. the lOpprofile in <a>is at the lightest loading of 0.39 mN and the bottom onc in (d) is

at the heaviest loading of 2.79 mN. It can be seen that the basic fonn of the profile remains

unchanged, but details were disappearing as the load inc:reascd. At the lighter loads few features

seem signif1C8Rtlydifferent. but as this inaeases definite smoothing occurs with some of the sharp

peaks disappearing completely. A big peak shown at low loads was removed at the load 1.18 mN,

the bottom curve in figure (b). Later SBM examination showed that a defined trace mark appeared

as the load increased 10 1.3 mN on the same specimen. Therefore. at the load 1.18 mN occasionally

damage on some weak parts had occurred. It is also noted that at very heavy loads, the downward

slope and valleys of these traces become progreasively steeper and wider.

The parameters for these traces were calculated and listed in track 3 of the table 4.3. The

parameter evaluation confums the pattern observed in the profales. The amplitude parameters R-

and R. remain fairly stable with variation of 3 - S% from that at the nominal load. However. the
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ems slope and curvature reduced by up to 25% and 43%, respectively. Values are quite consistent in

the region of the standard stylus force of 0.7 - 1 mN. A similar trend was observed on other

materials. Results are listed in tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 for specimens of mild steel, brass and

aluminium, respectively. At the traverse speed of 0.1 mm Sl, the variations (or reductions) on

parameters of 4q and Pc were observed CObe about 16% and 22% fCX',mild steel, 23% and 31% for

bronze, 41% and 44% fm' aluminium. indicating the differences of material stmIgth and stiffness.

Over the same range of load forces the soft material. the aluminium in our cue, showed more

damage than the others.

To give a clearer view. the parameter values fCX'different materials are plotted as a function

of the loading force inFig. 4.11(a) CO(d). Bach parameter has been normalised COits value at about

0.7 mN load. Each set of three graphs represents stylus traverse speeds of 1.0, 0.25 and 0.1 mm Sl,

the fastest being the top graph with the slowest at the bottom. They all confmn the pattern

mentioned above.

4.4.3 Influence of tracking speed

It can be seen from parameter measurements, shown in tables 4.3 CO4.6. that at a traverse

speed of 1.0 mm S·l, considerable profile variation is observed with light loads. Looking at the

profiles traced on a copper specimen at the loads of 0.39 mN, 0.69 mN and 1.67 mN at the traverse

speed of 1.0 mm Sl. fiame 4.12, it appears that the stylus was overshooting and lifting off at the

lighter load of 0.39 mN, giving the effect of the profile following the surface features at an

exaggerated amplitude. Both the amplitudes and the lateral spacings were distorted, but the number

of peaks seemed CObe presezved. Aa a result, the amplitude parameter, Rq. and the rms slape, Aq

reduced by up CO114% and 36% fm' copper. 93% and 58% for steel, 192% and 33% fCX'brass and

11% and 25% for aluminium respectively as the tracking force increased from 0.39 mN to 0.69 mN.

These variations are much larger than those at increasing loads tested. The variations in amplitude

parameters. R. and Rq, are most significant since these values are relatively stable in other tests.

This provides strong evidence that they were caused by the stylus dynamic effect As the load

increased to 1.67 mN the most features foUowed the profile at the force of 0.69 mN but some sharp

peaks were trimmed off.
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The stylus dynamic effect depends on the spatial features of a surface and the speed at which

they are traversed. The combination of these two gives the spectrum of the interaction force between

the stylus and the surface. When the spectrum of the interaction reaches the resonance of the stylus

system, large dynamic fmee, thus large variation on measurement would be expected. The large

variation is mainly from magnitude parameters due 10 the stylus lifting off behaviour, and the

magnitude of this variation can be very high about 100% or higher. The reason that the aluminium

specimen gave a small variation is pobably due 10 its large surface features which gave a lower

frequency spectrum than the other materials. Further discussion on stylus dynamic effect will be

given in chapter 6.

4.4.4 SEM view of surface damage

The sets of parallel traces made at each different InIcldng force and traversing speed on each

material, wc= examined under a IJC8IUling electron microscope.

A typical micrograph of the stylus Ir8cb on a copper specimen is shown in Fig. 4.13. They

aR, as in IRvious observations, more difficult 10 see than would be expected from their visibility 10

the naked eye. The lUlface is viewed obliquely at an ansIe of approximately 270• Bach track has

been produced by Rpeat parallel traces, applying a diffemlt constant force to the stylus during each.

Comparison of tracb macle on steel with those of copper highlighted the mlVor diffeIences

between materiaIa of different baldness. Those made in copper at traveae speeds of 0.25 and 0.1

mm .-1 had clearly defined tracks IS the load is incteascd above 1.3 mN. TheBe were oo1y visible 10

the expcricnccd eye and cease 10be discernible as the load reduced to leas than 0.7 mN. The same

effect was also observed on the steel specimens only in this case the tracb CC'a8C 10 be discernible as

the load reduced below approximately 2.5 mN, pobabty reflecting the higher hardness of this

material. As the values of load were further reduced. no anomalous markings or deformations were

observed. Curiously, as the lraverse speed was increased 10 1.0 mm Sl, the force at which tracks

cease to be diacemible on the same copper specimen rose approximately 10 1.3 mN. Below this load,

only occasional ploughing of exlreme asperities could be seen.

Another observation was the appearance of jumping or hopping at high loads with steel, as

shown in Fig. 4.14. This could be seen as a series of cquaspaced scuff marks that commence
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suddenly and systematically reduce in length. As the loads increase from 3.5 up to 8 mN the period

of these scuff marks was markly reduced. This is thought to be caused by the large friction force

between clean and ploughed surfaces. The width of the ploughed tracks at high load corresponds to

that of the stylus to within approximately 10%. The micrograph of the stylus used throughout this

research is shown inFig. 4.15, it was taken before in use in the series tests.

4.4.5 Condusions

The important conclusion from these initial tests is that the test system itself is reliable and

convenient. The force transducer technique can be firmly recommended fm- research requiring

measurements und« difficult conditions.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the earlier evidence. working at loads of a factor of two or

three from the normal does not appear to be problematical with a 2 J.U1l stylus. Bven on copper, the

W<X'SC case tested since it is the softest, the profile divergence seems unlikely to matter in practical

terms. The small amount of plastic damaae detected may not matter either. Note. however. that

copper. in particular. is likely to be machined Cm- special applications such as precision optical

surfaces and here the damaae could be important Reducing the tracking force to below 0.4 mN and

traversing the stylus at a slow speed seems to be an adequate procedure. Conversely. the results ri

this study imply that rapid estimation of surface finish parameters may be obCained by using a fast

traverse speed and an increasing the contact (<Wee. Clearly the ability to automatically vary tracking

forces will enable present stylus instruments to be used fm- a variety of measurements over a wide

range of applications.
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Fig.4.2 Magnetic field gradient against position along axis of coil with different values of

exciting current.
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force transducer.
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Fig. 4.6 Improved circuitry of the load cell

Table 4.1 Calibration of the vertical displacement.
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Fig.4.9 Repeated traces on a steel specimen at 0.69 mN force at a traverse speed

ofO.1 mm S·I.

Table 4.2 Parameter variation from repeat traces on steel at 0.69 mN.

Material: Steel

Track 1 Vh= 5

Force (mN) Ra Rq Dq PC

0.69 0.061 0.085 0.070 0.150
0.69 0.061 0.081 0.066 0.144
0.69 0.057 0.075 0.065 0.137
0.69 0.071 0.102 0.082 0.159
0.69 0.069 0.112 0.081 0.147

Trnck 1 Vh = 20

0.69 0.053 0.069 0.076 0.215
0.69 0.052 0.067 0.074 0.216
0.69 0.053 0.068 0.074 0.221
0.69 0.052 0.067 0.074 0.207
0.69 0.052 0.067 0.073 0.212
0.69 0.052 0.067 0.073 0.213

Track I Vh = 50

0.69 0.052 0.067 0.074 0,236
0,69 0,052 0,067 0.074 0,234
0.69 0,052 0,066 0.074 0,230
0.69 0.051 0,066 0.074 0,235
0.69 0.052 0,067 0,072 0,232
0.69 0.051 0.066 0.072 (),DI
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Table 4.3 Parameter variation from three sets of repeated tracks on a copper specimen at

increased loading.

Material: Copper

Track 1 Vh= 5

Force(mN) Ra Rq Dq PC

0.39 0.462 0.652 0.282 0.47
O.SO 0.333 0.484 0.249 0.51
0.69 0.225 0.305 0.207 0.46
0.80 0.211 0.281 0.201 0.46
0.99 0.192 0.254 0.178 0.42
1.18 0.183 0.239 0.165 0.44
1.37 0.184 0.235 0.164 0.45
1.68 0.181 0.231 0.156 0.42
1.96 0.179 0.228 0.148 0.43
2.28 0.179 0.227 0.138 0.42
2.82 0.168 0.215 0.132 0.37

Track 2 Vh=20

0.40 0.192 0.248 0.162 0.50
0.51 0.187 0.239 0.163 0.48
0.69 0.185 0.239 0.163 0.47
0.81 0.183 0.235 0.158 0.45
1.00 0.182 0.233 0.154 0.41
1.18 0.180 0.233 0.150 0.38
1.37 0.181 0.232 0.147 0.37
1.67 0.178 0.229 0.137 0.34
1.96 0.177 0.227 0.131 0.34
2.28 0.176 0.224 0.127 0.30
2.79 0.172 0.221 0.119 0.27

Track 3 Vh- 50

0.39 0.213 0.272 0.161 0.49
0.51 0.211 0.269 0.162 0.48
0.68 0.210 0.267 0.162 0.46
0.80 0.206 0.258 0.156 0.46
1.01 0.208 0.259 0.154 0.43
1.18 0.210 0.261 0.147 0.40
1.37 0.210 0.259 0.141 0.39
1.69 0.213 0.264 0.138 0.37
1.96 0.210 0.260 0.131 0.35
2.28 0.214 0.262 0.126 0.32
2.79 0.212 0.259 0.121 0.29
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Table 4.4 Parameter variation from three sets of repeated tracks on a steel specimen at

increased loading.

Material: Mild steel

Track 1 Vh = 5

Force(mN) Ra Rq Dq PC

0.387 0.124 0.185 0.125 0.251
0.519 0.095 0.147 0.112 0.255
0.659 0.069 0.096 0.079 0.226
0.796 0.066 0.089 0.072 0.214
0.973 0.063 0.082 0.066 0.213
1.188 0.063 0.081 0.065 0.202
1.360 0.063 0.081 0.063 0.208
1.682 0.062 0.080 0.061 0.201
1.726 0.061 0.078 0.059 0.221
2.164 0.061 0.080 0.060 0.212
2.806 0.062 0.080 0.058 0.188

Track 2 Vh= 20

0.397 0.054 0.070 0.066 0.223
0.517 0.054 0.069 0.066 0.226
0.678 0.054 0.069 0.066 0.224
0.796 0.054 0.070 0.067 0.226
0.974 0.054 0.069 0.067 0.221
1.184 0.054 0.069 0.066 0.221
1.359 0.054 0.069 0.066 0.216
1.675 0.054 0.069 0.065 0.211
1.943 0.054 0.069 0.064 0.204
2.291 0.054 0.069 0.064 0.203
2.795 0.053 0.069 0.062 0.186

Track 3 Vh .. 50

0.387 0.052 0.068 0.070 0.239
0.502 0.052 0.067 0.068 0.234
0.682 0.052 0.067 0.068 0.241
0.792 0.051 0.067 0.066 0.228
0.982 0.052 0.067 0.067 0.236
1.184 0.051 0.066 0.065 0.226
1.360 0.051 0.066 0.065 0.228
1.682 0.051 0.065 0.064 0.207
1.950 0.051 0.066 0.062 0.208
2.285 0.052 0.066 0.061 0.204
2.795 0.052 0.067 0.059 0.187
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Table 4.5 Parameter variation from three sets of repeated tracks on a brass specimen at

increased loading.

Material: Bronze

Track 1 Vh=5

Force(mN) Ra Rq Dq PC

0.393 0.546 0.847 0.279 0.433

0.693 0.l96 0.290 0.209 0.432

0.897 0.166 0.237 0.181 0.439

1.192 0.153 0.212 0.166 0.426

1.690 0.145 0.199 0.IS1 0.428

2.284 0.145 0.194 0.141 0.403

3.132 0.139 0.187 0.133 0.404

Track 2 Vh; 20

0.409 0.180 0.236 0.171 0.495

0.699 0.177 0.233 0.172 0.467

0.897 0.169 0.223 0.166 0.447

1.190 0.l62 0.211 0.153 0.406

1.706 0.1S7 0.204 0.143 0.406

2.318 0.140 0.177 0.118 0.329

Track 3 Vh= 50

0.392 0.182 0.238 0.165 0.432

0.697 0.170 0.219 0.160 0.475

0.874 0.164 0.208 0.151 0.438

l.l99 0.156 0.198 0.145 0.412

1.696 0.152 0.193 0.132 0.367

2.309 0.148 0.191 0.126 0.360

3.110 0.146 0.188 0.118 0.327
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Table 4.6 Parameter variation from three sets of repeated tracks on an aluminium specimen

at increased loading.

Material: Aluminium

Track 1 Vh= 5

Force(mN) Ra Rq Dq PC

0.402 0.571 0.706 0.321 0.554
0.694 0.429 0.563 0.290 0.527
1.0S8 0.382 0.509 0.247 0.S54
1.345 0.415 0.545 0.250 0.494
1.701 0.420 0.551 0.248 0.490
2.295 0.414 0.543 0.224 0.453

3.155 0.395 0.514 0.201 0.463

Track 2 Vh ... 20

0.399 0.422 0.511 0.227 0.567
0.699 0.427 0.520 0.233 0.660
1.070 0.438 0.532 0.224 0.562

1.350 0.438 0.536 0.214 0.527
1.706 0.438 0.540 0.206 0.486
2.312 0.436 0.543 0.196 0.503
3.089 0.438 0.547 0.182 0.445

Track3 Vh =50

0.409 0.413 0.527 0.258 0.694
0.698 0.401 0.514 0.249 0.606
1.082 0.411 0.523 0.243 0.598
1.370 0.429 0.537 0.195 0.509
1.684 0.416 0.518 0.182 0.478
2.279 0.415 0.523 0.172 0.448

3.118 0.409 0.518 0.156 0.428
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from 0.39 to 2.8 mN
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Fig.4.12 Profiles of a copper specimen traversed at the fastest speed of 1.0 mm S·1 under

three different loading forces of 0.39,0.69 and 1.67 mN.

Fig.4.13 Scanning electron micrograph of stylus tracks on a copper surface. The stylus

runs from left to right. From the lowest onc.Ioads were 3.3, 2.4.1.7.1.3 and l.l mN.

respectively.
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Fig.4.14 Scanning electron micrograph of stylus tracks on a steel surface. showing scuff

marks.

Fig.4.15 Scanning electron micrograph of the stylus tip prior to the start of the test series.
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5. FRICTION FORCES BETWEEN A STYLUS TIP AND
SPECIMENS AT LOW LOADS

5.1 Introduction

Analysis of frictional fon:es is important fer aseessment and control of wear with any sliding

pair. Extensive studies of macroscopic behaviour have been performed and are well documented.

From these studies. the III8a'OIICq)ic nature of friction is becoming clearer. Recendy. attempts have

been made to measure friction and wear behaviour at the molecular level (Marti et al. 1990).

Howevc2'. friction of individual mia'oacopic contacts has not been 10 vigorously investigated. For

indentations below 1 JUIl. it ha been reported that the apparent hardness of a material increases

dramatically (Gane 1970 and Petbica et al. 1983). Because of this and other possible IC&Iing effects

it is by no means clear whether conventional frictional behaviour occun with nominal contact areas

as small, or smaller. than the climensiona typical to many styli.

The quest to unclentand and observe natural phenomena on refined miCl'OSCq)ic lCIles has

Jed to the development of conceptual and leCbnological devices allowing the interrogation of

materials with increasin, resolution. On the experimental front, the importance of investigating

single asperity contact in order to study the fundamental micromechanical response of IOlids has

been long recognised. Such conditions arc usually associated with tip on flat configurations. with a

tip radius of 1-2 JUIl or less (Pashley et al. 1984. Skinner cl Gane 1972. Maugis et al. 1976). In the

present work, the contact between a stylus tip and a specimen is investigated. Frictional forces on

specimens were measured by attachin, them to a characterised linear spring mechanism and

mOnitoring its deflection during a stylus traverse. The load between the stylus and the specimen

could be continuously varied using the force transducer. as reported in chapter 4. Materials of wide
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applications in mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering, brass, copper, aluminium silicon

and mild steel were chosen to provide a range of mechanical properties for this initial investigation.

5.2 Literature Review

It is well known that friction is caused by forces between the two contacting bodies, acting at

their interface, but the exact nature of friction is still unclear. Over several hundred years, different

methods have been developed to build up the basic mechanism of friction, and each has had its

proponents among scientists and engineers. Interestingly, the overall situation has changed

relatively little. With some modifications, the same general basic mechanisms are still thought IDbe

responsible far friction. The general consensus seems 10 be that all the various mechanisms may be

involved in the generation of friction but that the dominant mechanism in each case depends on the

particular situation. In general, friction is considered 10depend on the nature of the two surfaces, the

materials, the environment, the application conditions, and certain characteristics of the apparatus,

such as vibrations and specimen clamping. The basic mechanisms that are involved, to varying

degrees, in genemting friction are (1) adhesion, (2) mechanical interactions of surface asperities, (3)

ploughing of one surface by asperities on the other, (4) deformation and/oc fracture of surface Ia)W8

such as oxides, and (5) interference and Jocal plude deformation caused by third bodies, primarily

wear particles, trapped between the moving surfaces.

In history, basically, there wee two schools of thoughts: a French school, which emphasised

mechanical interaction of surface roughness ar asperities, and an English school, which emphasised

'cohesion' or adhesion between the materials (Dowaon 1979, Bowden cl Tabor 1964, Lodema

1987). The French scholar, Amontons in 1699, began the experimental study by setting up the two

main 'laws' of friction, often called AmontonB' laws;

• The friction force is proportional to the applied load

• The friction force is independent of the apparent area of the contact

The same relationship had been observed by Leonardo da Vinci 200 years earlier. But

unfortunately, Leonardo's notes and manusaipts were hidden away in private collections and were
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only discovered and printed fairly recently (NATO ASI. 1991). The great contribution of the French

school was to emphasise that contact occurs only at discrete points. Its major failing was its belief

that the contact was deternlined solely by the original geometry of the asperities and its exclusion of

plastic defonnation and asperity shape change from the model.

The English school was actually started by a Frenchman, Desaguliers, in 1724. He

introduced the concept of cohesive force (now called adhesion). Desaguliers obselved that if two

lead balls were pushed together with a light twist. they would stick together and that took significant

foree to separate them again. He then suggested that friction can be largely attributed to the

adhesion between asperities that come into intimate contact with one another.

Research in friction accderatecl and 1'eIIChed a finn foundation with the worlc of Bowden and

Tabor in the mid 20th cenwry (Bowden & Tabor 1950). Their wade focused on adhesion as a major

cause of friction, but also showed that more than the outmost layers is involved - that is, that both

adhesion and deformation of subsurface material provide important contributions to the energy

dissipation in friction. In their earlier wOIk, Bowden and Tabor usumed that the contacting

asperities would deform to the point of plastic flow and reach a contact pressure equal to the

indentation hardness of the material. The real area of contact, An is then detcnnined from:

A =FN
, H (5-1)

where FH is the nonnalload in Newtons and H is the flow hardnesa in N mol. If it is further assumed

that friction is due to the shearing of bonds, then the friction force would simply be A, times the

relevant shear stress, s. In that case:

F,. A,s SJ.1=-=-=-
FN A,H H

(5-2)

This expression satisflC8 both of Amontons' laws in that contact area and load are

eliminated. Because for most metals H - 3f, where f is the flow stress and s - 0.5 to 0.6 f. Thus a

value for J.I. of 0.17 to 0.2 implies a constant value for coeffICient of friction. Indeed, this value is

often found for clean metals in air, but as later discovered, much higher values are found in vacuum
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when the surfaces do not have a protective oxide film. Itwas also suggested that shearing could also

take place below one of the contacting asperities, especially if one of the materials was substantially

weaker than the other. In that case, the weaker material would wear.

Tabor and his cambridge students have continued wolfe on friction and wear over the past

half century. Much of our present understanding is due to their dedicated efforts. It is well accepted

that for metals, frictioo is a process of welding, shearing, and ploughing. High pressures developed

at individual contact spots cause 10cal welding. and the junctions thus formed are sheared

subsequently by relative sliding of the surfaces. Ploughing by asperities of harder surface through

the matrix of the soft material contributes the deformation component of friction (Desmond 1975).

From an engineering point of view. sCroIlg adhesion between sliding surfaces becomes

important only for very clean surfaces in a very high vacuum, such as space applications where the

phenomena of adhesion and attendant seizure are extremely important (Buckley 1981). The

contacting surface asperities are cold weld together and form intimate atomic bonds across the

interface. and the friction coefficient can be very large.

However. in recent yean. there are a couple of interesting findings which can not be readily

explained by present theories. For example. the friction coefficient for a wide range of material

combinations decIeases somewhat as the loads increase. This behaviour has been attributed to a

transition from clastic to plutic loading. the influence of surface energy. and various other factors

(Blau 1987. Bowden & Tabor 1964). In addition. problems have arisen from obsenations of the

frictioo of micromechanisms. such as motors. gears and other engineering components with masses

in the microgram range. and of atomic force miaoscopes, in which sliding surfaces operate with

normal loads down to nanonewton level. The c:IisC1'epancy of the results obtained by these devices is

pezhaps most easily seen if we note that at very light loads micromechanism tend to stall. indicating

infmite friction (Lim et al. 1990). while atomic force miaoscopes often give friction coefficient

values tending to zero (McClelland et al. 1988). There is no comprehensive explanation for these

discordant friction coeffICient values.
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On the theoretical front, recent advances in the fonnulation and evaluation of the energetics

and interatomic interactions in materials coupled with modern molecular simulation techniques

(Landman et al. 1990, 1991) open new avenues far theoretical investigations of the miaoscopic

origins offliction. Probably, one day, large scale molecular dynamics computer simulation may help

us to see what is actually taking place at the interface. On the other hand, the energy dissipation

approach to friction is beginning to be recognised. It may bring us a new picture of friction as

addressed by Tabor (NATO ASI, 1991):

.......J came to see that all frictional processes - or most of them - involve a distortion of

atomic arrangement, an instability, a flicldng back to a new position of equilibrium while the

distorted material vibrates and the vibrations ultimately degrtuh into heat."

5.3 Analysis of Microscopic Friction

5.3.1 Contact between a tip and surfaces

The contact between a stylus tip and a surface can be simplified as a smooth ball with a

Ildius of the tip on a flat surface, because the Joca) surface seen by the tip with a typical size of 2 tun

is relatively flat. As mentioned in the tint chapter, lOch contact can be simply expressed by Hertzian

theory. The radius of the contact circle, a, and the mutual approach, 5, are

1

{3WR[l-V~ I-V~]}3a=--+-
4 El E~

(5-3)

(5-4)

where v is the Poisson ratio and E the Young modulus of each material. The sutr1Ces 1,2 refer to

the two bodies in contact, R is the radius of the tip and W is the loading force. The contact area is

given by

(5-5)
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where a is the mutual approach or elastic deformation made by the tip under a load of W. Note that

the relation indicates that the surface outside the contact region is displaced in such a way that the

actual area of the contact is only one half of the geometrical area of a sphere truncated by a.which is

clearly equallo 1ta: = 27tRa. In a situation of plastic deformation the contact area will be larger

than the geometrical area. as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1.

More accurately, the contact radius can be calculated from JKR. (Johnson, Kendall and

Robert) theory. The signiflC8llt adhesive foree depends surface energy released by the interaction eX

the two surfaces, and is depmdent on the contact area and the conditions of the surfaces. It can be

very strong when the surfaces are clean. and can be insignificant in the presence of contaminants.

The JKR. contact radius is given by

(5-6)

where 'Y is the surface energy released by the interaction of the two surfaces and E* is e1fcctive

elastic modulus, given by equations (1-6) and (1-3b) respectively.

For metals, the magnitude of surface enugy is - 0.2 J m-2and fm" Van de Waals solids such

as polymers or rubhet' is - 0.04 1 m·2 (Johnson 1982). Such adhesion will not be seen on real

surfaces due to contamination and their surface roughness.

In static Hertzian contact the peak shear sUess lies cencrally below the surface at a distance

equal 10 0.670 (Halling. 1975). Furthermore. we find that as the load is increased this peak shear

stress will reach its critical value, Se. when the maximum pressure at the centre of the contact zone

is 3S•. Further increasing the load indicates plastic deformation but the plastic zone is constrained

by elastic matecial on all sides. Fully plastic flow will take place only when the mean contact

pressure is about 6S.. The mean pressure under these conditions is essentially the indenbldon

hardness. H,and this is why for metals we have

(S-7)

where Y is uniaxial tensile yield strength of the material.
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In the presence of a friction force, the location of the maximum value of shear stress is much

nearer to the surface, thus the plastic defonnation can take place more readily than in the previous

case. In other words, macroscopic plastic defonnation is facilitated by the presence of such friction

tractions. The maximum tensile stress occurs on the circumference of the circle of contact. The

effect of friction is to add a compressive stress to the front edge of the contact and to intensify the

tensile stress at the back edge. Thus for brittle materials, the region near the back edge is the most

likely point of failure (Hamilton, 1983).

5.3.2 Brief review of friction models

At present, mia"OSCOpic friction is classified into three levels which are described by three

different models: nonna! friction, boundaIy friction and intedacial friction. Each has particular

applications.

Most friction pocesses occur with SUlfaces 'damaged' in one fann or another. This is

generally referred to as 'normal' friction. In some cases, the surfaces will slide past each other while

separaIed by large, almost macroscopically sized particles of wear debris. In other cases. usually

under high loads, but also depending on the smoothness and hardness of surfaces, the damage or

wear may be localiBcd within a much IUU'IOWCI' interfacial region of plastically deformed nanometre

-sized asperities.

There are also situations where sliding can occur between two perfectly smooth undamaged

surfaces. The term 'boundary friction' is mostly restricled to a thin boundary region, which, as in a

grain boundary, would typically not exlcnd more than a few nanometres on either side of it. The

term 'boundary lubrication' is commonly used to denote the sliding of two surfaces separated by thin

(possibly monomolecular) layers of some suitable boundary lubricant, though hete too it is presumed

that plastic defonnations of isolated asperity contacts are also occurring during sliding.

Interfacial friction is restricted to a molecularly thin intedacial region having a uniform gap

thickness and a well defined contact area, such as friction between an atomic force microscope and a

surface. Clearly, the interaction forces associated with interfacial friction would be much more

localised than in the case of boundary friction or nonnal friction (Israelachvili et al. 1988). It has
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been found that during interfacial sliding, the friction depends critically on the intermolecular forces

between surfaces, their contact area, the precise distance between the two surfaces (at the angstrom

level), but it depends only weakly on the applied load (Krim et al. 1990. 1991. Landman et al.

1990).

In brief. in the case of unlubricated sliding of 'dry' surfaces. the friction force at low loads is

described by the equation originally proposed by Bowden and Tabor:F = SeA. where Se is the

critical shear stress and A is the molecular area of the contact The variation of A with applied load

W is well described by JKR theory, even during sliding and even at negative values of W. At bigher

loads there is an additional contribution 10F that is proportional 10 W, given by F =CW. This

contribution is analogous to Amontons' law, but C has a different origin and exists even in the

absence of adhesion. Wben damase occurs, Amontons' Jaw F = J..I.Wbecomes applicable where J1

is considered 10be the traditional coefficient of friction.

5.4 Instrumentation

5.4.1 Apparatus for measuring friction

In the investigation of this chapter, friction between the stylus tip and a specimen WM

measured in a typical Jaboratmy environment during a stylus traverse in order 10 monitor the

interaction and evaluate the effects. To do this. a specially designed friction force transducer is used

(Smith, 1989). Itconsists of mainly tbrcc parts: a specimen platfonn. a mechanical translation stage

and a displacement transducer. The complete instrumentation is shown in Fig. S.2. A specimen is

mounted onto the platform of the simple, notch type linear spring which is deflected by the dras

force of the stylus on the specimen. Connected to the translation stage is a Rank Taylor Hobson

Talystep LVDI transducer with its measurement axis aligned to the deflection direction of the spring

stage. The normal profile of a specimen is measured by the modified Talysurf 5 at a constant setting

force applied by the variable force actuator.
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Because of its important role in the measurement, it is necessary to mention the notch type

spring system. This spring is an aluminium monolith and its compliance is a result of the thin web

that remains after two holes have been drilled closely together. The stiffness of the spring is an

important factor that has to be cho8eA with care. High stiffness willloo8e the sensitivity of friction

measurement because of the resolution of the displacement transducer, and low stiffness will,

obviously, inlroduce Jateral distortions on the profile measurement. The measured stiffness of the

complete spring system is 1786 N m-J• If the maximum Donnal force is limited to less than 5 mN

during the friction tests, then the worst Jateral deflection of the specimen would be less than 0.9 J1I11

for a typical friction coefficient of 0.3. This is judged to be near the maximum that can be tolerated

without signiflC8Dt Jatelal emn for the 2 JUD stylus tip. The natural resonant frequency of the

spring flexure is approximately 70 Hz, which is much highee than the stylus pick-up, and the

dynamic effect can be considered to be insigniflC8Dt. The natural damping of the spring system is

very small because of its monolith construction. To avoid 8 long settling time of the system after

handling a specimen on it, for instance, cleaning the sample, or loading and unloading the stylus to

and from it, an external dampec is added to the system. A paddle of dimension 10 mm by 16 mm

immersed in 8 bowl of oil of viscosity 320 cst wu attached to the platform to provide damping. The

damping can be roughly adjusted by changing the level of the oil.

The LVDI transducer plus 8 standard Talyatep amplifiee pmvides the measurement of the

deflection of the spring system. The transducer was calilJnUed 10within 2% and has a resolution of

bet1cr than 005 run, giving the frictional force measurement with a resolution of better than 1 JIN.

5.4.2 Calibration

The frictional force ttansduccr was calibraled against both standard weights and the variable

stylus force actuator. The friction fon:e transducer was mounted 10 a cast iron blocJc with its

measurement axis in the vertical plane. The initial offset due to gravitational loading was then

compensated by the micrometer adjustment on the inductive transducer mount, see the photograph

in figure 5.2(8). Standard weights ranging from 0.1 to 1 gram were then placed onto the end of the

spring platfonn and the output from the Talystep instrument was monitored. This is 8 direct
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measurement of applied force to the spring platform and will include effects of stiffness of the

inductance gauge and distortion of other components within the force loop. For the second

calibration, the force was provided from the variable stylus force actuator. This was done by

lowering the stylus onto the end of the platfonn of the friction force IJ'ansducer which was again

mounted with its axis vertical. Known coil current and thus force, was then given from a digital to

analogue converter, and the deflection of the spring system was recorded. The results from both

calibrations are shown in Fig. S.3. Both sive a consistmt output corresponding to a compliance of

0.56 J.UI1 mN"l, with a maximum deviation of residuals from a least squares straight line fit of Jess

than 0.3% for the standard weight and 1% for the stylus loading. The second calibration using the

stylus fon:e actuator demonstrates once again the good performance of this force actuator. This

calibration includes all of the system enors associated with both the friction test device and the

stylus force actuator.

5.4.3 Other sourcesof error

As indicated by the schematic diagram of the system in Fig. 5.2 (b). the stylus arm is pulled

against a knife edge pivot by a bias spring that consists of a leaf spring and an adjustable coil spring

for fine tuning the spring force at the zero point of the displacement transducer output.

Consequently. the actual contact forces will vary in relation to the position of the stylus about this

zero point The magnitude of this variation was investigated in chapter 3. Based on those results, a

maximum force variation of less than 30 nN is expected for the displacement range of about 3 J.UI1

used in all subsequent experiments.

Another source of error is drift, due mainly to thermal variation of eleclrical and mechanical

components of the test system. The warming up time for electronic components is generally much

less than the settling time for the mechanical parts, especially when a combination of different

materials were clamped together. After setting up a test, it is better leave it for a period of time at

least an hour with the instrument switched on to allow the whole system to reach its thermal

equilibrium. The drift was monitored alter the warm-up. For the stylus force actuator the drift rate

was O.S ~Sl. The drift rate of the friction device is dominated by the LVOl transducer. The friction
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forces were obtained by measuring the step change in force between forward and reverse motions.

Linear drifts were removed by eye (since least squares fitting across a step is misleading) but are

considered to introduce negligible errors in these experiments.

5.5 Indentation Tests on Specimens

Specimens of mild steel, copper, bnIss and aluminium used far previous experiments were

used fer friction measurement. Before doing any such experiments, contact and penetration « the

stylus into the smface of a specimen was measured.

The combination of Talysurf 5 with the variable force actuator readily provides

instrumentation far indentation testing. The specimen was mounled on a flat steel bJocIc, and then

the stylus was inidally contacted with the surface under a Vf!C'J light load. The load was then

inaeased using the electromagnetic force transduct'Z while the resultant displacement was

monitored from the output of the Talysmf S.

Typical results far mUd steel, copper and aluminium undtzgoing a sIeadily increasing load

up to 6 mN are shown in Pig. 5.4. It shows the indentation characteristic typical «many metals at

these low loads. The shape of this curve is determined by the geometry of the interface. In this case

the stylus had a flat end «approximately 2 JUR width. Consequently, the initial portion of the curve

can be associaled with cJastic defoonation. This is vaified by looking at the initial slope of each cl

these curves. The ratio of slopes d. steel to copper to aluminium is 3: 1.6: 1 which c:onesponds Vf%'J

closely to the ratio of elastic moduli of these materials. It is clear from these curves that steel is by

far the hardest material with a total indentation depth of approximately 80 nm followed by copper at

250 nm and aluminium at 340 nm. Quantifying hardness values is not possible for these tests owing

to the uncertainty in the shape cl the stylus probe. 1Iowcvcr', it has been shown that the ratio of the

flow pressure P to the yield stress Y of any matuial is constant for a given material and indenter

geometry and dependent upon the ratio of elastic modulus to yield stress (10hns0n (970).

The stylus was a pyramid with a truncated end «width of 2 1JJIl. but wear on the top of the

stylus results in rounding of the cometS with the flattening towards a spherical shape, see Fig. 4.15.
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Consequently. the contact zone may reasonably be considered circular of. say. radius a. Based on

these assumptions. it is possible to derive a simple expression for the contact radius as a function d

the applied load

(5-8)

where F. is the nonnaI force.

As far as we know. the values for the ratio of PlY do not exist for the case of a rigid. flat

punch but it may be considered reasonable 10assume that these would be not dissimilar 10 those for

a vccy blunt wedge. Using values fCX'a blunt wedge having a 1700 included angle (Hirst & Howse

1969). the conesponding contact radii at the load of 6 mN wae calculated and arc shown in Table

5.1. From this. it can be seen that there is strong correlation between the expected contact radius and

measured depth of indent. The predicted value is larger than the width of the flat tip fCX'both the

c:oppez and aluminium specimens. There are a number of possible reuonJ fCX'this discrepancy.

Firstly. the contact region may well be a mixture of IeCtangular and spherical which would inaease

the actual area resulting in a 10f1 reduction relative 10 the ea1cu1ation of the radius for a square

region and even peater if it were elongaced to a Netangular contact. Also the yield SIreB8 is baed on

that for an annealed bulk material. Conaequendy. any work hardening of the surface would cause a

local reduction in the ratio PlY up to a maximum factor of approximately 3, 88 well as dileCt

influence on the radius through the denominator of Bqn. '.8 (lohnson 1970). Finally, equation '.8

uses the projected contact radius which will be cIoae 10 teal value fCX'large radius probes and

shallow indentations. Although these errors will result in a discrepancy of the contact radius.

possibly by 'Ofl or more, the above analysis indicates that reasonable estimaa of the static indent

shape may be made using these relatively aude assumptions and it is envisaged that further

refmement of the model will increase the accuracy of this prediction.

It can be seen that the elastic defonnation in these materials was in the range of 10 nm for

steel, 20 nm for copper and 40 nm for aluminium specimens for an applied load of 1 mN. At this

load, no surface damage has been found during the previous investigation. Therefore, an elastic
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contact is assumed for these materials at the load of 1 mN. Upon this, the calculated Hertzian

contact radius for specimens of steel, copper and aluminium is 0.18, 0.22 and 0.27 J.UII respectively,

while the measured depth is 10, 20, 40 nm, and thus the corresponding radius is 0.14. 0.2 and 0.28

J.Un for steel, coppez and aluminium according to Eqn.S.4. A spherical tip shape is assumed in the

calculations. The values conespond closely, and the slight difference between the two sets may be

due mainly to uncertainty in the depth measurement as they are close to the resolution of the

instrument. The adhesion effect can be insignificant due to the presence of surface contaminants

because the specimens were prepared and opcnted in a normal environment.

5.6 Results and Discussion

5.6.1 Friction measurement

Five types of materials were chosen for this investigation. Besides the mild steel. copper.

brass and aluminium used pevioualy. Iilicon was used because of its wide appUcations in

electronics industry. The silicon specimen was obtained by breaking a small portion from a single

aystal wafer that had been peviously polished for microe1cctronics applications. The surface finish

of this specimen was better' than the realisable precision of the measuring instrument. BefoIe

mounting onto the platfonn of the friction device. each specimen was flooded with acetone and

wiped. This is characteristic of cleaning performed in most engineering measurements of sUlface

finish. The specimen was glued 10 the platform using a silver loaded-paint which could be easily

removed by acetone.

During each measurement, the set force was deCamined from the coil current, the stylus

output and friction output WCl'C recorded simultaneously by a computer through the Mdrabyte DAS-

16 110 board. In each run. the Stylus was traversed in auto-return mode. Thus we have forward

frictional force and reverse frictional f<xcc. The friction coeffICient was obtained by summing the

mean force in each direction and dividing by twice the nonnal load. Ideally. variations in nonnal

force caused dynamically or statically by the vertical Stylus movement are averaged over the surface,
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so that no independent instantaneous measurement of nonnal force is undertaken. This approach

assumes that friction is independent of traverse direction. The arcuaCe action of the stylus arm

means that the dynamics are not identical in both directions of traVCl'SCbut this is unlikely to affect

friction to a significant exfent with the roughnesses and travene speeds used h«e.

Sets of repeated tests were collected for each specimen at three different traVCl'SCspeeds. At

each speed there are about 15 to 20 different loading forces in a range from 0 10 6 mN, and at each

loading force the specimen was traversed three to five times to get a fair reading of the

measurement. For each data file, an effective length of surface profile and frictional fon:e has to be

selected and levelled by a least squares line, and then the standard deviation and mean values were

calculated.

5.6.2 Friction c:oetrlCients

The calculated friction coefficieou for the five mateaiala u a function of load are plotted in

Pig. 5.5 <a) - (e). The curves on the graph correspond to stylus traverse speeds of to, 0.2S and 0.1

mm 51. At this level, the surfaces JIve a friction coefficient below that normally encount.eIed with

these materials. The friction coefficients for these materials are around 0.1 and 0.2. with an

exceptionally low value for silicon of about 0.05 to 0.06.

Generally, thcR is little chanse in the ovenll friction c:oefticients with Ioada at the levels

investigated. The increased scauer at loads below 1mN may be attributed to meumement emn

since the friction fon:es arc bccomina close 10 the uncertainty of the instrumentation. Dynamic

variations in the nonnal forcc due to the stylus accelerations are expected to be no more than a h

tens of micronewtons under IR08t test conditions. However, the wont combination of high travenIC

speed and short wavelength surface detail could cause occasional peaks to around 0.25 mN and 10

might contribute to the ~ acat= ICeD with low im(XeBSCCI fon:es. The fastest sliding speed

appears to give the highest coefficient of friction, which tends to reduce u the load ina'caaea. It falls

below the values for the other speeds at around 3 mN for copper, and 4 mN for the other metals and

becomes comparable with that at the other speeds with silicon. AB loads arc raiaed above this

transition, the friction coefficients of the metals tend to risc slighUy. It is possible that the same drop
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occurs for mild steel at higher loads, beyond the range of the investigation. These results are

consislent with the observations of stylus I:raCks using a scanning electron microscope in the chapter

4, which showed less visible damage with stylus measurements at the higher sliding speeds. The

reasons f(]l' this rate effect are unclear but may relate to the attain rate sensitivity of the hardness of

the surface asperities. In general, the friction coefficient of both metal and non-metals in sliding

contact deaeases with increasing speed, and this ckcreasc is believed to atbibutable to frictional

heating (Bowden & Tabor. Part n1964). At a high speed, the temperature at the contact spots could

be very high because of a sudden release of heat. and the immediate contact area may experience

considerable softening or even a change from solid to liquid, thus reducing the shear stress and 10

the coefficient of friction. Howevel', in our case. the sliding speed is relatively low compared to tho8e

quoted by Bowden and Tabor. It is more appropriate to assume that the adhesion junction fQl'Medat

the contact is time dependent as originally proposed by Sampson (1943). the longer the time f(]l' the

contact to form the stronger the adhesion. As a result. the lower the sliding speed the stronger the

adhesion force and thus the higher the frictional foree.

The general reduction in coefficients of friction alCOUI1teRd with these specimens is probably

due to two reasons, the increaae in hardness at the surface of these materials and the existence of a

contaminant film. That hardness at surface is different from the bulk material has been obselved

with a wide Iange of materials (Bowden & Tabor; Part n 1964). The difference can be several times

higher than at light loads than at higher ones, Galle (1970) and Pethica ,t al. (1983). In our case the

increase inhardness is mainly due to the wolk-luudening of the surface layer during the polishing of

specimens. However, it not clear whether the shear stress would be increased, dccreaacd or remain

unchanged by this walk-hardening. But surely a reduction of the shear stress to hardness ratio would

help to reduce the coefficient of friction.

The contaminant film plays an important role in the reduction of frictional force. For

instance, a friction coefficient ((]I' copper on copper was found to be O.S in air and it increased to

nearly 5 in vacuum after prolonged heating (Bowden & Tabor; 1950 Part I). This shows that the

removal of only surface film leads to a very great increase in friction. This is due largely to the ease
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with which the metal surfaces can weld together in the absence of contaminant films. It would also

seem that the shearing action of the sliding process itself produces an increase in the area over

which metallic junctions are formed. When specimens are cleaned in air, their surfaces are still

covered by a thin film of oxide, walei' vapour, and other adsorbed impurities. This contaminant film

is usually at least several molecular layers in thiclcness. In the presence of the contaminant f11m the

coefficient of friction is dominaled by two factors, the hardness of the substrate i.e. the specimen

surface and the shear stress of the film. For most cases, the shear sUess of a contaminant f11m is

normally low. thus leads to the reduction of the friction coefficient.

5.6.3 Effect of surface finish on friction

On the basis of experimental obscnations and theoretical wort. the frictional force for metal

sliding is genetaled by adhesion, ploughing by wear particles, and asperity deformation. It has been

suggested that the ploughing component contribute more to the frictional force than the adhesion.

This means that mechanical interactions at the sliding in1afacc are primary causes of friction. If the

mechanical interactions between the two surfaces are reduced, the frictional force would be

significantly lowenld.

To investigate the effect of surface roughness on frictional force. surface finish of mUd steel

and copper specimens was improved by further polishing to give an order of maanitudc reduction on,

roughness and experiment was repeated. There was no signifJCallt difference in either the trends or

the values of the coetrJCimts messured. Howevtl'. the variations of the drag fm:ts about their mean

values WCR much reduced. For example, on the coppm' specimen. at a nominal load of 0.7 mN and a

tracking speed of 0.1 mm i1• the standard deviation of the drag force was 49 IAN for a surface

roughness value 0.18 J.UR. and it reduced to 3.2 IAN for the surface roughness of 0.013 J.UR. This

indicated that the frictional forc:e was dominantly determined by adhesion and deformation. Also the

localised contact between the stylus tip and the surface, which is in submicrometre level, was UttIe

affected by the improving of the surface rmish as the average surface features were, comparatively.

already larger than the stylus size. This suggests that the ploughing component of friction is not

significant under the condition of this test.
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5.6.4 The relationship between the friction and surface finish profiles

The present experimental arrangement enables simultaneous measurement of the friction

force and the surface profile. Fig. S.6 shows a typical plot for a forward and reverse traverse over a

distance of about 1mm on a copper specimen at a nominal load of S.9 mN. Clearly for a perfect

measurement in which no damage is incurred and the stylus travels over the same ttack in both

directions, the revme profile measurement would be a perfect mirror image of the forward trace.

Behaviour closely consistent with this pattern is clearly visible in Fig. S.6 (a). The 1.2 mrad slope eX

the profile is caused by a slight misalignment between the specimen surface and the axis of motion

of the stylus instrument. From the previous eITOl' analysis, a variation of only about 2 J.UIl in the

stylus height will not induce signifICant errors in the nonnal fon:c calculation. The alignment was

considered adequate in a view of the increasing difficulties in levelling to better precision. The

changes in force output befme sliding occurs are due to the start up characteristics of the

instrumentation. A typical start procas shows two small step height changes on the profile and

conesponding changes on frictional force. This is thought due to the start up of the stylus traversing

unit and the wdl known stick-slip behaviour. Mechanical coupling backlash. in the unit caused the

fll'St drop, in which the stylus was in pull stress. Stick-slip between the stylus and the specimen

surface caused the second change in force and thus inprofile. Stick-slip occuned at the start and the

end of sliding. The starting spikes are due to the static frictional fon:c which tends to be higher than

the kinetic one and the stoping ones occur when two sliding surfaces are brought to rest over a fmite

time during which strong adhesion is generated before the surfaces stop moving (Bowden and Leben

1939; Bowden and Tabor Part Il, 1964).

To examine local variations the profiles were exlraCled and levelled by subtracting out a

linear least squares straight line. Plots of surface profile and tractive force variation for both traverse

directions are shown in Fig. S.7. Two data sets of surface profile and tractive force were processed

by cross-corrcJation in 'Matlab' and the results are shown in Fig. '.8, in which the maximum

coeffICient of the cross-correlation is approximately 0.'8. These graphs show an apparendy negative

comiation in the forward traverse and a positive correlation for the reverse direction.
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The behaviour of this correlation can be explained as fonows. The stylus contact force is

essentially perpendicular to the trend line of the surface and the stylus drag force measured parallel

to this. The simplest model of the interaction between these forces is that a horizontal component

caused by local surface slope and a friction foree (governed conventionally by Amonton's law.)

opposes the motion tangentially to the local contact angle. The force balance at the stylus tip is

shown schematically in Fig. 5.9. Since the stylus force F is impressed. the normal traction Fa at the

surface must support it and so, in the absence of friction,

F
F =--
" cos~

(5-9)

Once friction is included, it is important to take care over the sign convention and

consiatency of the forces being examined. The instrumentation rneasureB fortes imposed onto the

specimen and oo1y these forces will be considered in this discussion. The directions considered

positive are shown in Fig. 5.9.The normal force on the surface iB -Fa and thiB may be rcsolved into

vCltical and horizontal components-F" COS~ and F" sinp respectively. The Ioca1 frictional force

acting on the surface is limply IJ.LF"I acting in the same direction as the stylus motion and may be

similarly resolved into vertical and horizontal COIDpont'nfl. HBqn. (5-9) is ulCd to model the normal

force, the ovelal1 horizontal (apparent frictional) force F...acting on the surface will be

Fit = F(tanp±J.1) (5-10)

where the positive sign is taken when the traverse is in the positive x direction. However.

consideration of the stylus equilibrium shows that the vertical component of the local friction force

will cause Fa to v81')' ifF is truly constant. The interaction between friction and normal forces can be

modelled by an equivalent static equilibrium to give

F
F =-----
" cosp±~sinp

(5-11)

where the positive sign now coaesponds to a traverse in the negative x direction. Generally we

expect ~ to be small and ~ is also small, so the error of using Eqn. (5-9) is reasonably estimated as a
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modulation by (1± fl tan J3). Given that the model is simple, the few per cent variation typically

given by this modulation will be neglected and Eqn. (5-9) is used.

The first term in Eqn. (5-10) expresses a variation about the mean horizontal friction drag

that is dependent upon local surface slope. As shown in Fig. 5.9 with the traverse proceeding from

left to right (i.e positive), both tenns act to the right. On the othcc flank d the asperity the terms act

in opposition since the sign of ~ is reversed. However. with the traverse from right to left, the true

friction drag will be negative while the slope remains unaltered. The eft'ect on the flanlc shown is

thus Cm the horizontal drag to be inaea8ed above its mean value when traversing to right but

decreased Cm a traverse in the opposite direction. It is this that causes the correlation of drag to the

profile to be sensitive to the direction of traverse in Fig. 5.8. Furthermore. if the simple model is

adequate, the profile related term, being slope dependent, should correlate with the derivative of the

profile with respect to traverse distance. Fig. 5.10 shows the cross-c:omIatio between the friction

profile and the displacement profile differentiated using a five-point symmearical Lagrangian

Cannula that has proved usdul fm rougbnt8S 8S8C8SIJlW in othcc contexts (Otetwynd 1991).1be

correlation now shows a single peak of small width and a maximum coeft"tcient d 0.89. Given,

particularly, that the noise levels will be exacerbated by differentiation, this correlation is Vt:ty high

and suggests that this simple model describes well the behaviour in the regime being studied. To

YCrify furthcc that our I)'Itcm is bchavinS c:ooaistendy, the profile was alJo ClOSS correlaled with ilB

own derivative. This resulted in a curve wry similar to those of Fig. 5.8 with a maximum value ~

0.62, giving only 4% in difference.

5.7 Friction of a Steel Ball on Specimens

From above investigation, the contact between a stylus tip and an engineering surface can be

reasonably considered as a ball sliding on a locally smooth and flat surface. Therefore, a Hertzian

elastic contact model can be directly used. However, in a situation where the tip size is relatively

larger than the average features of a surface, the surface seen by the tip is no longer smooth but

rough. The topographical roughness of such surfaces ensures that they make true contact over an
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area which is generally small compared with the apparent area of contact. The real contact pressure

at the true contact spots will be much higher than the pressure given by the Hertz theory. In this

section the friction behaviour for rough contact surfaces is discussed and initial results are given.

To emulate such a situation where the tip size is relatively larger than surface features, it is

simpler to use a large tip size than to make a surface with fine features. Here a steel ban with Imm

diameter was used f(X the experiment. The steel ball was embedded in resin and ground down till

only a 'cap' remained. This was glued to the end of the aluminium magnet holder, see Pig. S.2(b).

Then using a standard stylus ann, rather than the long reach one, the ball made contact with the

surface and the instrument behaved exactly as before except f(X having effectively a 0.5 mm radius

stylus of steel. Frictional Coree on three types of specimens was measured at a fixed travcnin8 speed

of 0.25 mm S1 under an increasing load up to 25 mN. The coeffICient of friction was then calculatecl

and plotted in Fi8. S.11 in which Ca) shows friction coefficients of the steel ban on a steel specimen

f(X three different tracks, and (b) shows friction cocffic:ients of the steel ball on coppez and

aluminium specimens. The results are quite different from those with the stylus of 2 IJm except for

the aluminium which gives a similar curve as in Fig. S.S (d). The curve of friction coetrlCient for

copptZ started with a VfJCY hiah value of about 0.4 at low loads, decreased npidly 81 the load

increases, then stabiliscd to 0.24 when the load reached , mN. ThcIe mi8ht be a sUJht decreasing

trend afterwards. On the steel specimen, the three curves are different even though they were

obtained from the same specimen. 'I'hese three curves were obtained in a time order that the boUom

line (solid) was first, the middle one (clashed) the aeconcl and the top one (dot and dashed) the last.

The first run test gave the lowest friction coefficient and the last run gave the highest. There are two

distinct transitions on each curve. The first occurs at the load about 3.S mN (x all three U'aCts and

the second occurs at a different loading forte; 13 mN (ex-the first run test, 9 mN fex-the aecond and

7 mN for the last. The two transitions probably mark: different contact stales; the first indicates the

end of non-metallic contact between the ball and the surface and the second indicates the start of

considerable metallic contact and the OCCUJTenCe of damage. Between these, the contact is a mixture

between non-metallic and metallic. At low loads, where the sliding is completely within the oxide
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film, the friction coeffIcient is marlced by a slight decrease due to the effect of fIlm thickness. As the

load increases some metallic contact is generated and the friction increases slightly. Further

increasing the load probably generates damage on either sides of sliding pair and this is marked by a

reduction on the friction force which could be due to the debris lubrication. The damage on the ball

could be the main reason f<r the inaease on friction and the earlier appearance of the second

transition for the other two tracks. On the aluminium specimen there seems no change in the contact

which leads to a constant coefficient of friction at all loads. This could be due to the thick JayCl' cS

oxide film which dominated the friction bdulviour at all loads. On the copper specimen the

transition from non-metallic contact to some extent of metallic contact occurs at about 10 mN.

Again the oxide film causes the bdulviour that the friction coeff'acient reduces as the load increases,

and there is no sight of a subsequent rise in friction. which means no second transition. within the

loading range.

To confirm the above discussion the contact state between the ball and a steel aurface was

measured via elcclrical contact resistance. To do this a pair of copper wires were silver-glued to the

steel specimen and the aluminium piece (the steel ball is glued to the end) and connected to a circuit

which was originally designed for tunnelling CUl'l'el1t measurement (deIaD of the circuit will be

discussed in Chapter 7). During each sliding lest the contact resistance was measured

simultaneously along with surface profile and frictional fcxce. This dynamiC contact reststance was

then averaged at each different loading. A typical result of the averaged contact resistance against

the loading is shown in Fig. 5.12. Three contact regions are clearly marked: non-metallic contact

with high resistance above 2 k.O, some metallic contact with resistance about 1 ill, and

considerable metallic contact with the resistance less than 100 O. Two transitions from non-metallic

contact to some metallic contact and then to the considerable metallic contact occur at about 3.S mN

and 12 mN respectively.

After the friction experiments. the steel ball was investigated under both a scanning electron

microscope and an optical microscope. A photograph taken from the optical microscope is shown in
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Fig. 5.13. There are obvious damage marks on the top side of the ball. The size of the bright spot is

about 100 um, and the damage size is about 30 um.

5.8 Conclusions

The novel arrangement of electromagnetic force transducer attached to a standard stylus

based surface measuring instrument has been demonstrated and shown to provide a versatile method

fm' assessment of static and dynamic contact forces at low loads. Also. the simple flexure used with

a high sensitivity displacement sensor bas proved to be capable of measuring drag fortes to well

below 10 J.1N while deflecting by amounts always small compared with the stylus size.

The stability and controllability of the system have been demonstralecl by using it as a

microhardness indenter, a task fm' which was not intended nor its design optimised. Results

obtained were, nevmheless, highly consistent with those of other workers.

Friction coefficients on four typical engineering surfaces were measured with a contact size

in both micromclrz and sub-millimetre Jevds. For a typical 2 JUIl diamond tip, the friction

coelficient varies little either' with load avec a range 0.5 - 5 mN or with speed in the region 1.0 -

0.1 mm 81, except fm' a slight tendency to decrease at the fast speed. Measured values vary from

about 0.25 for aluminium, which is ao1Irz than the copper, to around 0.1 on steel and 0,(11 on single-

crysIal silicon. Horizontal drag on the specimens shows fluctuations about a mean level which

correlate very strongly with the derivative of the surface profile. This is consistent with • model in

which friction is proportional to normal load and modulated by surface slope. For a large scale eX

contact with a 1 mm steel ball the friction coeffICients on these specimens are much higher, 0.3-0.6

fm' steel, 0.2 - 0.4 fm' copp« and a fair constant value of 0.2 fm' aluminium. Surface hardness and

contaminant film are believed having played an important role in each case. On a large acale contact

the hardness of surface is dominated by the bulk properties while on a small scale contact the

hardness could be much increased due to the wodc-hardening process. The reason that aluminium

has quite close results for the two cases is pobabIy that the sliding was happening within the thick

oxide layer in both situations.
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Photograph of the instrumentation for measurement of frictional forces.
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Fig. 5.2 (b) Schematic representation of the instrumentation for measurement of frictional

forces during the traverse of a diamond stylus over a surface at low loads.
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Fig. 5.3 Characteristic of the friction force transducer. (a) output from force gauge for dead

weight loading and (b) output from the same gauge when loaded by the stylus.
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Fig.5.4 Load vs depth for steel, copper and aluminium surfaces. * -- steel, + -- copper,

specimens.

Table 5.1 Predicted and measured indent geometry for steel, copper and aluminium

Steel 210 0.79 2.9 0.9

Copper 126 0.4 2.0 1.54

0.15 2.25 2.4 340Aluminium 70

80

250
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Fig.5.5 Coefficients of friction vs. stylus load: - x, ---- 0, represent values measured

as sliding velocities of 1.0. 0.25 and 0.1 mm s" respectively: (a) mild steel, (h) copper, (c)

brass, (d) aluminium, (e) silicon.
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Fig. 5.5 (continued) (c) brass. (d) aluminium. (e) silicon.
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Fig. 5.6 Plots of surface profile and frictional forces as the stylus traverses a complete cycle

on a copper specimen at a norninal load of 5.9 mN. (a) surface profile and (b) tractive force

parallel to a traverse (frictional drag).
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Fig. 5.7 Friction drag (dashed) and surface profiles (solid) from the plot of Fig. 5.6. Plotting

units are chosen so that force and profile can be read from the same scale: (a) forward

measurement. (b) reverse measurement.
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Fig.5.8 Cross-correlations of surface profile and frictional drag data of Fig. S.7 (mean line

removed): (a) forward traverse, (b) reverse traverse. Horizontal axis in sample point spacing.

trav.,.. axl.

Fig.5.9 Force diagram for the conracr of a stylus on the surface of a specimen.
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Fig. 5.10 Cross-correlations of first derivative with respect to traverse displacement of

surface profile and frictional drag data of Fig. 5.7 (mean line removed): (a) forward traverse,

(b) reverse traverse.
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Fig.5.11 Friction coefficients between the steel ball and specimens at an increasing load:

(a) the steel ball Oil a steel specimen for three different tracks. (b) the steel ball on specimens

of copper (solid line) and aluminium (dashed line).
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Fig.5.12 The contact resistance between the steel ball and a steel specimen

Fig.5.13 A photograph of the damaged surface of the steel ball used in the experiment,
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6. IMPROVEMENT OF FIDELITY OF SURFACE
MEASUREMENT BY ACTIVE DAMPING CONTROL

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters. the measurement fide1ity of stylus type insbuments has been

investigated both theoretically and ex.pcl'imentally. Measurements on a variety of specimens show

that around the nominal load of 0.7 - 1.0 mN, the biSh stress does not lead eithet- to unacceptable

surface damage 01' a lack of integrity in following a surface profile. On some surfaces of 110ft

materials the QOIltact force, fer a typiaal2 J.UIl tnmcated pyramidal tip. has to be kept below 1 mN.

or betltl' below 0.7 mN. to avoid any damage. However. experiments have shown that dynamic

effects caused significant ftriations OIlmeuurementl at different travene speeds. Tho dynamics of a

stylus mecbaniBm may lead ID the stylus bouncin, over the measwed surface at a IiJht load when it

is ttavenecl at above a ccr1ain speed. Gencra1ly thi8 speed is quite bight in the p-eaent context, but

often is within the raDse offered OIl commercial insb'uments. AJ a consequence, the measured result

can indicate false information on itl roughness. For example. R. may be reported by over 1()()t,

larger than it Ihould be. The dynamic behaviour of a stylus system is dependent OIl itl input

frequency wbich depends OIl both the apadaJ. wavelenstb of surface structure and the speed at which

the probe is Inlvened. Foe many machined surfaces, the structures or iJTe,ularidea vary over a wide

range with the high-frequency components conaponding to sIwp peaks or edges and nanow

valleys. With sufficiently high forces this cauaea stylus jumping at the peaks and pressing hard at the

valleys, both of which may lead to either a distorted prof&1e or surface damage.

Theoretical wodc OIl stylus dynamics by Whitehouse (1988, 1990) based on study of reaction

force at the contact suggests that the fldelity of the recorded profile might be enhanced by using a
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damping factor of about 0.59 rather than the very low value used in the conventional instruments.

By using this damping value a stylus pick-up can be openlted at a frequency up to its resonance

without introducing a significant distortion, thus the measurement speed can be inacascd. His

defmition of fidelity was statistically based and it is not clear how closely such ideas relate to the

issue of faithfully recording specific and individual features on a profde. The basis of the argument

was that the damping should be set such that the total saadc and dynamic load at the surface is as

near constant 88 possible over all input frequencies up 10 those approaching the resonance of the

stylus system. H this is possible it addresses suategies f« obtaining higher speed data collection and

f<r minimisation of damage with nall styli while maintaining acccpCable data collection rates. The

wodc described in this chapter investigates the practicability of Whitehouse's proposal.

6.2 Dynamic Response of a Stylus system

6.2.1 System transfer function

As discussed in chapter 3, a stylus system can be modelled as a second order system in which

the system transfer function can be expressed by

G(I) = y(s) = K
/(1) i +2~0)IIs+0)!

(6-1)

The dynamic response of the pick-up is characteriled by the natural angular frequency, co..
and the damping ratio, t;. The system gain, K. deaamine8 the lCnSitivity of the stylus pick-up and it

has no effect on the system dynamic behaviour. The bode plots of the system (Talysurf 5 with the

force actuat<r attached) are shown in Fig. 6.1. in which the damping ratio wu 0.02 and the natural

resonance 96 rad S·l.The system response can be divided in three regions; low frequency up 10 about

0.1 co.., around the natural resonance and higher than the resonance. In the low frequency region,

/
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the system gives a constant gain·, and this gain is actually the compliance of the stylus pick-up

which means the deflection of the stylus is proportional to the contact fCX'Ce. AB the frequeacy rises

the gain becomes variable, becoming high around the resonance and then deaeasing steadily at

higher frequencies. This means that. f(]l' a given dctlection of the stylus, less force is needed at a

frequmcy around the Ie8OR8DCC and Jarser force at a hiaher frequency. The low frequency region is

the designed working region f« stylus insttwncnts. A good fidelity of measurement can be obtained

when the stylus is operated inthis resion. However, inpractice, it is difficult to know whether (]I' not

a stylus is opemting wen below its resonance durin, the measurement because of a wide range eX

wavelengths encountaed on a specimen.

6.1.1 Spectra of a specimen traversed at different speeds

To demonstrate a variation in its spectrum with traverse speed a c:c>pp« specimen was

traversed by the stylus (Talysurf 5) at four different speeds, then the measured profiles were

processed in the 'MatJab' to obtain their power spectra. The spectrum at each traverse speed was

plotted and the results are shown in Fig. 6.2 (a-d). Bach spectrum was fitted by the autoregression

curve (AR model with an order of 20) to indicate the lenerai trend. For this particular specimen, the

spectrum ranges from 0.1 Hz to 20 Hz at a travme 0.05 mm S·l, givinl a span ranle ol200. At a

higher traverse speed the apecCrum abiftI towards hi&h frequency parts but the span remains at about

200. At the fast speed 1 mm i1, the spectrum ranges from 2 Hz to 400 Hz. It shows that the shift

corresponds to the travme speed with the same praportion. It can be seen that the fine features or

the features with high frequencies were only reaolvccl at the slowest speed and disappeared at higber

speeds due to the low system gain at bigher frequencies. In addition, it will be shown later in this

chapter that a hish contact force is lenemted when the stylus is traversed at a high speed.

~ote that in this chapter 'gain' is used in ill nonnal control sense and should not be confused with
the instrument magnification.
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6.2.3 Response to a given displacement

The difficulty in directly detecting any distortion in profiles fm' a random surface has been

considered, here an alternative approach was used. The basic response of the pick-up in contact was

tested by driving it by displacement from a digital piezoelectric translator (DPT, &om Queensgate

Instruments Ltd). This DPT opezates in a closed servo-Ioop by a built-in position sensor (a

capacitance gauge), characterised with low drift and low noise of Jess than 1 nm in a range of 10

JUD. With a slew rate of 3 mm r1, the DPT is quite adequate fm' the tests. A piece of alumina was

.glued to the end face of the moving part of the OPT to reduce indentation by the stylus. The OPT was

driven by a sinusoidal signal from a computet through the Metrabyte 12-bit digital to analogue

converter. The frequency of the signal was set in tum to 0.5, 5, 10, 25 and SO Hz, while the

displacement was maintained at a peak value of 2.9 JUIl. The response of the stylus system to the OPT

movement at eacb frequency is plotted in Fig. 6.3(a) which show them increasingly shifted to the

rigbt indicating a progressively increasing phase Iq. The two traces at the lowest frequencies are

ovedapped. The graphs are plotted &pinal cycles. aivins equal spacinl fm' ease of comparilon.

SubtractinS the output of the stylus system from the OPT demand displacement Jives the 'followinS'

enor at each frequency. Fig. 63(b). The two lowest frequencies are indistinsuiahable from the input.

but by 10Hz a noticeable phase Iqhas arisen. AI the frequency rises further the phase Iq inc:reasea

and the measured amplitude reduces. The positive leJiona of the plot of the 'Collowin,' error indicate

that the system assembly and contact arc distorting while nesativc leSions lndicaIe loss of contacL

There will be also a transition associatccl with surface distortion due to the nominal contact force.

6.2.4 Response to a variable force

The stylus system is characterised by its response to a force input rather than a displacement

input at the contacL However. the real situation is not controllable. With a siven displacement. as

discussed above. the system response is obtained with no knowledge of the contact force which could

be very high at certain frequencies. Here the system response to a variable force input over a wide

range of frequency is explored. An ideal spring based stylus sensor (or a real one traversing very
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slowly) will show a displacement response proportional to the contact force between the stylus and

the surface. We take a profile (eithez real or computer-generated) and compute the force that should

have occurred under such conditions. A signal representing this is used to modulate the force

transducer drive about a static level that freely supports the stylus in its mid-range. The force signal

was generated from a previous stylus measurement obtained from a copper specimen, and then

output, via a digital to analogue converter, 10 the current amplifier. The data Cransfez rate was set

equivalent to the tracking speeds of 0.02 and 0.2 nun S"'1on the original measured surface. The

subsequent responses of the stylus system to such force signals were recorded and shown in Fig. 6.4.

The stylus system followed closely 10 the original si,nal when it was driven by a force signal at an

equivalent speed of 0.02 mm ii,but failed to do 80 at the higher speed of 0.2 mm i1• At the higher

speed, the stylus responded the force signal in an exaggerated manner 80 that both the magnitude

and 1atetal spacing were distorted, resulting in great loss of the original features. Obviously, this

distortion is caused by the dynamic behaviour of the stylus system.

6.3 Statistical Approach to SystemOptimisation

For a contact, spring-based instrument the measurement or the deflection of a sensing beam

is dependent of its spring rate, inertia, internal ciampinI, and the compliance of the contact between

the probe and the surface. Ideally, the measured displacement should be related only 10 the height

changes of the surface at a constant contact forte. Next best, the contact force should be determined

only by the spring rate, there would be no dynamic reaction and thus the compliance is constant

(ideally, zero). The dynamic effect can be minimised by operating the stylus at VfrJ slow speed but

this may introduce other problems such as mcc:hanical and electrical drifts which may degrade the

measurement. Alternatively, as Whitehouse propoaed (1988), the dynamic reaction forces at the

stylus tip can be minimised by optimising the system parameter, the damping factor. The variation

of the damping factor. Co has a great effect on system response. Making t -+ 0 introduces problems

at the transducer end of the system if very sharp features are 10 be measured. Sensitivity 10 shocks
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and long settling time are system featlRs which should be avoided. Increasing C to a large value is

obviously countelproducdve because of the inaease in reacdon fcm:e and Cbe sluggish n:sponsc.

What is required is an optimum value of t to improve fidelity and/or reduce damage. FU'St, consider

the power spectrum of Cbe transfez function which has the following fonn

(6-2)

where P,( co)and Pt<co)are the power spectra of Cbe output (displacement) and input (reaction force).

and lG(co)1is the magnitude of the transfa' funcdon of the stylus system. Rearransing the abo\Ie

equadon in terms of P,.wc have

1
PI (m) = l P, (m) = g(m)P, (m)

IG(co)!
(6-3)

IG(co)f can be obCained from Bqn. (6-1) by substitutina s • jco and then muldplyins with its

conjugate. Thus

where K is the system gain and H(O) isnamed u wcightinS factor.

Ideally. the weishting fIcb' H(fD) should be unity at all frequencies. Because random

smfaces have a spread of frequencies contained in them attempts to minimise the etrect of H(fD)

must encompass a band of frequencies. Ht.re the maximum bandwidth of the system is taken up 10

co= 0\. Then the damping ratio is picbd 80 that the integrated weighting factor is unity over the

frequency range. That is

r'H(m)dm = 1 (6-5)

Whitdlousc gives three values of damping ratios fer three criteria; C = 0.59 fer equal area

(area below the unity is equal to the area above). C = 0.57 f« the least squares, and C = 0•.54 f« the

mini.-max. criterion. All three criteria produce damping ratios within a vet)' small range of values.
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Hence if the criteria fex' fidelity and possible damage are to be used the damping ratio should be

anywhere between 0.59 and 0.54. Within this range the statistical fidelity is assured.

6.4 Damping Functions

6.4.1 Viscous damping

Natural damping derives from both internal energy dissipation within the material and

interface energy losses due to deformation and friction (Burton, 1958). Therefore, to increase

damping is to dissipate more energy. Mechanically, the draa of a fluid on a solid always opposes the

relative motion of the body, and its ma,nitude is a function of velocity of this motion. At low speeds,

drag is directly proportional to the velocity and is called vi8COUS drag. At bigh« speeds, it becomes

more nearly proportional to the square of the velocity. For a spring.mass-dashpot syscem, damping

is represented as a dashpot wheIc fluid is drawn in or squeezed out through small slots as shown in

Fig. 3.1(b). The resistance of such a device can be made propodional to the velocity of the piston in

the dashpot. Without extema1 forces the free vibration of this I}'Itan can be found by

or

my+by +A.y = 0

jl +2tco"y +co!y = 0

(6-6&)

(6-6b)

where t =b/ (2Jfm), CO"=••/'A./m. m, b, and A are m8S8, damping. and .prins rate

respectively. A genaal80lution to this differentiation equation, when damping b < I, is given by

y =~-CII(AcosOlt+BsinOlt) (6-7)

where the constants A and B can be evaluated f1'Om the initial conditions of the ayscem. The

charactmstic of the viacous.daJnpecl vibration is that the vibration decays in an exponential way,

anda=t~.
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6.4.2 Dry friction damping

Dry friction damping appears when contacting partS shift relative to each other. In many

mechanical systems, dry friction dampers are used because of their convenience and mechanical

simplicity. Conventionally. the frictional foree, fr, is proportional to the nonnal force, Jk on the

plane of contact. and is expresses as

(6-8)

where ....is friction coelficient. For the above spring-mass-dashpot system, if the dashpot is replaced

by a dry friction damper, the equation of motion wID be

(6-9)

and the solution is given by

y= Acosmt_W"N

'"
(6-10)

If the initial amplitude is )'0. at the end of the half-cyc1e the amplitude will be

Yo- 2....IN Ii.. Tho !eduction of amplitude per cycle is 4 IJ./N I)", and this gives a straight line

envelope of the decay which isdifferent from the exponential envelope lex' viscous damping. For dry

friction damping there is DO quantity equivalent to aitical damping, but IJ./N • 410/2 represents the

most rapid letum to rest position. If the friction force is peater than this, the system will come to

rest after disturbance at some position other than the static rest position of zero damping.

6.4.3 Hysteresis

Blastic materials (even metals, though the effect is much larger in rubber and elastomers)

yield different curves on a stress-strain plot (ex' loadins and unloadinJ. When such a substance is

subjcctccl to a cyclic load revet88l, a hysteresis loop appears on the stress-strain diagram. Tho area of

this loop is interpreted as energy dissipated per cycle. In the spring-mass system, hysteresis requires

more work to be done in compressing the spring than is recovered upon expansion. Tho internal
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hystecesis damping is, in general, treated as viscous damping due to the similar shape of their force-

displacement loops.

6.5 Experimental Approach to SystemOptimisation

65.1 Construction of the active damping controDer

In a typical stylus system, damping appem as viscous damping as it gives a cloaely

exponential decay when it is in vibration. 1bis is mainly due to spring byaterisis and air damping. A

typical damping ratio fer stylus instruments is 0.01 to 0.02. 'I'hele are many ways to increase the

viscous damping. However', mechanical viscous darnpina such as a dashpot will invariably add

unwanted mass, and the dampina factor will not be easily controlled. Instead, an active er electrical

damper is sought. For example, when an aluminium plate moves between the poles of a magnet, the

force acting on the plate is propodional to the velocity, and can therefore be called viscous damping.

AlCematively, a velocity feedback method may be used to c:ontrol the damping.

'IbeareticalJy, the velocity fecdbeck lignal can be achieved by differentiatinl the oulput of a

stylus system. This approach was teIned _g • propclI1ional and derivative (PD) controller having a

frequency bandwidth matched to that of tho Talysurf 5. A batIery power supply was used to reduce

the noise effects which are often met in derivative actions. The output from the PD controJler was

then fed to the magnet/coil bte actuator. Using this, the dampin, factor of the system could be

continuously varied over the range 0.022 to 0.2. However, phase shifts primarily asaoclated with low

pass filters in the instrumentation inlrOduced conaiderable poblems with high frequency lignals.

Alternatively, a IJCP8I'IIe '¥docity 8eD8OI' II used to avoid this difficulty. Aa shown in Pig. 6.5,

a small magnet of neodymium boron iron, 3 mm in diamctu and 2 mm long. is glued to one end of

a glass tube whose the other end is attached to the stylus arm beneath the LVOl. Glass is used to

avoid any coupling inCederence between the LVOl and the sensor and also becauae of its low

density. The induction coil is placed around the magnet. mounted to the body of the stylus unit by
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set screws to enable adjustment the coil position relative to the magnet. For best sensitivity in the

design, a large number of turns is needed fOl' the coil and the magnet should be located half exposed

from the coil when the stylus is in balance. The induction coil has the same dimensions as the force

coil, but its formet'is made from Tufnol instead of brass to avoid generating edge current which will

deaease the sensitivity of the sensor. The winding USC8 42 gauge copper wire and has a resistance rI.

27.60

6.5.2 Analysis of the velocity sensor

As the magnet is moved with speed y(t), an eleclromotive force (EMF) is induced in the

coil according to the Faraday Jaw

dq>
E=-N-

tIt
(6-11)

where 'I> is the mean magnetic flux and N is the number of turns in the coil. The flux 'I> in the coil is

a function of time through the displacement of the magnet; therefore

dq>dy
E=-N--

dydt
(6-12)

For small dispJacemcnt of the magnet it can be shown that (Mavroyannakis, 1982)

dq> = constant
dy

(6-13)

FmaUy, we find that the EMF is directly proportional to the velocity of the stylus,

dy
E=-CN-

dt
(6-14)

where C is a constant depending on the characteristics of the coil and the magnet. Because the

magnetic flux and the speed of the stylus are both low. a large number of turns N is needed to

produce an appn:ciable EMF. (For precise calculation, further analysis is necessmy because C is not

truly conslant and the EMF is not exactly a linear function of the speed).

The induced curreet i is then given by
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E
i=---

Rc+R,

where R, and RI are resistances of the coil and the cumnt to voltage converter. respectively. RI is

(6-15)

small compared to Rc. and the induced current is mainly detetmined by the coil resistance.

Therefore. to inaease the sensitivity of this velocity senaof. the following points have to be

considered.

1.The coil must have a large number of turns. the smallest possible reaistance. The coil fcxm

has to be non-concluctive.

2. The magnet must have a high mnanoacc. be permanent and at suitable size. AlIa the

displacement of the mqnet must be small.

6.5.3 Circuitry of tile damping controller

The induction coil of the wlocity 8CIlSQI' WIS electrically connec:tecl to a low-impedanc:o

amplifier conaisting of a low noise. low bias current PST amplifier OPAl11 configured u a cumnt-

to-votaaae converter. 'Ibis combinalioll has idYllllapl of zero cIc output and Vf1lY low intema11lOiae.

The JeVaBe dfect of tho force prodoced by the fnducecI current In the .... con itlelf C&UIeI IUght

damping but this was found not to be Iigniticant. 1be volCqo output of die IeftIOr WIll tllen fed via a

proportional amplifier Into the fIInIcOnductanc ampUfiet 10 exert a feedbdc force on the stylus.

The circuitry of this feed..back loop ciampini conb'OUer II shown In Pia. 6.6.

6.5.4 System response and damping ratio calibration

The combination of the force ICtuatClr and the ~ty IIeRIOI' with the Talyaurf 5 provides

this stylus system with a continuously variable force and clamping control. With damping control the

equation of the stylus motion becomes

,)let)+2Cc.o" jet) +0):yet) +Kt. = K(f., (t) - f~ (t» (6-16)

here IiI) is the feedback control signalSiven by I" (t) = k,dy I dt •where kl is an adjustable gain

coefficient. Rearranging this equation. we have
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Y(I)+2o>.(C+ ~)j(1)+0l: Y(I)+Kf. =Kf.(I)
2 Am"

It is readily shown that the damping ratio is increased by an amount k, I (2~Am. ). By varying

(6-17)

the amount of feedback signal to the force actuator, different darnpinS ratios can be obtained. This

has been done by adjusting the coefficient. kIt via a potentiometer on the darnpinS control box.

The modified dynamic characteristic of this system was then measured by adjustinS the static

force set-point to bring the stylus to iIBbalance, Qt midpoint. position using the force actuator with

the velocity sensor in operation. The stylus was then slightly displaced and released manually by a

piece of plate held on a micrometre stand. This would also be done by hand. The subsequent

oscillatory response of the stylus was recorded. A typical response is shown in Fig. 6.7(a).

After recording the responses at different aettinp of the darnpinS feedback c:oefC'ICient, k.. the

dampinS ratios were determined by the loS decrement method mentioned in chapter 3.3.2. The

dampinS value was estimated from the successive loprithm amplitudes of the recorded signal.

However the accuracy of the estimation depends heavily on the noise leu 01 both the IignaJ and

the data acquisition board. since it uses oo1y few samples at pealcJ 01 a signal. Alternatively, a best

fitting to the measured response using a standard simplex method is employed with the help cl

A general solution to a second order differential equation is exprcaacd by

yet) = [ACOS(CO. ~1- t2 .t) +Bsin(co.~1- ,2 .t)}(-~r) (6-18)

or

(6-19)

where

(6-20)
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and 9i, ; =1, 2..·· 4 are the variables to be determined. Let (Yh Y2, ••• YNl be the samples of the

recorded data, and N the recording length. Then an objective function is fonned as

N
J(9) =L[Y; - y(tl)]l

N :1.
=L{Y; - [83 cos(91t) +94 sin(9:1.t)]e-"'}

;-1

(6-21)

Now the problem is how to adjust the variables 910 (; • 1,2, ... 4) to make the function, 1(8)

reach its minimum. Here a direct searching algorithm, the simplex method of Neider and Mead

(1965) is used. The method does not require any partial dezivatives of the objective function, it relies

only on the value. of the objective function and the information from earUer iterations. The fitting

program was written by Weill Wang and performed in Matlab. By Betting an error limit, we can get

a very accurate estimation. In Fig. 6.7(b) the solid curve is from the original data and the dashed

line is calculated from Eqn. (6-18) using the parameter estimation. The standard deviation of the

fitting is better than 0.001. The original pickup resonated at 178 rad .-1 with a damping factor eX

0.012. Aftea- addinS only the force actuator masnet. the values changed to 96 rad .-1 and 0.021.

When the velocity magnet was added they further changed 10 86 rad .-1 and 0.022. The effective

mass of the stylus system was 1.S g with both magnets attached. DampinS ratios were then

calibrated by ,.at:ing the above procedure at each damping feedback coefficient.

These characteristics were determined without contact between probe and specimen. The

figures are probably little different under normal operating conditions. Since the model assumes that

the surface forces the stylus, the stiffness of the contact is abso!bed into the reaction force term.

Local friction at the stylus as it slides over the surface is in direction perpendicular to the

displacement and so is not expccCCd10 have a great effect on the damping term used in the simple

model at light contact loads. But it is unclear whether itmay be totally neglected.
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6.6 Performance Evaluation of the System

6.6.1 Effects of damping on dynamic forces

There are no standardised or calibrated surfaces suilable for testing damping effects. Even if

a suitable specimen were available. these dynamic eBects would be difficult to identify in the

presence of features such as the contact stiffness. Thus a simple alternative approach has been

introduced here that exploits the presence of a force transducer. As discussed in 6.2.4. a simulated

force signal is applied to the force actuator to represent an ideal profile. If the output of the

displacement sensor corresponds clo8ely to the original profile. the IICII8Ol' system must be behaving

close to the ideal. Differences between the original and recorded profile signals indicate

modification caused by dynamic effects in the pick-up. Obviously. the larger' the differences are. the

poorer the fidelity. 'Ibis time. the data transfer' rate of the force signal was set equivalent to the

tracking speeds of 0.05 and 0.1 mm t"1 on the original measured surface. which generated

signiflC8Dt amplitudes at input frequencies up to 12." and 2.S Hz. respectively. The subsequent

responses of the stylus system to such force signals were examined for damping ratiOlmnging from

0.022 to 1.B. Fig. 6.8 shows an example of the orilinal pofile and the outputs of the stylus at a

sirnuJmed speed of 0.05 mm .-1 with the ciampini ratios of 0.6. p-eater than 1 and 0.022.

n:spcctively. With damping of 0.022. the stylus overshot considerably at sharp peaks and valleYS.

giving a much distorted profile. Increasing clamping to 0.6. the stylus followed faithfully the input.

while a further increase caused a sluggish reaponsc with 8OII1C hilh frequency (eatures clearly

faltered out. The response was also evaluated by means of statistical parameters: the magnitude

parameters. Ra. and Rq. nns slope. Aq. and nns peak curvature, Pc' The variations of the parameters

over the range of damping ratios are shown in P'18.6.9 where values are normalised 10 those at the

damping ratio of 0.6. Values varied wildly with damping ratios below 0.4 (or both the equivalent

speeds. More consistent behaviour occurred with damping ratios from 0.4 or O.S to O.B.Above 0.8,

the variations tended to become a litde larger. The standard deviations of (ollowing errors,

calculated by subtracting the output of the stylus from the original profile, are plotted in Fig.6.l0,
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again normalised to the values at damping ratio 0.6. At the slower speed, the minimum following

error occurs with damping between O.S and 0.7, with enor increasing away from this region because

of overshoots or lost details. At the higher input speed the minimum is not seen, presumably because

in the presence of large amplitudes at high frequency the system behaviour tends to be dominated by

a failure to follow them. There might be other instrumentation-based objections to using an over-

damped sysrem, 80 taken together these curves suggest that a damping ratio in the region O.S to 0.8

best suits this measure of fidelity, a result which vindicates Whitehouse's arguments. To further

check behaviour with higher frequency drives, limited tests were also performed at data rates

corresponding to equivalent traverse speeds of 0.2.5 and 1.0 mm S·l where there will be siSnificant

excitation at frequency above the resonance. Results are shown in figure 6.11. There is always a

considerable loss of detail and the situation rapidly arises in which it is difficult to see any sensible

correlation of the output with the drive. As an illustration of aecond. order system behaviour this is

unremarkable. However the instrument operated in its nonnaI configuration is capable of producins

a good fidelity profile if it is traveued over the specimen used to generalc the drive signal at 1

mm S-l, This can only arise because thesyslCm conlaCt has a stiffness much higher than that implied

by the prc8CDt drive conditions. Hish forces must be 8eneratecl at the contact to force it 10 follow and

the example illustrates how far from the ideal the contact condidon may become. The conditions are

less severe at the higher damping factor.

Note that we take the c1Cl8C1le18 of the force profile 10 the original measurement profile u a

direct indication of the dynamic force variation, that is identical pUiles imply zero dynamic

interactlon.

6.6.2 Effects of damping on signal fidelity

Specimens of mild steel and copper similar 10 those used in ptevious reacarch WU'C choIen

fer this set of experiments. To leSt the effect of damping on measured proflles, repeated

measurements were taken, nominally over the same track with traverse speeds ofO.OS, 0.1, 0.2S and

I mm S·l. The position trigger (described in chapter 4) was used again. For each experiment, the
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specimen was cleaned by swabbing with acetone and a couple of traces were made at low speed

before collecting data to avoid any ambiguity caused by contaminants or debris from the polishing.

The specimens were prepared by polishing using a 1200 grit abrasive. Prom stylus profiles and SSM

(Scanning Electronic Microscope) examination, this process genera1ed sttuctures in which the

minimum detected lateral features were about 2 IlIIl fm mUd steel and 4 IlIIl for copper, giving

equivalent frequencies of 2.S and 12.5 Hz when traversed at 0.1 mm s·l.

All of the measurements, whether evaluated using statistical parameters or by visual inspection

of profile deIails indicate that inaeasecl damping reduces the scatter between nominally repeated

measurements. For example, with a mUd steel specimen varying the damping OVCI" the range of 0.02

to 0.76 caused no signiflcant change on parameter evaluation of the surface measmements when the

stylus was traversing at a slow speed such as 0.05 mm ,-1, since the frequency of the equivalent input

to the stylus system is well below the resonance and damping has little effect on the measurements.

At the fast speed of 1mm S·l, visible smoothing occmred as the damping inaeased and the evaluation

showed a slight decrease on magnitude parameters Ra and Rq, and mi. slope. Aea, but an ina'ease on

the nns peak curvature, Pc, as shown in Fig. 6.12. This is consistent with the view that with a lightly

damped stylus, traversing at a fast speed, the measurement will normally overestimate Ra, Rca and Aea

and underestimate Pc due primarily to Itylus bounce at lighter Ioada. The moat consistent results are

obtained with damping Iatios in the region of 005 -0.7.

Repeat profile measmements were taken on nominally the samo tracb on the specimens of

copper and mUd steel, at damping ratios of 0.022 and 0.59 with travenes at ina'ease speed. Results

are shown in Fig. 6.13 and 6.14. Figure 6.13 shows repeat trace8 on a c:oppet specimen with plots (a-

h) arranged in order of increasing traveno speed. Sampling rates have been chosen such that profile

points are spaced at O.S ~int. Bach plot has four to five curves superposocl. The profiles showed

very consistent features of the specimen fer a range of speeds. Some 1ateraI distortions may be due to

slight speed fluctuations in the traverse drive. At slow speeds of O.OS and 0.1 mm ri, the dynamic

force is relatively small and no signiflCUlt difference can be seen between profiles at the two damping

values. The profiles with damping ratio of 0.S9 are perhaps more consistent in both ampHtude and
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wavelength than those using a value of 0.022. suggesting that force variations on both horizontal and

vertical directions are smaller with higher damping. The horizontal force here is frictional force,

which is dependent on the vertical foree. and may have an eJJea on the stability of axial stiffness f1

the pick-up pivot. Four features indicated by' x 'in figure 6.13(a) are seen to be lost in figure 6.13(c)

during traversing at the speed of 0.1 mm s-l. Although it is unusual to see damase of this scale caused

by stylus at these loads and speeds, the consistency of later Iraces suggests that some flacture

occurred. Since no further such changes were observed it is thought that the cause was weakly

adhered particles not removed by the specimen preparation process. Imperfect consistency between

traces is a little more noticeable. and slight overshoots up to 0.1 J.UIl at sharp peaks and valleys occur

at 0.25 mm rl. Large differences are seen at the fastest speed of 1 mm rl. Fig. 6.13(g. h). Lift-off

behaviour can be seen with low damping. With the damping of 0.59. profiles are much more

consistent and more like those obtained at low travme speeds. For the mUd steel specimen. profiles

WC2e obtained successively at tracking speeds of 0.25, 1. and 0.1 mm rl. The average lateral peak-

valley spacing is between 5-10 J.UIl. When such a surface is traversed at 1 mm ri, the equivalent

frequency of reaction force at the surface fm- average features is around 100-200 Hz. Bven with a

speed of 0.1 mm ri, those peaks are still scanned at a frequency near the resonance of the stylus

system. In these situations. the stylus will not follow the surface faithfully because of dynamic fortes

and signif1C&ntdiff=nces are seen on the profiles, FlJ. 6.14 (a-d). Aaain betta'results are obtained

with the damping factor ofO.59. The steepest slope shown by' + ' in Fig. 6.14(e) caused the stylus to

jump when it was traveraed at fast speeds. which giving a distorted profile. Since the slowest, and

most consistent, traverse was this time done last, the smaller feacures it shows must have been present

at the time of the fast traverse. This is evidence of pam- f1delity recording without surface modification

at higher speeds on materials of moderate hardness.

To quantify the profile infonnation a statistical parameter evaluation was undertaken.

Parameters Ra. Rq, rms slope, Aq. and rms peak curvature. Pc. have been averaged fm- eight profiles in

each set. These average values and their relative standard deviations (evaluated as ± a%) are

compared for two damping ratios in Table 6.1. It can be seen that there are no significant differences
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among the parameters when the stylus is traversing at speeds below 0.1 mm s-I. At a traverse speed of

0.1 mm s-l, where the typical feature frequency is close to the stylus resonance, parameter variations

with the damping ratio 0.59 are reduced by 4 to 10 times on Ra, Rq and Aq but there is only a slight

reduction on the peak curvature. When the tracking speed is further increased to 1mm ri, the stylus

is sometimes forced to vibrate at a frequency beyond resonance, the ICatter generally increases and

damping has little effect

To give a qualitative view of dynamic effects OIl the stylus measurements, the same track of the

copper specimen was traced with three different loads of 0.46, 0.84 and loSS mN at the fastest

tracking speed of 1 mm rl.The profiles are shown in Fig. 6.15. The results clearly show the stylus

lift~ff at sharp peaks under the loads up 10 0.84 mN. The profile at the large load of 1.SS mN was

compared with the profile obtained at the slowest tracking speed, which showed nearly the same

features, but slight lift-off still exists at very sharp peaks on the faster trace, indicating the magnitude

of dynamic forces. The calculated parameters are given in Table 6.2, which are listed in the order in

which they were measured fm' the consideration of the effect of a large loading force. The effect of

damping is clearly seen at lighter load. With a damping ratio of 0.022 at a load 1.SS mN a ~uction

on the parameters was caused by the large loading force.

6.6.3 Effects of damping on frictional force

Friction between a stylus and a specimen at low load has been investigated in a )Rvious

chapter. It was demonstrated that a simple model in which the instantaneous fricdonal force

(apparent drag) depends on the local slope of the swface could be used with rcaaonable accuracy.

The overa1l vertical and horizontal forces were expressed as

I. (t) = III (t) (cos«(3) - JJ,sin«(3»

lit (t) = III (t) (sin«(3) +JJ,cos«(3»

(6-22)

(6-23)
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where P is a local slope of the surface, loW is the force nonnal to the surface and ft the friction

coefficient. With active damping control, the vertical force will be

F.,(r) = I,(t) - k1y(t) = f..(t) - k,V" tan(P) (6-24)

Then the frictional ( horizontal drag ) force will be

F" (t) = (f., (t) - k,V" tan(P» (J.t + tan(P»
(1- f.1 tan(P) )

(6-25)

This can be rearranged in terms of the friction angle a • tan(a) = ft. to give

FIe(t) = (f.,(t)-k,.VIe tan(P» tan(P+a.) (6-26)

The measured horizontal force depends on the vertical force. surface slope and the friction

angle. Because damping reduces variations of the vertical fm:e ~ will be a c:omsponding

reduction in variation of the horizonlal force and thus in friction force.

The frictional drag force reflects indirectly the variation of the va1ica1 fm:e. To measure

directly this verdcaI force. a JRCision load cell. from Maywood Inawmenll. type 4934. was used.

Its Je8OIW1t frequency was about 200 Hz. much higber than that of stylus. The stylus was lowered

onto the load cell button (which bad a SID'fIce pofile caused by face turning) and then traversed

over it with the ouCputs of both the stylus and the load cell beinJ recorded. Because of ill higb

resonance, the dynamic effect of the load cell itself is neaJiaiblo and its ouCput will reproaent the

force generated between. the stylus and the load cell surface. The stylus tracking speed was kept

below 0.25 mm 8"'1 to avoid excitalion of the load ceU. The resulli are shown in Pig. 6.16, in which,

to aid comparison, the plots are cIeh'beralely shifted vertically • .As the damping increucd from 0.022

to 0.59, the standard deviations of the measured profile and the force reduced from 2.477 JIM and

0.079 mN to 2.417 J.UIl and 0.060 mN for speed of 0.1 mm 8"'1, and from 2.419 IJIIl and 0.232 mN to

2.358 J.UIl and 0.134 mN foc speed of 0.25 mm 8"'1, respectiwly. Traversing at the speed of 0.25 mm

r1, the interaction force between the stylus and the surface of the load cell is about three times
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higher than that at speed of 0.1 mm s-l. This confmns that, as expected, high frequency features on

the profile impose a Jarger force at the contact.

Using a load cell to detect the vertical force provides a relative quantitative evaluation

although there is coupling from the horizontal frictional force which is of unknown magnitude.

Using the same device as reported in chapter S, friction measurements were taken on the

copper specimen at two damping factors with the stylus IJ'acking at speeds of 0.1 and 0.25 mm S1

under a nominal load of 0.8 mN. As damping only affects dynamic force, the static friction

coeffICient is unaltered. The frictional forte varied less with higher damping ratio. The magnitude of

the reduction is around a few tens micronewtons on average. Details of the profiJcs and the variation

of frictional force at the speed of 0.1 mm 8'1 are plotted in Fig. 6.17. It can be seen that large

variations of frictional force at sharp peaks and nanow valleys have been reduced with the higher

damping value. The relationship between the profile and the forte variation is not simple. Near

dominant peaks and valleys of the profile the signals are roughly 1800 out of phase, indicating that

acceleration effects arc dominant. Away from these featwes there is a strong correlation between

profile and the force as previously reported.

6.7 Increasing Resonant Frequency

By combining the active feedback of both velocity and position to the force actuator it is

possible to increase the resonant frequency of a stylus system. With this state feedback control the

governing system equation becomes

yet) +2~c.o..Y(t) +c.o!y(t) +KI.. =K(/. (t) - Iii (t) - II' (t»

Id (t) = kly(t)

II' (t) = k2y(t)

(6-27)

where control variables Id and I, are damping and position force, and ki arc control constants.

Rearranging equation (6-27) gives
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y(t) + 2m" (~+ kl /200" )y(t) + m! (1+ k1 / A)y(t) +K/" =K/y (t) (6-28)

State feedback control increases the resonant frequency for all positive values of k2• This is

accomplished by adding another channel to the CU1TCDtdrive of the force actuator and feeding back:

a fraction of the displacement signal, ~y(t). By adjusting the coeffICient ~ via a potentiometer, the

resonant frequency of the system was increased from 13.7 to 44 Hz. However. such position control

also increases the dfective spring constant of the system which will consequently introduce large

force variations at the contact. This is a disadvantqe from the point view of surface damage during

a measurement, however this approacb may be useful for applications in which speed of

measurement is of primary importance and SUIfacts are rasonabJy hard. It also, in practice, aUows

the simultaneous tuning of spring constant and damping ratio to optimise the fidelity at a given

traverse speed with minimal risk of surface damage.

6.8 Conclusion

A relatively simple system bas been deaignecl and consCructcci that alJowa the damping of a

stylus profllomcter to be varied via force feedback. Theoretical and p-actical evaluations conf'um

that there is some merit in adjusting damping factIOn in the region between 0.5 and 0.7, rather than

the value well below 0.1 present in most stylus instruments, to obtain improved fidelity at high

traverse speeds. Bvidence has been obtained to show that dynamic loadina effects increase the

variability in both vertical and horizontal axes of the profile and that hiaher dampina reduces these

effects.

In practice, the optimal dampina value between 0.5 and 0.7 should be considered in

designing of stylus instruments and it may alIo be applicable to other force following systems such

as atomic force miaoscopea and force transducers in which displacements are used 10 monitor

forces.

The active force feedback appears 10 be a very promising method of improving the behaviour

of future system of lighdy loaded contact gauges.
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Fig.6.1 Bode plots of the transfer function of a stylus system. (a) system gain and (b) phase

shift against the normalised frequency.
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(dotted curve) mN with a speed of 1 mm S·I and a damping fa t r of 0.022.



Table 6.1 Surface finish parameters and their relative variations for copper and mild steel

specimens.
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Copper 0.05 0.022 0.224 0.299 0.164 0.359
OJ 0.3 2.1 8.7

0.59 0.222 0.295 0.159 0.336
0.3 0.4 0.5 5.1

0.1 0.022 0.213 0.282 0.150 0.331
3.0 3.6 4.2 4.7

0.59 0.207 0.274 0.145 0.324
0.7 0.6 004 4.0

0.25 0.022 0.207 0.275 0.141 0.292
1.2 1.2 lA 3.2

0.59 0.205 0.273 0.140 0.291
0.8 0.6 1.3 2.2

1.0 0.022 0.213 0.291 0.165 0.252
3.2 4.1 9.5 12.0

0.59 0.225 0.313 0.196 0.309
2.1 2.1 3.7 3.7

Steel 0.25 0.022 0.061 0.079 0.0 2 0.1.81
1.8 2.3 2.2 4.8

0.59 0.060 0.078 0.061 0.183
0.5 0.7 1.1 1.

1.0 0.022 0.058 0.077 0.053 0.104
2.9 2.6 2.7 3.5

0.59 0.058 0.07 0.055 0.107
0.8 0.9 1.4 3.7

0.1 0.022 0.061 0.079 0.0 8 0.244
0.98 1.0 O. 2.1

0.59 0.061 0.07 .0 7 0.2.8
7 1.0



Table 6.2 Surface finish parameters on a copper specimen at two damping ratios and three

different loads.
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0.46 0.59 0.318 0.454 0.252 0.337

0.022 0.350 0.503 0.259 0.342

0.84 0.022 0.246 0.345 0.224 0.339

0.59 0.244 0.340 0.224 0.338

1.55 0.59 0.222 0.308 0.180 0.250

0.022 0.219 0.300 0.172 0.232
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7. CONSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT OF
SCANNING TUNNELLING PROFILOMETERS FOR

METROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

7.1 Introduction

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is now established as a powaful tool for 'If:t'J high-

resolution imaging of surface structures and surface electron spccaroscopy. Many of the well-

publicised studies. and much current work. has of necessity been perfonned in ulCIa-hiah-vacuum

(UHV) conditions. for example for reasons of cJcanliness. However there is also a considerable body

of wolk on. and growing inteleSt in. imaging by STM in air or under liquids. particularly for

biological. electrochemical and indoatrial appIicItiOlll. lIderoaeneous fraamenl8 of natural and

synthetic DNA (deoxyn'bonuclcic acid) have been imaged on both highly oriented pyroIytic graphite

(IIOPG) and gold surfaces (Beebe e, al. 1989; Lee et al. 1989; Dunlap and BoatanmanIC 1989;

Allison et al. 1990; Driscoll et al. 1990). Although biological material in bulk is non-conductive,

when isolated molccules are placed on a conductive surface. hilh-quallty STM imqes have been

obtained througb a mechanism which is not yet fully understood (BoUomIcy et al. 1992). STM

techniques have also been cIcrnon8traIed .. a means of manipulating lWface stnJctures at the

nanometre scale.

These studies are useful. but they tend. naturally, to approach the subject from a surface

physics bacJcsround. Here the potential U8CI of STM in an en,incerinl context. that is operatln, on

re1atively large specimens in air and with well defined displacement metrololY. are explored. For

this purpose. two scanning tunnellin, proftlometers have been desilncd. constructed, and their

perfonnanccs assessed. Based on these two STMs. characteristics of STM system have been
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investigated and some metrological implications of variation in the tip to specimen SCpar8tion arc

then discussed in chapter 8.

7.2 Analysis of STM

7.2.1 Principles of STM

In scanning tunnelling microscopy, the tIne~ensional variation of the charge density at a

surface is probed via electron tunnelling between a sharp tip and the sample, as shown in Fig. 7.1.

This vacuum tunnelling phenomenon bas been known since the introduction of quantum mechanism

in the 1920's (Fowl« and Nordheim, 1928). It has been shown that the one-dimensional tunnelling

theory of Simmons (1963) gives a good fit ID the ob8enecl behaviour in both Iow-wltqe and field-

emission regimes, and the tunnelling CUlleRt can be written

l=;{ <+ - e;)exp[-A<+-7)X, ]- <++e;)...{ -A<++7)X,]}
(7-1)

where A :II 1.025 (eV)'l/2 ki, s is the tip-sample pp spICina, c is a constant, .. and V are the

average of the barrier height and the bias potential between the IIII\ple and the tip.reapectively.

Equation (7-1) is valid even when the pp voltaac V> 5 V, in the &Id emission regime. When the

gap is small and the voltage low. the current-gap c:Iistanco relation can be simplified ID

I K (: )exP<-A.X,) (7-2)

With a barrier heiaht i -4 cV a chanae of the separation, s, by a single atomic step of 2-3 A

changes the curreat by up to three orden of magnilucle.

As the tip horizontally scans a specimen, any change in the tip-surface spacing results in a

large change in current I. Some feedbact mechanism can be used 10 move the tip up or down 10

maintain a constant value of I.According IDequation (7-2) this implies that iXs = constant. Thus
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the s displacement gives the surface topography oo1y fOl'constant work function. Because of sUlface

heterogeneity a nonnal STM image contains both geometric and electronic information about the

surface. One way to differentiate between changes in topography and work function is to modulate

the gap s, at a frequency higher than the cut-off of the control system 01' with the feedback loop

disabled momentarily. A ramp voltage is then applied to measure the tunnelling CUlTCl1t as a

function of applied voltage. This measurement can be performed at each point of a 1opopaphy scan,

resulting in spatially resolved J (V) relation. Some electronic llructurll information, such as the

energy-band gap of semiconductors 01' supcn:onducton, can be directly obtained. Since the Ift8

probed by the STM is typically so small, the UIlCtItainty principle may play a role in detcnning the

eneqy resolution of this spectroscopy. Therefore, a sharp tip is desirable for topographic scanning

but undesirable for tunnelling spectroIIcOpy on a surface with a dispersive band sttucture (Kuk and

Silverman 1989). In general, for an abIolutely flat surface with an effective work function of (4 ± 1)

eV and a nominal tip-surface spacing of 0.5 nm, the STM topography would reveal an apparent

height variation of less than 0.1 nm. Hence. for surface roughneu variations that exceed 0.1 nm,

STM images obtained in the constant current mode reveal primarily surface topography.

7.1.2 Motion control

To bring the tip to within tunnelling range, it must be moved over a maaoacopic distance

(perhaps hundreds of microns). During the tunnelling and feedback control, the tip must be

positioned with a precision bctta'than 0.1 nm. The task is usually Jegregated into COIU'IO and fine

motion control.

• Coarse motion control can use several methods (Smith. 1991). Aa dcacribcd in their

original wodc, Binnig and Rohrer used a piezocleclric inchwonn, a 'louse' as they called it. This

device achieves motion in a manner similar to some caterpiUan. A piezoelectric actuator" mounted

onto either a slideway or an optical flat with a conductin, surface. Attached to the bale of the

actuator are two or more conducting pads separatccl from contact with the aUdeway by a thin layer of

insulating material. The inchworm is actuated by rU'Sl clamping one pad to the slideway by an
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electrostatic force and then extending the piezoeleclric material. This feed end i, then clamped and

the fIXed end is released. By then conttacting the piezo and repeating these steps, it is possible to

obtain unlimited motion. This type of device was first proposed by loycc and Wilson (1969). More

recent designs are based on purely mechanical means. using fme-thread IICI'eWS to get several

millimetre range with sub-micron precision

• Fine motion control is required in the feedback control during tunnelling. The precision d

tip positioning relative to the specimen surface must be better than 0.1 nm. 1biI is usually achieved

by using piezoeleclric positioners. Lead zirconium titanate (PZT) is the material of choice in the

STM community. Most STMs are designed with a response of 1 to 10 nm Vi. although a ~

of up to 500 nm Vl can be achieved for large-scale scanning. Because voltages can be easily

controlled and monitored in the submiUivolt level, subnanometre control can be readily attained. In

the initial development of STMs, three-axiI control was accomplished using three aeparate

piezoeleclric bars held together in an ordlogonal amngement. To improve rigidity, especJaJIy for

long-range scanners. most designers opt for a deIiJD based on a piezoelec:Cric lube ecanner, shown in

Fig. 7.2(b) (Binnig and Smith. 1986). The inside of the piemeleclric lube is complelely metal-

coated. whereas the outside is meta1-coated in four IepU'Ue quadrantl. By appIyina appropriate

voltages to one pair of diamelrically OAJOSite quadranll. one cauaea the piezoelectric lUbe to bend

along that direction. thus achieving x or y scanning motion. AppUcalion of voltage to the inner

surface ca~ the lube to expand or contract (.-axia motion). Therefore. three-axil motion can be

attained with a lingle tube.

7.2.3 Vibration isolation

The exponential dependence of the tunnellina current on lIP distance makes vibration

isolation an extremely critical factor in aood STM design. For many surfacea. especially metals. the

atomic corrugations observed in a constant current STM scan will typically have amplitudes d

around 0.1 A. so one must set a vibration isolation 8081 of - 0.01 A or less (Parte and Quale 1987;
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Pohl 1986; Okano et al. 1988). Even better vibration isolation may be required for the detection do

inelastic tunnelling signals (Binoig et al .• 1985).

There are two common types do vibration isolation systems in STM. The rn onc is coiled

spring suspension with magnetic damping. and the second is a stack of stainless-ifeel platel with

Viton dampezs between each pair of Iteel plates. The IJCCODd syatem is easy to build and rcladvdy

rigid so that it is convenient to manipulate the internal componen ... On the other hand. it may need

additional pneumatic suspension system to improve the vibration isolation at low bquencles. The

first system is more complicated to build. but it has proven to be more efficient for vibration

isolation. Both systtms have bcm used in STM inltrumen" capable of rec:ordinl imagea with

atomic resolution.

Assume that the STM Ii..on a platform that is coupled to the outlide world via a aprinl to

provide a resonant frequency, f, and that the Jowelt resonant frequency of the STM II F. which II

much sreater than f. The external vibration has a frequency, " and amplitude, A. With auch a

sysCem, the vibration amplitude trIIIBmitted to the STM depends on the hquency " of the

vibration. There are four repmea to considet.

The rust reJime is " < f. ne plIIfonn sprina does nothina to attenuUe the external

vibration. The vibration amplitude enlerinl into the miaoacope c:auIeI • tip-lUl'flce JplCina chan.e

by

a = .4(/' IF)" (7-3)

The second reJime is " - f. The vibnlion amplitude enterinl into the mlc:roIc:ope is

actually amplified, depending on the amount of ciampini in the platfonn sprint.

The third relime is,« " « F. where the vibration amplitude, a, entering into the

microscope is independent of " and liven by

a = A(II F)" (7-4)

In the fourth regime, " » F. only the pIaafonn spring does the attenuation and the

transmitted vibration amplitude, a. is given by

a = A(f 1f')"
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In examining these four cases, it becomes clear that one should support the STM on a soft

platfonn (small/value) and design a miaoscope with high rigidity (large F value). For example. for

the third regime. with!= 1 Hz, F = 10 kHz, and A = 10 JUIl, the transmitted vibration amplitude. a,

can be shown to be around 10-4nm for intermediate frequencies. Thetefore. a rigid STM not only

allows fast image acquisition. but also more effective vibration isolation. as well.

7.2.4 Hysteresis and creep

H~is and aeep (Gallego-1uarez 1989) are undesirable characteri8tica common to all

piezoelectric actuators (piezos for short) used in STMs. At a given applied voltage. the piezo's

position depends on whether the applied voltage is increasing or dec:reuing. In addition. the piezo

will make an initial instantaneous response to the voltage change, followed by slow continued

movement over next few hours. This slow motion is creep and shows up as a drift in the STM probe

position.

Control of piezo movement by controlling the applied charge (charge control) instead of the

applied voltage has been proposed by Newcomb and Flinn (1982) and later simplified by Kaizulca

and Siu (1988) as a way to redeee hysteresis and creep. They believe that the hystaeais and creep

arise from the piezo's own capacitance chanaing with its extension. By inserting another capacitor

in series with the piezo's capacitor the pen:entqe of hysteresis la reduced by up to onc fifth with,

however, a similar mluction in the sensitivity.

A mote eft'cctiye method of mlucm, the hyMerelis and creep is to Ole a feedback control

loop in the actuator. By doing this the precision of positionina a piemclcctric actuator will be

determined by the feedbacJc transducer such 88 a capacitance PUle which can provide hllher

precision and low drift. Commercial devices are availablo now, for examplo, the diaitai piezoelcctric

translator (Queenslate Instruments Ltd) and this type actuator will be discusaed in detaillater.

Temperature has a great effect on piezoelecbic materials. The extension of a piezo element

for a given applied voltage generally increases with temperatute. Thermal expansion coeff'lCientscl

PZT materials are typically lxlO~ to Sxl0~ !Cl. Operation at elevated temperatures (close to the
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Curie temperature. which is above 300 OCfer hard PZT. but less than 200 OC for soft nT. King It

al. 1990) will partially or completely depolarise the material. causing a degradation of its

piezoelectric pnperties.

7.3 Design ora 2-D STM Based OD a Spring Translation (STM 1)

7.3.1 Spring flexure driven by electromagnetic force

To reduce the hysteresis and creep associated with the PZT drives, an alternative approach is

exploited by using electro-magnetic drive. One such design. where a pmnanent magnet is attached

to the moving pJatform of a sp:ing mechaniIm which is. in lw'n. surrounded by a solenoid actuation

coil. has been investigated by Smith and Cbctwynd (1990). In this study, open loop precision cl.

better than 0.5" could be obtained over a displacement ranlo of 100 nm ID 50 ~ with a sinBlo

design. In this design. the displacement is linearly proportional ID the applied force which is. in

tum, proportionallD the coil cunent. The invariance of force with displacement indicateI a drive cl.

extremely high compliance and is one of tho key differences between electromagnetic and

piezoelectric actuators. This biBb compliance eft'ectively decouples puuidc fon:ea caused by

manufacturing error, tMRby exPloitinl the RlCd.Unearity of flexURII (.Jones 1956), and introduces

the pcssibility of assessing Cip-fo-IurfIce inleraCCion. from the obIened tunncWn, characreriadc. A

similar technique using a lingle crystallilicon flexure .prin. ha been uaed for the conCroI of the

analysu in an x-ray interferometer where open loop ICCU11ICy of better than 8IJIII'OXimatc1y30 pm

linear and 10" angular over a c:Usplaccmont rango of 100 nm ha been obIerved (Bowen It al. 1990).

2-D STM, a profilometer in anothcc words, hal boon consaucted in which a tunnoUin, probe

is mounted on a linear spring flexure driven by electromagnetic (eRe. A schematic diaaram of the

proftlometer system is shown in Pig. 7.3 and a photograph of the complete profilornett.r Ihown in

Pig. 7.4. The tunnelling probe ismounted to a movins platfcrm 01 the z-axi. linear sprin,. Attached

to the base are three drive coils, with inside diameter II mm, that aUROund. but are not in contact
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with, the six permanent magnets. In each coil there are two magnets separated by an aluminium

spacer so that the centre of the poles is coincident with the ends of the coil (i.e. at the position d

maximum field gradient), see Smith and Chetwynd (1990). A similar spring flexure fOt specimen

translation is positioned perpendicular to the drive axis. This is driven by two coila rigidly mounted

to a base which fonns the upper platform of a coarse positioning spring with its axis collinear with

the probe. A differential micrometer enables manual positioning in which it is pouible. with

dexterity. to position the probe to within about SOnm.

Both spring flexures are type eX IlOCclI hinges which are 3 mm and 2.5 mm thick and are

separated by distances of 50 and 35 mm (Ot the probe and specimen springs respectively. Both are

30 mm deep and manufactured from a single monolith of duralumin. Assuming an elastic modulus

of 70 ON mo2
, the theoretical sCiffness values of the two flexures are 1.5 x 10' and 2.1 x 10' N mol

(based on formulae given by Smith and Chetwynd 1992).

A number of constructional considerations were required fOt the instrument to function

correctly. Due to the small displacement range of the probe (around 2 JUIl) the thermal stability

~ important if the probe is to be maintained with the range for long pmods d time (in

practice it is possible to use this instrument continuously for 5 - 6 hn). Because d the high thermal

expansion coefficients of the aluminium. brass and steel materials UIed in this deaign. any

component parallel to the probe axis will affect the steady-state thermal stability d this instrument.

Although the measurement loop is relatively large going from the probe, throu.h the drive flexure

and up through the specimen flexure via the COIII'8e feed micrometer, it is constructed almoat entilely

from aluminium, so thermal eB'ects will tend to balance out in the steady-state. Additionally. to

avoid twisting effects, the whole insCJ:ument is symmetrical about the probe axis. The eft'ect on the

thennalloop due to long length (200 mm) of the probe axis flexure bas been eft'ecdvely Rlduced by

bonding the front end to a llass base and lightly clamping the rear. Consequently. any changca in

dimension will tend to emanate from the bonded region reducing the influence of any parts of the

SCluclure towards the probe.
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The clearance between the outside edges of the magnets and the inside core of each coil

should be as small as possible to give good sensitivity. Ha'e the clearance is about ISO JUIl and it la

ve:cy difficult to ensure that they are not touching. This is done by electrically isolating the c:oUa

from the base and then checking far a short circuit u an iDdicator of mechanical contact. By lliahtly

distorting ar aligning the structure a non-contacting condition can be obcained.

The number of coils has been chosen 10 that the IDUI of maanet material 11comparable with

that of the moving pIatfonn. In the case of the specimen pJatfonn two c:oUa have been uaed to Jeduc:e

space while maintaining the probe axis symmelry of the structure. A alMa pille baa been choIIen for

the instrument foundation because of .ita bigh Idffneu and dimenaional Jtability.

7.3.2 Calibration

Two current amplifien were built far driving the J and %-uia sprin..... ea UIinJ a circuit

similar to that shown in Fig. 4.4. For the z-axis drive. a blUely powered rct'en!RCe volCqo wu uacd

to reduce electronic noise. Calibration of the current/dispJaccment characterislica of the ll'anaJation

stages has been perfarmed using a Teaa LVDT ..... 0 with a stiffness that 11inlipifacant compared

with that of the sprin••• These are accuraIe ID within 5'1 far the ranSC and time taken far each

calibration. The drive volCago to the current ampJJfien illUpp1ied from the Mdlabytc DM 16 I/O

driven from the PSf}. microcomputa'. The ICCUI'ICY of thiI put ol the 1YIIem. incluclinJ the CORItant

of proportionality of the current amplifier II known to within 1'I. Pia. 7.5 <a) and (b) Ihow pIota of

input current against output dispJacement for I and %-axiI tranaIation 1IIpa. The aensidvidea fer the

two translation stages are 7.2 and 12.9 nm mA'l respecdwly. Brron from linearity are thought to be

due mainly to the misalignment between the stap and the LVDT. The Uneulty 1110depends on the

fnlctional demagnetisation which. in tum. doIely related ID the recoU permelbWty. In the

appUcation above where • relatively weak field 11~ and the permanent mqnet NdPeB hu •

ve:cy flat characteristic curve in tho peaence of • low field ItIen8th among thoac other permanent

magnets such as NdDyPcBNb and NdDyPeB, thus the effect Ihould be V«'J smail
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The resonance of each stage was tested by tapping lightly using soft stick and measuring the

response from the stylus pick-up with a spectrum analyser. 1R 9430 (ADV ANTBST). For z-axis

stage the resonance was found 337.5 Hz. There is a aecond peak at a frequency of 395 Hz. and the

reason foc this behaviour is not clear. It may be due iD the differences in stiffness within the four

notches which is equivalent to a mechanism of two sericI springs with adffness Al and ~. The

resonance of the x-axis stage is quite high about twice that of the z-axis because of its relative small

size.

Tunnelling experiments have been performed with the instrument mounled on a large

concrete block that is. in tum, mounted on a pneumatic isoJadon stage to aaenuate around borne

vibration. All of this is encased in a lead-Uned cabinet to povide high lIl8II-dampina for acoustic

attenuation. It should be DOled, howevu, that eYeIl with these precautions the best rcaults were

obtained aftec DOnnal wortcinJ hours and with minimal acoustic disturbanceI &om nearby

conversations. The results are shown in section 7.8.

7.4 A 2·D STM Based on a DPT and a Precision Slideway
(STM_2)

7.4.1 Close loop compensation ofPZT

To oven::ome the nonlinearity associated with the piezoelectric actuaton, cIoIed loop control

strategies have been devdoped. Using capacitive feedback techniques. Hick It al. (1984) were able

to conlrol Fabry Perot etalons (parallel optical flats for use in speccromecry) at a dynamic lap

separation maintained constant iD 1 pm Hz·l/l. Later on they developed a Ieries commercial

piezoelectric actuators with built in feedback. The principle is shown in Fia. 7.6, where a SlaCk f1

disk piezoelectric clements is driven by a high voUase amplifier. Bach end of this stack is connected

to an Invar cap. to which external devices may be attached. An ultra-low expansion alasa-ceramic

('Zerodur') rod is positioned in the centre of the tube. attached to one cap. An cJeclrOde deposited on
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its free end fonns part of a capacitance gauge that monitors the extension between die two end

pJates. Any error between the position sensor and a specified reference value (or demand) is uacd to

provide a drive signal to the actuator via an integrator'. The integrator is necessary because the field

applied to the piezostack must be maintained if it is to hold a constant extension. If a simple

proportional control is used. the drive signal would 80 to zero u the actuation error decreuecl and

the device would relax. Another advantage with an intearal control is that the sdffneas of the

actuator will be much increased (up to infinity in pinciple). Por example. a load is applied to the

actuator resulting in a distoItion monitDreclby the capacitance aensor, the inte ...... will continue

increasing die drive over time until it full)' compensalel the force and returns the capacitance

electrodes to the desired separation. It is usual to combine poportional and intepal control fer an

optimum response. The relative position of the two end platel can be aet with IUb-nanomeere

precision over a range of 15 IW under applied loadI up to 10 N er JDOJe and with a temperature

coefficient of less than 15 nm rI, fer example the diaital piezoelecVic tranllator (DPr from

Queensgate Instruments Ltd). The potendal of this type of dcvicea for d.iJp1lcement transfer

standards of sub-nanomecre accuracy hal been explcnd b)' Barb et ,,1. (1992).

In this 2-D STM. a DPT from Queatapte Inattumentl Ltd is UIed u .-axiI position control

As shown in Pig. 7.7 the tunnellina tip is mounled in • maall aluminium holder which is, in turn,

glued to the lower face of the DPT, IepII8Ied by • 0.5 mm thick alumina plaCe for electrical

isolation. The top face of the DPr is attached to a Rank Taylor Hob8on 'NIIlOItcp', in which the

mounting bracket fer the stylus-based inductive puge hal been replaced. Coarse acQultment of the

complete probe assembl)' over a 25 mm distance c:ouJd be achieved manuall), usinS the standard

micrometer-based adjuster of the Nanostep.

7.4.2 Nanostep slideway

The Nanostep slideway (Garratt and Bottomle),. 1990) is used for the specimen translation. It

has a prismatic slideway providing the traverse surface and two carriages that rest on it. held by

gravitational foree. One carriage serves as a slave to transmit forces and the other is the specimen
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carriage. Above this is a frame to which originally a stylus-base displacement transducer LVDI and

now the tunnelling probe is attached. To reduce the thermal expansion of the measurement loop. all

of these components are constructed in the low expansion c:cramic Zerodur. Attached to the

underside of each caniage are five PI'FB (poly-telra-fluom-ethyJene) bearing pads. two to one aide

and three to the other to provide smooth and low friction bearing. These pads are PTFBIJead

composites contained within a sincered bronze mattix and lullrication U belie\'ed to be throuah

oriented films being drawn from the matrix and deposited ooto bodl tho bIonze and coun1aface

material. This mechanism has intrinsic advantages that thermal c:onducdvity and IdffIlcss of tho

bearing are not advenely affeded by the polym« and wear u in part compensated by the reservoir

held in the matrix. The detail of polymer bearing u not discuacd here and can be n:ferenced 10

Lindsey et al. (1988). Smith et al. (1992 and 1993). Using this slideway system. a travminglength

of SO mm with the straightness better than 1.5nm can be readily achieved. The vertical ftuctuadon

due to the traversing is within 1nm (Lindsey et al. 1988).

The specimen carriase is CransJafed by a micrometer driven by a DC motor/gearbox 1)'Item.

This is mounted on a cast iron block which U. in tum. isolated from the instrument bale by soft and-

vibration mountl. To reduce e1ec:trornapetic coaplinJ between DC motor and the STM probe. tho

complete motor drive was enclosed by a tin-pIatecl steel box. This material la choIen here far ita

screening of both electric and magnetic interfaenc:es.

7.5 Instrumentation

7.5.1 Preamplifier

As shown in Fig. 7.8. tunneling current acnsinJ is obtained via a 10 MO cermet film resistor

in the feedback path of the preamplifier. The tip is connected to the inverting input of the

preamplifaer and the sample is biased via an adjustable power supply. The non-invertin. input of the

preamplifier is grounded. The requirement far a preamplifier with low offset input current, low
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noise and low drift is not ditT1CUltto meet with modem electronics. Both the metal canned bi-polar

amplifier LMII and the PET amplifier OPAIII were adequate and an OPAl!! was WJed for the

results given here. Traditionally, STM designs have applied bias to the tip and IICIlscd CUITCIlt from

the specimen. Howewr noise pick-up at the IJeII8C input dtpends upon the amount of exposed

electrode and the present design, with 50 mm IC8D capability. requires large paths around the

specimen. Hence in all the experiments the tip was used as the sensing element with the bias applied

to the specimen. The tip bias voltage is provided by a batay powered reference circuit through a

100tum potentiometer, giving a low noise and stable bias voltage. The preamplifier and tip bias

circuits were built in separate tin-plate box placed close to the sensinJ probe.

7.s.2 Linearisation circuits

After' pre-amplification, the tunneling signal is further amplifiecl using an ADS24

instrumentation amplifier inside the main electronics box, giving adjustable gains of xl to xSOO by

selecting the two switches, swl and swl. Inorder to improve the dynamic range. the non-linearity in

the current-VCIIUS-gap IClationship, the signal is then paucd to an AD7S9N logarithmic amplifier.

Itoffers closely logarithmic operation over three decades of voltage (1mV to 2V). Its output becomes

zero when the input is 100 mV. Thus by dlanglna the pin of the ADS24, we can vary the

equilibrium tunnelling cmrcnt and gap diatance without usins • reference voltage. Rectification of

the signal, when it is neptive, pior to the loa amplification is obCained usinJ I single IC, AD630

moduJator/c:lemoduJator, rather than the common op-ampJ/diodes invertina and noninverting

rectifier circuit. The AD630 is made to perfonn rectification when operated in the modulator mode

with both modulation and carrier inputs connected ID the signal to be rectified. An output voltaae

equal in maanitude to the input ICgard1eas ci the sign of the input voltage is then produced. The

tunnelling CUI1'CDt can be obIaincd at this output and this is collecled through another ADS24

configured with unity pin. 1bc output ci the loa amplifier is then fed into the PlO controller to

adjust the tip-specimen separation.
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7.5.3 PIDcontroller

A stand-alone proportional, integral and derivative (PID) controller wu designed and

constructed, details are shown in Fig. 7.9. A reference signal or a set point value is provided. for a

general purpose, by a referencing circuit which includes a pair of precision zener dfodea ZN423, a

multi-tum potentiometer and an ADS24 (04). For STM control, the reference is by-passed by

switching 'sl' to ground. The controller consists of an input «comparison ampUfacr Ul (AD524), a

passive proportion net with a multi-tum poCentiometer. a buffer U2 (OPAI21), a derivative

amplifier U3 (OPAI21) which is optional for optimising system performance by aelectina '83', an

integral amplifier U5 (OPAI21), the summing ampUftet U6 (AD524), and a reverie amplifier U7 ID

give optional output with different lign. The feedbacIr: loop can be IWiIched on or elf by '12'. To

avoid over-saturation of the integration action, a push bullon is in8eItcd ICI08S the integratins

capacitors for discharging. The variaDons of three terms are P: 0.0011D 1; Tt: 0.1 msec.1D 0.1 sec.;

T.: 0.1 msec. to 10msec.

The requirement for the opezationaI amp1ifia1 in Pm control is low drift. low input bias

cwrent and high open-loop gain ID minimiJe low frequency erron. Moat of the op ampa are type

OPA121 from BWT-Brown, cbo8en for its low coat and biah performance (low bias CUJTent 5 pA.

low noise 1.6 ..,Vp-p between 0.1 and 10 Hz, low off8et volCaae drift 3 fJ,Vrc>. For better

performance. ultra-low noise and drift of OP27 from Analogue Devices can be uacd but the OPA121

has been proven ID be adequate for our purpoIICI. AD524 is a pndJion instrumentation amplifaer

with vecy Sood performance of low noise 0.3 fJ,Vp-p between 0.1 and 10 Hz. and low drift 0.5

vsrc.

7.5.4 Actuator drives

For the DPT actuator, the demand signal from tho conCroUer la input ID the AXl00 drive

(from Queensgate Instruments) inwhich a high voltage signal it generafed IDdrive the piezocJectric

actuator and move the tip to maintain the required tunnelins current Detail. of the AXIOO can be

found in its manual.
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For the spring flexure translator, the demand signal from the controller is input to the current

drive amplifier. The circuit is similar 10 the current drives used for the Talysurf S with a little

modification to the specified requirement The details are shown in Fig. 7.10. The pre-set current is

provided via a reference circuit which is powered by a pair of batteries. The current flowing Ihrough

the coils (three coils for z-axis) is monitcnd via an OPA121 with a gain of 10. It is proportionallo

the topography of the surface being measured.

7.6 Analysis of Control Loop

7.6.1 Mathematical analysis

The control process, incorporating three tenn PID control can be schematically depicted in

Fig. 7.11. The primary function of the control system is 10 maintain a constant tip-sample spacing.

that is 10make (~ - Zo) independent of the samplo height ~ and the position of the tip actuator Zo.

Thus the tip will follow the topography of the mace. The foUowing rdationships can be written:

let) oc= KIVrexp(Koh(t»,

het) =Zi (t) - Zo (t)

x, ..-1.025 ..j;(eVfM. A-I
~ (t) =R,I(t)

vl (t) =s,V. (t)

V3(t)=K3Log[V~~)} K, =1

where Rc is the feedback RSistancc of the I/V converter, VTis the tip biu voltaae, .. i. the avenae

(7-6)

(7-7)

work function of the tip and the specimen. and Er la the effective rd'crcnc:c voItaac from the

logarithmic amplif"lCt. Er = 100 mV and XI (i=O. 1.2,3) are constants. Then
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(7-8)

(7-9)

7.6~ Steadystate response

Equation (7-9) may be differentiated to give

dZo =K K (dV, +!J.+T d2yS)
dt A, dt T, 4 dt2

i

(7-10)

(7-11)

(7-12)

and therefore the tip-specimen gap will be independent of the sample height and the displacement d

the actuator. This is due to the usc of the integrator in the control loop.

Ha Jow-pass RC is used instead of an inteJl'ltOl'. the "y state dution for the respxase d

the resulting control system is

(7-13)

where the tip-sample spacinB is a function of the displacement of the ICtuator. There is a steady

state error in (z. - 7.0) of the magnitude Zo I (opea loop pin). ThUl the tip-sample spacing will

change during a scan for a sample with a large height variation.

The use of an integrator can lead 10problems if the S1M is used in a spectro8COpic mode for

which the control system is momentarily disabled. The integrator may drift while the control system

is disabled.
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7.6.3 Parameter tuning and transient response

The transient response of the tunnelling probe depends on the setting of parameters of the

control loop. and it is limited by the resonance of the system. The tuning of the PID controller is

very important for the quality of the control action. and thereCore for the accuracy of the

measurement. The resonant frequency of the actuator either the OPT or the spring Oexure, which

would normally be low (especiall.y Cor spring flexure), limits the response time of the ~

control loop. Generally speaking, increasing P. the proportional action, reduces the transient and

sCeady state errors but introduces increasingly unacceptable ovenhoot, while increasing inteSral

action. I. removes steady state error but a strong integral action (that is a short integral time) leads

to system instability. Daivative action, D, is U8Cful when fast response of the feedback is required,

especially when the controlled system. the actuator, has a dead time. Potentially the derivative action

helps the stability of the feedback loop (acting as a damper) but in practice it tends 10 increase high

frequency noise which is especially undesirable lex' the measurement. 'I1IeIef0ie moet 8TM syBtems

employ no derivative action. Here the daivative action 11 providecl only 10 cover My unusual

situation that may arise and aI80 10investigate whether the performance of the tunneUing probe can

be improved.

Determining by trial and error the optimum value1 01 controller ,ain, inteJral time, and

derivative time for a particular system would be vtJty time-consuminJ bec:IuIe of nway poalblo

combinations of settings. In pactice, valla cIoac ID the optimum can be obtained quite easily by

testing the closed-loop system with only proportional action on the conlroUer. This can be done by

settin, the integral time ID inflRily. and the derivative time 10zero. A step input can be provided by

a step change in set point, (X' in this cue by changing the pin selting of ~. Then acUustins the

proportional, P, results in oscillation with a constant ampUtude at the lain K,... The period of the

oscillation is called 'the ultimate period' Tu. Usually only a few teats are needed 10 establilh K,_

and Tu. since the decay ratio of the first response curve shows whether the pin is clo8e to or far
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from the maximum value. Using the rules recommended by Ziegler and Nichols (1942), we have the

following relations.

For P control,

K, = O.5K'1IIa (7-14)

For PI control,

K, =0.45K,_

T.
_ T.

I-
II

(7-lS)

For PID control,

K, =0.6K,ilia
T.=T"
I 2.0

T-T.li-
S

(7-16)

Note that, with proputional-mae,m1 control. tho recommended pin ia 10 per cent Iowa'

than with only proportional control. 1Dte,ral action makeI the J7*m leu IIabJo becIuIe of pbue

Jag in the controller. When derivative COIdIOI ia added. the pbue lead of the controUcr bclJII to

stabilise the .ystem aDd Jai&bet pin and lower Jeaet time Irerecommended.

'Ibc above method is used 1m ID08t appUcadonI wbero IUlIaIDecl OICUJettoru fcx' teIdn,

pmpoacs are aUowcd. Howcv«, in STM opcntion. auch 1ft OICilJation may damaao bodI tho

tunnelling tip and the specimen. 'I1Ierefore. a more couervativo metIIod ia Ja&roducod here. By

using only the proportioaalaction and Btartina with a low pin.tbo pin II inc:ftuocI alowly until tho

transient response of the cIoaed loop shows a deca)' Jado of 1/•• that ia alaponlO with 2 to 3 poab.

The gain is thea reduced alisbdy. and the into".. and derivative acdona are inc:reued until

overshooting is just ceased in its step response. To avoid an)' touchina between I tip and a ample. a

step input from the setting point was Jiven that made the actuator move tbo tip away 110m the

sample.
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7.7 Experimentation

7.7.1 Manufacture of scanning tips

Tunneling tips were prepared in two ways. Tungsten tips were eleclrochemically etched from

a 1 mm diameter wire by masking all but a small portion and immersing it in a 1N potassium

hydroxide solution. A carbon rod electrode was also placed in the solution and a COIIICant de voltage

applied between the two resulting in the gradual erosion and eventual detachment of a sharp tip

pulled from the end of the wire by its own weight. These tips were then plasma coated with a

nominal 5 nm or 10 nm gold film. Palladium tips were produced from 250 IJII1 diameter wire by

mechanical cutting with a pair of surgical scisson.

The tip preparation by electro-chemical etching procedure frequently produces mISOOably

good probes with tip dimensions of a few tens of lIIIlOIIletres. Many reporten. for example Lbe et al.

(1990) have found that the length (or the weight) beneath the etching zone (i.e. the zone expoeed to

the electrolyte) plays an important role in tip formation. The Ionaer the lenath of wire in the

solution. the larger the radius of the tip. At the final &tale of the etching. the tensile atren,th of the

neck can no longer hold the lower part and breaJdns occurs. This results in IOIDe tips haYing shapca

far from the ideal. with micro-cracking. bendina and recoiling caused by residual atreaaea. Scanning

elecCron miaoacope (SBM) examination of tips etched for this SCUdy shows this behaviour. as seen

in Fig. 7.12 (a,b,c). Bowel'« these undesirable elfec:tl can be minimised by carefully manqing the

etching current by control of the de supply vol. and the concentration of the solution 10affect the

shape and the radius of a tip. Tungsten tips produced by electrochemical etching are nonnally

covered by a layer of contamination. mainly solid carbon and oxides. which Ihould be removed prior

to plasma coating. More consistent ped'onnance was obCainod for tips rll'lt immened in an industrial

solvent.

The mechanically cut tips are easlly prepared and. although variable in shape. Chey can

provide high resolution images on relatively smooth samples (Musselman and RU88ell990). The cut

tips nonnally have larger radius than etched tips. although it appears that there are commonly sub-
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tips on the end. Fig. 7.12 (d) shows a micrograph of the palladium tip after being used for

experiments.

7.7.2 Preparation of specimens

Two diffezent sets of specimeIIB wtte ~. Both consisted of piects of 'Syton' polished

silicon wafer as subs1rates. Onc set was coated with between 10 and 20 nm gold. and the other with

sequential depositions of loooA films of copper. palladium. and platinum Olin, electron beam

evaporation (provided by J. Miller of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, NC, USA).

7.8 Results

7Al Seanning profiles of gold coated silicon by STM_l

The tunnelling tip was produced from 1 mm diamet« tungsten wire by electtochemical

etching from 1 N KOH solution by applying a DC voitaae of 12 V with a variable current The tip

was then flushed with distilled water and cleaned with a solvent called 'Micro'. A gold film of 2 - S

nm was then coated onto the tip. The specimen was a portion of a Syton polished silicon WarCl'

covered by a goJd film. approximately 20 nm thick. Setting up the insbument is a relatively quick

procedure. The specimen is initially mowd to within approximately 0.2 mm of the probe by hand

and clamped in position by a locknut, see the Fig. 7.4. Further adjultmmt is then achieved by

manually adjusting the differential micrometer until a tunnelling current is monitored. Thia

procedure takes approximately ten to fifteen minutes. The whole system is then left under control to

settle for about half hour whereby the inslrument is ready fOl' use.

Fig. 7.13 shows a plot of both the specimen platform drive cuneot and subsequent servo

feedback to the pobe drive against time. 'I11e8e have been converted into unitl of displacement from

the calibration curves of fisure 7.5. The results shown in figure 7.13 are typical of a large number of

tests but have been chosen to indicate some of the characteristics of this sy8lcm. The parameter
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settings for these results are: tunnelling current of 0.2 nAt tip voltage of -104 mV and specimen

traverse rate of 0.35 nm S·l. The probe has traversed a distance of 3S nm and then reversed across

nominally the same path. For a perfect trace. a mirror image would be expected. However. it can be

seen that there is a slow specimen axis drift of approximately 3 run giving a drift rate of 0.02 nm 81•

This is pobabIy caused by twisting of the specimm drive support which. being a fabricated flexure

spring. is known to possess inherent instabilities.

The probe axis drift which will result in a vertical shift of any features is of much reduced

magnitude and in this case is ooIy a few nanometrea over a complete traverse. It has been ob8crvcd

that the probe noise reduces after a large number of traces. the reason fer this is. as yet. unknown

but is likely to be the removal of insulating contaminant films or damaae induced by probe contacL

A further profile at a tunnelling current of 10 RA. and a tip voltage of -260 mV over the different

portion of the same surface is shown in Fig. 7.14. The forward and reverse profiJca over a longer

scan range of 800 nm are plotted on the same axes for comparison. It is clear that the probe follows

the same overall profile although some of the finer aca1e feabues do not repeat at the nanometre

level. It should. however, be noted that there is only a 4 nm discrepancy in the vertical scales

between the forward and reverse trace8 after a scan time of apJXOXimately five minutes. This drift is

commonly encountered as an 8I1efact of the instrument deaign. The main cause is likely to be due to

thermal expansion of the manual adjustment miaometer although it was found that physical contact

between the probe and specimen during the initial approach would aomctimes cauae an increase in

the drift rate. It is thought that this might have been due to IOIIle additional instability of the IPring

stresses in the various elements of the fabricated flexure stage (a common problem at this level.

Jones 1967).

7.8.2 Performance evaluation of STM_2

STM_1 was mounted on a large concrete block which sits on a pneumatic isolation stage to

attenuate ground borne vibration. STM_2 has to be used with the Nan08tep slideway. The slideway

base is a granite epoxy moulding block which is. in tum sitting on rubber feet on a solid table. These
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precautions are adequate for the Nanostep probe but not good enough for the tunnelling probe due to

its higher sensitivity. An air damping (air reservoir) table was not available 110 the system had 10be

operated in a quiet period time. for example. in evenings when most machines and ventilations are

switched off and there are no people walking around. Another way to ICducc the vibration is to

narrow the bandwidth of the sys1em. and this has been achieved by setting the time constant in the

DPT drive AXIOO. On the other hand. the high resonance of the DPT makes the system less

sensitive to vibration than that STM;_I. The COWl' of the Nanostep is made from glass-reinfon::ecl

plastic which provides damping for airborne noise but is inadequate for screening purposes.

Therefore. anothec COVU' made of aluminium was added. The DPT and pre-amplifier weI'C also

screened in a small tin-plate box.

Fig. 7.15 shows the output signal from the DPT and its power spectral density about 20

minutes after switching on the instrument. The tip was maintained at a constant tunneling CU11'eIlt of

10 nA without scanning the sample. At low fiequcncy. the graph shows a l/f type noise spectrum

which is reJated to the tunneling currtIlt, and aeveral peaks at about 12. 47. 50 and 76 Hz which

were associated with the ground vibration and electro-magnetic clisturbance. Better vibration

isolation between the instrument base and ground and a belt« screening of the whole instrument

may further reduce this noise level. but the limit will be determined by the DPT. A drift of 0.06 om

s-1 was recorded in this test, but it normally aeuJes to bettel' than 0.02 om 8"1 by one hour after

setting up.

To assess the system repeatability. cyclic measurements over a scan length of1.4 mm at a

surface velocity of S JU1l s-1 weI'C obtained by travening the sample in forward and fCVCI'8C

directions. Digitisation of the profiles was performed at equal time intervals. taken to represent

adequately equal spatial intetvall.ince the drive is nominally constant speed. Figures 7.16 (a and b)

show a typical measurement with a tungsten electrode and a gold coated silicon specimen. A tip to

sample bias of 200 mV was used with the tip controlled 10maintain a constant tunneling current of

10 nA. There is a clear match between many of the surface features and a consistent slope of

approximately 7.2 minutes of arc between the specimen surface and the line of action of the
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slideway. The relatively large features on this particular specimen were probably inlroduccd during

preparation of the silicon substrates which were obtained by breaking a large silicon wafer: slight

damage could be seen with the naked eye on some rejected pieces. Several traces were made at the

same location and three typical results are shown in figure 7.17, in which profalca are plotted with a

vertical shift for clarity. The horizontal axis is plotted in scan time since each trace shows a traverse,

dwell and reverse traverse. Agreement vertically is excellent. There is a consistent drift in the

horizontal axis magnification which appears 10be due to a slight variation in traverse speed. Most of

the apparent discrepancy between features in the traces will be seen, on closer examination, to be

caused by their consequent 1atelal misalignment.

Closer sampling intervals and increased lateral resolution were obCained by introducing a

higher ratio gearbox in the micrometer drive medtanism of the Nanostep to reduce the minimum

travClSC speed from 5 JUIl ~l to 312.5 nm ~l • Further experiments were carried out using a

palladium tip and platinum specimen surface. At this speed a duradon of 5.34 minutes was required

fm' backlash to be removed between driving in the fcxward and reverse directions. To avoid the

recording of redundant data, data loging was 8U8peIlded during this period of time. A forward and

reverse trace over a 4.69 JUIllength of the surface are shown in flJure 7.18. Because of the pause

while backlash was taken up, there is no true Iuizontal register between the forward and revcnc

profdes. However, closely agreeing features are preaent in both and there is high confidence that

they correspond. The repeated measurements revealed a raised portion on the surface around the

start point of the scan denoted by region A in the figure. 'Ibis region is plotted fm' both travcrae

directions in figure 7.19 (a,b), which shows the original promc and that after smoothing with a 30

Hz cut-off digital mter. A more representative prome taken from the region B of figure 7.18 is

shown in figure 7.19(c), again with the 30 Hz filter. This shows small variations with an average

amplitude 1.5 nm from peak to valley and a period of around 30 nm. A repeatability of better than

0.2 run can be seen from this measurement cycle.

The shorter range profiles are compamble with those obtained using a Digital Instruments

Nanoscope on the same platinum specimen and with a similarly produced probe with a sample bias
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voltage of750 mV and a constant tunneling CUJTentofO.l nA (images and profiles provided by I.

Miller, UNC). Measurements of a single profile are shown in figure 7.20 where (a), (b), and (c) were

taken with one tip and (d) was taken with a sharper tip. The profiles show roughly spheriodal grains

with characteristic heights between S and 10 nm and characteristic diameters of around 30 nm.

Examination of the fust pof1le shows lower slopes to the left of peaks and higher slopes to the right.

This asymmetry suggests that there is a similarly asymmetric slope each side of the tip or,

equivalently, that a symmecric tip is inclined to the surface. 'Ibis is partially confinned from SEM

micrographs of the probe. After slightly bending the probe, the profile (c) was taken and shows

symmetric profiles around the spheroidal particles and bettr.r definition in the valleys between them.

By trial and enu. sharper tips could be found, eventually resulting in the profile shown in figure

7.2O(d) which reveals more detailed surface features giving height and period variations of S to IS

nm and 20 to 30 nm respectiwly. Obviously, pom tips produce lower heights and broader features

because of the convolution between tip and sample. This is of considerable importanc::c it they are Co

be used for metrological purposes, and some foon of standardisation will be needed. The research on

the standardisation of scanning tips has been reported m::ently by a number of authors (Nyysaonen

tt al. 1991, Griffith tt al. 1991, Vasile tt al. 1991).

7.9 Digital Filtering

Most STM data require digital processing such as filtering or smoothing because of the high

frequency noise involved in the data. High frequency noise comes from electronic circuits, data

acquisition, and signifICantly from improper tuning the parameters of the cloaed feedback loop. To

avoid excitation of the system reaonancc, there are two factors Co be considered. Onc is that there is

no signal with a phase shift reaching -180°, that is no positive feedback .iSnal involved within the

frequency bandwidth. H this fails then the second has to be guaranteed which is that the signals at or

near the resonance must be so small as not to cause any significant change in the system. It is easy

to state these two rules but, in practice, it is difficult to maintain one or another. Narrowing the
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bandwidth of the control loop and scanning at a slow speed can reduce the noise to a certain extent

but this is not desirable because other influences such as thermal drift may become signiflC&llUy.

Therefore, there is always a compromise between the scanning speed and the resolution. By

applying a proper f"lJ.teringtechnique to the STM data, a better resolution can be obtained.

There are four steps to implementing the digital filtering process used here, all executed in

·MatJab'. The fust is to obtain the speclrum of the data, a profile in our case, through the FFT (fast

Fourier transform). All that needs to be known about the data is its sampUng frequency. Before

taking any measurements, the sampUng freqUCIICYbas to be set properly to avoid signal aliasing, a

problem caused by sampling too slowly. The upper limit on the frequencies that should be contained

in the data or digital signal is half of the sampling frequency, that is the Nyquist frequency. By

examining the speclrum of a profile, one should be able to determine the cut~ff frequency although

this always requires some experience accumulated by comparing the results btlore and after the

filtering. Second, the pass band and the stqJ band windows are designed. Because a low-pass filter

is wanted, the pass band is from DC to the cut-off frequency and the stop band is above the cut-off

frequency. Third, an appropriale form and order of filter must be chosen from those available in

MatIab. There are two main types of filters, FIR. (finite-impuJse-response) and DR (infmite.impu1se-

response). They have different characteristics, yet they can often meet the same spccif"JCations. The

FIR. filter has a transfer function with ID all-zero filter in a polynomial form, that is, the

denominator of. the transfer function is equal to 1, while the IIR filter has both zeros and poles. The

combination of a pole near the pass-band edge with a zero near the stop-band edge can give an IIR

filter a very short transition region between the pass-band and the stop-band. Generally, an IIR filter

can give a sharper cur~ff than an FIR. filter of the same order because both poles and zeros are

present. However, an IIR filter cannot achieve exacdy linear phase shift while FIR. filter can. The

IIR f'llter is a recursive filter which requires less memory than an FIR filter. On the other hand. the

IIR filler, when implemented in fIXed-point arithmetic, may have instabilities (limit cycles) and may

have large quantisition noise, depending on the number of bits allocated to the coefficients and the

signal variables in the filter. In our applications. a sharp cut-off is important and so the IIR. type
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fllter is used. MatJab supports fOlB' types of IIR. flIters: Butterworth. O\ebyshev (I and Il), elliptic.

and Yule_ Walkec. Since the flIrers are optimal in all cases. it is necessary to understand in what

sense they are optimal. The Butterworth fllter is optimal in the sense that it is the best Taylor series

approximation to the ideal low-pass t'iJa' magnitude at both Q) == 0 and Q) = -. which has maximally

flat passband and stopband. The Olebyshcv flIter gives the III18llest maximum magnitude error over

the entire passband. Olebyshcv I flita' has ripple in the passband. Olebyshcv n or inverse

Oiebyshev flIter has ripple in the stopband. The elliptic fila has ripple in both passband and

stopband. but for a given fllter ordel. the elliptic IDter has the sharpest transition of all these IDters.

Oiebyshev f1lters have a shalper transition than a Butterworth IDa with the same design

specifications. The Yule_ Walkei' ID. can be used 10 design an arbitrarily shaped. possibly

multiband. frequency response. Note that all of these tilter designs are magnitude approximations

and do not address the phase frequency response. Among these filters. the But1CrWOl1hfilter has the

smoothest phase curve followed by Olebyshcv II,Olebysbev I.and the elliptic IDter. Pinally. the

tilter function is implemented and the data is processed. After filtering. the RlUlt is compared with

the JaW data. The first a few points in the result are not valid. due to the uncertainty in the initial

values of the filter. The numbel' of the invalid dID pointI dependI on the filtering Older and the type

of the filter. and it is easily identified by its lar&e variation. Far a BuUllrworth filter with an Older of

~. the numbtl" of the invalid data points is no more than 20. Details of the progmm for IDterlng are

given in Appendix B.

7.10 Summary

S1M_I. a profilometer driven by force actuators via linear springs. has prove to be adequate

for nanometre level conlrol and measurement. The linear spring actuator does not have sisnificant

drift or hysteresis and thus has potential for accurate surface metrology. Moreover. the tip position is

directly proportional to the current in the coils. Variations in the coil current should result in a

known change in tip to specimen separation. Thus modulation of tip-specimen separation can be
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used to diagnose the presence of contaminants between the swface and the probe. For example, an

insulating contact will cause an apparent lowering of the measured value due to the added stiffness

of the interface (Coombs and Pethica 1985). In reality, it is likely to be very difficult to measure

changes in the interface stiffness for such small forces and displacements using the present design.

The major limitation of this present design is that of its large size. This results in a low dynamic

response and a rather high thermal susceptibility. However, these are not fundamental limitations.

In the extteme, the springs could be manufactuled from single crystal silicon which would be

approximately one quarter of the present scale and the system Ie80nance would be much increased.

Research on x-ray interferometers in this Centre has achieved, using a single crystal silicon spring,

a I()"JUIl range with controllable sub-Angstrom resolution (a.etwynd et al. 1993). The materials of

the proCotype built here were chosen for low cost and easy machining.

The STM_2, driven by a digital piezoelectric translator (DP'O and traversed by a precision

slideway, provides a long scanning range of .somm and a verdcal positioning range of 15 JUIl. The

high Ie80nance of the DFf allows the system IDbe operated at a higher &Canning speed and with

relatively poor isolation of vibration. The exceptionally low drift eX the sJideway and the DFf makr.s

the long &canning distance possible. The results over a diIaance eX 1.4 mm measured here is not the

fundamental limit, potentially it can go as long as SO mm. But at present the computer's memory

size and the flatness of a sample limit its potential applications.

Compared with the S1M_I, the STM_2 is more convenient to use, leas demanding on

surroundings; sometimes good results can be obCained during the working houn. A unique feature

of S1M_2 is its long scanning range. On the other hand, STM_l has its own character, without

relying on commercial parts, and can be optimised to give better perfonnance.
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Fig.7.4 Photograph of the complete profilometer.
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Fig.7.6 Piezoelectric actuator with inbuilt capacitance position sensing (from Queensgate
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Fig. 7.11 Block diagram of the STM control system.
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Fig.7.12 Micrographs of lips prepared in two ways: (a) a tung. ten tip with a h op-lik nd,

(b) a tungsten tip with a cracked end, (cl a more typical tungst n tip. (d) a palladium lip.
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Fig.7.12 (continued) (r) and (d).
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Fig. 7.13 Forward and reverse displacement of probe and specimen platforms as
derived from the calibration curves of figure 7.5: full curve - probe axis; broken curve
- specimen axis.

Fig.7.l4 Profile measurement of a gold surface.
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silicon sample, plotted with artificial vertical shift.
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Fig.7.18 A forward and reverse measurement cycle on the surface of platinum using a

palladium tip.
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Fig.7.19 Details of the plot of in figure 7.18:(c) typical profile at 'B'. filtered at 30 Hz.
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8. METROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF STM

In contrast to conventional electron miaoscopy, STM can be perfonned in air, in liquids and

in vacuum. STM experiments in air are particular useful foe technological applications such as the

detennination of surface roughness on a nanometre scale. The possibility of performing STM in

liquids has opened the door foe in situ electrochemical studies and also holds great promise foe the

application of STM ID invivo biological studies. In the field of Nanotechnology dramatic change has

been made by the STM technique and its variants such as AFM and other scanning force

microscopes. Examples are writing information on surfaces, manipulating matter down ID the

atomic scale in a controlled way, elc.. With such a wide range of applications, the STM technique

needs 10 be charateriscd in a metrological way rather than specified in the physics study. Attempts

have been made recently to characterise the role of the STM tips (Griffith, et al. 1991, 1992). Here a

more general investigation was made on the ptdormance of an STM in nonnal engineering

environment.

8.1 Problems in Interpretation of STM Data

The combined lateral and vertical resolution of STM (sub-atomic under good conditions) is

now starting IDbe used IDcontrol and IDassess ultra-high precision fabrication and IDcharacterise

surface roughness and cracking on the nanometer scale. For such applications a pecisely

characterised metrological framcwCllk is essential. Note that many scientific studies can be

undertaken successfully with less precision in this respect because theoretically known patterns may

provide a register foe the measurements. Good metrology will also be needed foe the reliable

application of STM as a nanotechnological 'machine tool' or assembler. This aspect of the
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instrument design has been recognised as important fOl' a decade or more, but only in recent years

has its study been pressing. Metrological interpretation of STM data, which contains both

geometrical and electrical information, requires a separate knowledge both the current-voltage (I-V)

and separation-voltage (S-V) characteristics. Detailed studies of tunneling characteristics in vacuum

have been carried out in both constant cwrent mode and constant separation mode (Binnig and

Rohrer 1982, 1986). Recendy more attention has been paid to the characaeristic of STMs operated in

air, follOwing the obaervation of anomalies while imaging atomically flat surfaces of highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) in ambient air (Coombs and Pethica 1986; Soler It aI1986; Mamin It al.

1986). HOPG has been used as a standard because it can easily be clalved to give an atomically flat

surface and is relatively inert in air. However, some peculiarities have been reported indicating that,

in air, the tunneling cwrent is only relatively weakly dependent on the separation distance of a tip

relative from a graphite surface and that there are sometimes unexpected corrugations in images ri

up to 2 nm or more (Mamin It al. 1986). A bias voltage of SO mV and I.S V was required for

operating the STM in vacuum and in air, respectively. These anomalies were explained through a

model of mechanical contact between the tip and the specimen via either a contaminate layer or a

graphite flake. The contaminant layer on the surface inaeases the resistance of the tunnelling

junction, thelefore, a higher bias voltage has to be applied to get the required tunnelling CUl'l'ellt.

8.2 Characteristics of STM in Air

8.2.1 Relationship of S-V

To investigate the metrological capability of the 8TM system, the voltage aensitivity of the

8Thl.2 was tested using the constant tunneling current mode. Again a gold coated tungsten tip and

a similarly coated silicon specimen weze used, and the bias voltage VTwas varied and the subsequent

disp1acement of the probe monitored. In this mode it is not possible to pass through the zero bias
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point and it was therefore necessary to investigate each polarity separately. The magnitude of the

sample to tip voltage was ramped from 1.5 to 0.05 V and back again in each polarity at a rate d.

0.05 V s-1. Measurements were taken at constant tunneling currents of 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5 0.2 and 0.1

nA which were obtained by changing the magnification K2• Observations of the data, shown in Fig.

8.1 (a,b,c) indicated a tendency for discontinuous 'jumps' of the tip position to occur, in some

instances by up to 2 nm. There was distinct hysteresis, with the separation remaining relatively

greater when reducing the voltage at constant current than when increasing it again. It is possible

that this is an artefact of the actuator control, but experience d. the quality of these systems in ~

applications suggests that it is more likely that it is caused by a tip-specimen interaction. The effect

is shown in each plot of S-V (separation-voltage), which have been measured at constant tunneling

currents of 10, S and 0.2 nA respectively. It is important to note that the separation is measured

relative to that obtained with a bias of 0.05 V and that the tip was moving towards the surface as the

magnitude of the bias voltage decJeased.

Although the Iaboraklry is controlled for temperature and humidity and is relatively clean, it

is highly likely that surface contamination will occur under ambient conditions and that the

contaminants will be insulators. It is widely held that tunneling occurs afIet the tip bas contacted

this layer and that the subeequent chm'acteristics are dominated by the need 10 deform this layer 10

affect a change in the conductivity of the junction. The observed steps in the S- V curves IUggest that

inaeues in current may be due to the expulsion of material or fracture of the surface layer under

varying loads. The large apparent displacement required for maintenance of the current could be

caused by microscopic surface deformations of the contaminate layer and the specimen or by

macroscopic displacements due to finite stiffness around the measurement loop.

ne difference in the s-V characteristic with different polarity of bias voltage could be

explained by tunneling at different bands (Frcenstra et al. 1987; Berghaus et al. 1988). For a

positive sample voltage the unoccupied states, and for a negative bias the occupied states, make
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different conbibutions to the local tunneling current, which results in different absolute proximities

between the probe and surface.

From the S-V curve, it is only possible to know the relative changes in separation: the change

in position reflects a change in the tunneling current.

8.2.2 Relationship of S-l

The relation between the variation of the sample-tip distance and the tunneling current at the

fixed bias voltage can be obtained by changing the set point value in the constant current mode. At

each bias voltage, the current value wu set to 0.5 oA and then increased to 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 and 10 oA,

while the corresponding change in the tip position wu recorded. A typical result is shown in Fig.

8.2. Each point represents the maximum displacement of the actuator when tunneling currcnt

changed over a range from 0.5 to 10 oA. This movement is diffet"Cllt at each bias voltage.

Intereatingly, large displacements were found to occur between 400 and SOOmVat both polarities rL

bias voltage. Below 400 mY, the actuator displacements were relatively small, although still large

compared to the classical tunneling range, with a sensitivity between the tunneling current and the

tip-sampJc lCpIU'ation of 2 oA nm-i, This implies that the contaminant layer may have been

penetrated, resulting in a quite stable tunneling current over the same bias voltage range. Referring

back the S-V cJuu:acceristic, the rate of 2 nA nm-l suggests that had the lCpIU8tion been held

constant during such a voltage change, the current would have changed by 5 to 10 nA, which is a

much smaller variation than that is observed inUHV.

In each series of experiments 8duration of 20 minutes was allowed after the initial tunneling

current wu established with a complete series of teats requiring approximately two hours. Initial

and fmal positions of the DPI' comsponded to a 93 nm shift giving an avcnse drift of 13 pm ,..1 in

a direction away from the surface. This is a considerable improvement on the drift rate of 60 pm .. 1

shown in the Fig. 7.15(8) indicating 8 temporal dependence of stability after initial setting of the

probe.
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8.3 Mechanical Contact Model

The measured sensitivity of the tunneling current to the tip-sample separation of less than 2

nA nm-l implies an extremely low barrier height between the tip and the specimen. As Binnig et al.

(1984) predicted that the wodc functiooiowers by only a volt or so when separation is reduced to 4

A. it is felt that the obscned variations are best explained by the contact model. In this, the change

in the tip position cannot reasonably be equated to a change in the sample-tip gap. The apparent

change will contain contributions due to the deformation of the contamination layer, of the tip, and

of components around the measurement loop of the instrument, particularly in a small region

around the tip, and these are unIiJcely to behave linearly. Considering Hertzian deformation «
e1astic contacts, a power law relationship between probe distortion and displacement would be

expected. H the actuator or the tip moves ~. the tip-sample spacing changes M and the

deformation is 6, the relationship between the As and Ad can be expressed by

(8-1a)

(B-1b)

(B-Ic)

where R is the tip radius. ET is the Young's modulus and vr the poisson' s ratio of the tip

material, while E. and v, are the Young's modulus and the poisson' ratio of the specimen material

or, exactly, the material of the contaminant film, respectively. The loading force F is unknown, and

it depends on the demand of the tunnelling current and the condition of the contaminant film. The

contact radius due to the tip-sample deformation is given by
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a =[3RF]K
II 4E.

(8-2)

It can be seen that a given change ~ thus requires a correspondingly greater value of &,

giving rise to an amplification of the measured values as the tip is moved in and out to maintain a

constant tunnelling current This amplification is not linear and dependent of local properties of the

contaminant layer.

Metrologically this is unsatisfactmy as it will introduce signir1C8Dt variations in measured

position on different engineering surfaces when using a tunneling probe in air. It is likely that, in

many insmnces, tips are scanning in contact with a contaminated Jayer' or ploughing through it

depending upon the thickness of the contaminant and the mode of operation. Perhaps this may be

useful in some applications such as monitoring the growth of oxidation or characttzisation of both

mechanical and electrical properties of surfaces for use in controlled engineering environments.

The deformation caused by the contact limits the resolution of the measurement in both

vertical and hcJrizontal directions. The level of this uncertainty can be estimated numerically

through the deformation and the contact radius by the Hertzian expressions ofBqn.(8-1b) and (8·2).

The method used to obtain daaa fOt Fig. 8.2 is a quick way to check if a very low banier'

height exists. The rate of change of tip position with tunneling current will give diagnostic

infonnation for the evaluation of bmier height

The contact model can suca:ssfully explain the anomalous low barrier height, and is

consistent with many experimental studies (Mate et al. 1989: Yamada et al. 1988). However there is

as yet no solid experimental daaa to verify it and to demonstrate the existence or the depth of the

defonnation made by a tip.
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8.4 EtTect of the Tunnelling Tip

A key element in STM is the tip. It is now well known that the electronic states and chemical

composition of the tip play as large a role in detenning STM results as does the sample (Lang

1986). Further, the tip must be atomically sharp to achieve high resolution, but a blunt tip may be

more desirable f<ll'spectroecopic work (Huk and Silverman 1989). Additional concerns include tip

shank shape and possible occurrence of multiple tips. If a tip is composed of a wide flat surface with

a small protrusion, high-resolution scans of flat surface can be obtained, but images of rough

surfaces will be strongly distorted by its shank, <II' shape of the tip above the protrusion. If the end eX

the tip has several nearly equal height pmusions. then multiple point tunnelling (either

sequentially or simultaneously) will be obselved. This often results in noisy images, or in multiple

images, or both.

The dimension effect of a tunnelling tip on STM images is much similar to that of a stylus tip

except that the effective size of the tip is the combination of its real size plus the gap distance

between the tip and the sample. ne dependence of STM images on tip radius is morc sisnificant

than the dependence on gap because of the short range of tunnelling gap. If the gap distance

becomes shorter than 0.5 nm, the tip may touch the sample. while if it is larger than 2 nm, the

emission may become more significant than the tunnelling.

To reduce the tip size eftects. efforts have been made ID produce sharp tips, f<ll'Cltarnple. by

focuaed ion beam (FIB) milling (Vasile et al. 1991&. 1991b; Griffith et al. 1991). by oxidation

sharpening of silicon tips (Ravi et al. 1991). by direct electro-beam fabrication (Lee et al. 1991).

The last two techniques are particularly used for making sharp AFM tips.

Schneir et al. (1986) have reported a tip prepamtion method of crashing the tip repeatedly

against the surface. Applying a higher bias voltage momentarily may help to remove the

contamination on the tip. Sometimes, however. merely waiting a sufficient period of time allows
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high resolution imaging. This has been actually experienced during the STM tests. It was found that

more details were resolved after several scans at the same track.

A sharp tip is desirable for high resolution measurement but it tends to be too slender at the

end which may cause the tip to bend when scanning rougher specimens due to the lateral attractive

forces such as elecCrosCatic attraction caused by the tunnelling bias. van der Waals attraction. and

capillary attraction caused by adsorbed gases in the gap between the tip and the sample (Griffith It

al.I992).

8.6 Conclusions

The combined high lateral and high spatial resolution of STM makes it a strong candidate

for the reference gauge for transfening displacement standards at the nanometre level. However this

can only be rea1ised when a full understanding m the interaction between a tunneling tip and a

sample is obtained. It would be useful to set up a foUy characterised standard specimen. for insIance

HOPG, as a basis for obtaining the calibraCed characteristic of different tips under difftzent

operating conditions.

The peaent construction and combination m the STM probe with a Nanoatep sUdeway pws

us a quick and efficient way to look into IIOIIle problems and potentiala in building and operating a

STM in ambient air in a metrological laboratory. A better insight into the characteristics of STM

operating in air has been obtained, and featmel of a few nanometres have been resolved.

Improvements are being undertaken to increase the vertical resolution by further reducing the noise

level. A method of testing experimentally the existence of the contaminate Jayer' is under

investigation.
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Fig.8.1 The S-V characteristic of a tungsten tip on a gold-coated silicon surface at constant

tunnelling currents of: (a) I. = 10 nA. (/1) I. = 5 nA. and (c) I. = 0.2 nA. (Arbitrary zero level,

and x-axis in volts).
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Fig. 8.2 The maximum variation of tip movement as tunnelling current varies from 0.5 to

10 nA at each constant bias voltage on the same surface as in figure 8.1.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

9.1 Conclusions

Performance evaluations in a sense of measuring fidelity have been carried out. thcoretically

and experimencany. first on a typical stylus instrument and then extended to one of the most

advanced measuring techniques; the scanning tunnelling miaoscopy. The theme runs into two

regimes; the contact one represented by stylus instruments and the non-contact one by scanning

tunnelling measurements. Limitations in both principle and application have been investigated

particularly in the interests of submicrometre and nanometre levels. Conclusions are drawn as

follows.

9.Ll Fidelity aspects in contact measurements

The fidelity of a stylus instrument is affected. physically and geometrically. by the

intmlctions between the stylus tip and the surface being measured. 'Ibe physical or mechanical

intmlctions are mainly from tracking force, frictional force and dynamic force, and the geometrical

intmlction is from the dimension of the stylus tip.

A linear variable force actuator based on a magnet-coU was built. evaluated. and has been

successfully used throughout the experiments for studying the force interactions between the stylus

tip and the specimen.

At the IlOminal oontact force of a typical stylus instrument. around 1 mN. the small contact

area leads to high Hertzian stress. Measurements on a variety of specimens show that around this

nominal load. the high stress does not lead either to unacceptable surface damage or a lack d.

integrity in folloWing a surface profile. Generally. it was not until loads increased to about 2 or ,

mN that defmite smoothing was observed. with sharp peaks disappearing and downward slopes and

valleys becoming progressively steeper and wider. on a range of common engineering materials.
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This was also reflected in the statistical parameters of proflles where root mean squares (nns) slope

and peak curvature both tend to decrease slightly. On some surfaces of soft materials the contact

force, for a typical2 J.UIl truncate pyramidal tip, has to be kept below 1mN or bette!' below 0.7 mN

to avoid any damage. The combination of reducing the tracking force to about 0.4 mN and

traversing the stylus at a slow speed seems to be an adequate procedure. Cooversely, the results d

this study imply that rapid estimation of surface finish parameters may be obtained by using a fast

traverse speed and an inaeased contact force. CJearly the ability to automatically vary tracking

forces will enable present stylus instruments to be used for a variety of measurements over a wide

range of applications.

However, the experiments fA. this investigation show that dynamiC effects can introduce

signiflC8llt variations on measurements at different traverse speeds. The dynamics of a stylus

mechanism cause the stylus to bounce over the measured surface at a light load when it is traversed

above a certain speed. As a consequence, it has been observed that the measured roughness value

may increase by more than 100%. The dynamic behaviour of a stylus system is dependent on its

input frequency which depends on both the spatial wavelength of surface structure and the speed at

which the probe is traversed.. For many machined surfaces, the structures or irregularities vary over

a wide range with the high-frequency components corresponding to sharp peaks or edges and

narrow valleys. With sufficiendy high fm:ea this causes stylus jumping at the peab and a large

inaeaae in contact forces at the VIIIeys both of which may lead either to a distoI1ecI profile or

surface damage.

A relatively simple system has been designed and constructed that allows the damping of a

stylus profilometer to be varied with force feedback. Theoretical and practical evaluations confirm

that there is some merit in adjusting damping factors in the region between 0.5 and 0.7, rather than

the value well below 0.1 present in most stylus instruments, to obtain improved fidelity at higher

traverse speeds. Evidence has been obtained to show that dynamic loading effects inaease the

variability in both vertical and horizontal axes of the profile and that higher damping reduces these

effects.

In practice, the optimal damping value between O.S and 0.7 should be considered in

designing of stylus instruments and it may also be applicable to other force following systems such
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as atomic force microscopes and force transducers in which displacements are used to monitor

forces. Recent studies of such points are showing promising developments (Smith and Howard 1993.

Xu and Smith 1993). Active force feedback appears to be a very promising method of improving the

behaviour of future systems of lightly loaded contact gauges

Another aspect of ftdelity in contact measurement is the friction at the interface. It was

demonstrated that the fricrional force couJd be modelled as a mean fricrional fon:e superimposed

with an instantaneous frictional fm:e. The mean frictional force is dependent on properties of the

two surfaces and contact condirioos. 'Ibe instantaneous one is dependent on the local slope of the

specimen surface. It has been shown that fricrional force affects measuring fKlclity in a way that it

affects both the vertical fon:e and the horizontal fon:e due to the variation of the surface slopes.

which leads to distortions both in height and in lateral distance. Friction coefficients on four typical

engineering surfaces were measured with a contsct size in both micrometer and sub-millimetre

levels. For a typical 2 IJl11 diamond tip. the friction coefficient varies little either with load over a

range 0.5 - 5 mN or with speed in the region 1.0 - 0.1 mm Si. except fer a slight tendency to

decrease at the fast speed. MeasW'Cd values vary from about 0.25 for aluminium, which is softer

than the copper, 10 around 0.1 on steel and 0.07 on single-aystal silicon. Horizontal drag on the

specimens shows fluctuations about a mean level which COJTe1ate very strongly with the derivative cS

the surface profile. 'l1Iis is consistent with a model in which friction is proportional to nomal load

and modulated by surface slope. For a large scale of contact with a 1 mm steel baD the friction

coefficients on these specimens are much bigh«, 0.3 - 0.6 for steel. 0.2 - 0.4 for copper and a fairly

constant value of 0.2 fer aluminium. Surface hardness and contaminant film are believed to have

played an important role in each cue. On a large scale contact the hardness of the surface is

dominated by the bulJc properties while on a small scale contact the hardness could be much

increased due to the wort-hardening process.

The above infonnation provides a background knowledge of stylus measurements. For a

particular surface, the tracking force (adjustable for new stylus instruments) has to be set on the

consideration of surface hardness and stylus tip radius, the traversing speed should be set as low as

possible to avoid dynamic effect. The resolution on height measurement. if not limited by the

instrument, can be evaluated by the elastic defomation made by the stylus. and the lateral resolution
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will be limited by the tip radius. The effect of frictional force on both height and lateral

measurement can be estimated through the average slope of the surface and the frictional coeffICienL

9.1.2 Fidelity aspects in non-contact measurement

Fidelity in non-contact measurement is investigated based on the scanning tunnelling

microscopy. Two STM systems have been constructed and evaluated for this purpose. Each 8TM

uses a linear drive for probing; a spring flexure for STh(_l and a cIoBcd-ioop piczo..clcctric

translator f<X' STh(_2, for the exploration of metrological capability of STMs in engineering

applications.

Although scanning tunnelling microscopy is non-contact in nature, peat care has 10be taken

when it is operated in nonnal environment. It was observed that the sensitivity of the tunnellin,

current to the tip-sample separation for STh{_2 was less than 2 nA nm·l; a value which is far lower

than that normally tIICOUIltel'ed for STMs operated in vacuum. The measured relationship between

the tip-sample separation and the bias voltqe shows a tendency for diIcontinuous 'jumps' of the tip

position to occur, in IORlC insl8nCeS by up to 2 run. There was distinct hysteresis. with the aepantion

remaining relatively greater when reducing the wlIagc at constant cumW than when increasing it

again. The observations provide stron, evidence that the surface follows .. the tip II retnctecl,

thereby implyin, that the surface is defonned by the tip. And this deformation is mainly caused by

the surface contaminant layer under ambient condition •• It ismore Ukely that tunnelling occun after

the tip has contacted this layer and the IUbeequent characleriltica are dominaled by tho need 10

deform this layer to affect a change in the conductivity of tho junction. The obIerved .. in tho S-V

(separation-bias voltage) curvea IUgest that increa&e in current may be due 10 the oxpulaion of

material or fracture of surface Jayer under varying loads. The large apparent displacement required

for maintenance of the current could be caused by microacopic surface deformations of the

contaminate layer and the specimen or by macroscopic displacements due to (anile ltiffnea around

the measurement loop.

From metroIo,icaI point of view, this contact situation will introduce significant variations in

measured position on different engineering surfaces when usinS a tunnelling probe in air. In many

instances, tips are probably scanning in coollet with a contaminated layer or ploughinS through it
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depending upon the thickness of the contaminant and the mode of operation. A method was

proposed for checking the contact situation by the change rate of tip position with tunnelling

current. which can give diagnostic infonnation for the evaluation of barrier height.

9.2 Suggestions for Future Development

To cater for an ever increasing demand for surface topography measurement at nanometre

level. the stylus technique has been pushed to measure height variation to 0.1 nm and Iatera1

resolution down to 0.1 J.UD in conjunction with a very slow traverse speed and a small stylus fm:e.

Under a small stylus fm:e. the spring rate of the stylus system makes a large difference in the

contact force. For instance. the force of the Nanostep can be set as small as 10 J,IN at the neutral

position for a range of 1.2 J.UD. then the contact force will vary from zero to 20 J,IN. The rneasmed

profile will be distorted at deep valleys as a consequence of loss of contact.

A solution to this and otIa problems is an optimal stylus system that should meet four

requirements: (a) consIant but adjustable stylus fm:e, (b) optimal damping, (c) high measuring

speed and (d) stable transducing. The system would consist of a force actuator. a lipment

suspension with stylus assembly and a displacement transducer. The force actuator can be built

based on the method of the maanetlcoil combination UICd in this thesis Co provide different force

aettinBs, and a constant contact fon:e can be achieved by feedback compensation for tho lipment

support system. The feedback will allow a much stiffer support to be used than is allowable in

conventional desiBDS, giving advantages in terms of a"OBS-axis stiffness and rcaonanc:e without

UJl8(:CCptablevariation in contact force dwing a measurement. The stylus traverse speed may then be

increased due to the inc:tease in stiffness thus in resonance, supposing that the effective masa of the

stylus system doea not increase proportionally. The displacement transducer may employ a

conventional LVD! gauge or, alternatively. I capacitive transducer which can be made out of low

thermal expansion materials such as Zetodur Blass ceramic to give better stability. Capacitive

sensing allows very precise practical measurement since a capacitor doea not suffer Johnson noise or

shot noise associated with the use of resistors and semiconductors. Modem electronics provides hiBh

resolution on the measurement of capacitance. of the order of 10011 to 10019 P. One major source d
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noise is the variation of stray capacitance of the sensor plates. circuit and wiring cable layout. thus

proper care has to be taken to the detail of shielding and grounding. However. a capacitance gauge

with resolution better than 0.1 nm over a range of 10 um is easily obtainable (for example. NS2000

from the Queensgate instrument Ltd).

The system damping can be designed to have a fixed value between 0.5-0.7 by the feedback

derivative control as discussed in cbaptez 6 or othet' mechanical approaches. This is a linear foree

feedback, giving a constant damping ratio at all frequencies. Ideally, a stylus system needs lightly

damping when it is travened at a frequency far below its resonance. The optimal dampinS value

derived from the exJXrlments around 0.6 is best applied when the stylus is travenecl at a frequency

in the region of the resonance. Therefore, a non-linear force feedback for damping control would be

more appropriate fer a stylus system, that is there is no extra damping added at low frequency but

optimal damping is applied at high frequency. In practice, this can be accomplished based on the

damping control device used in chapter 6 by comparing the derivative signal with a certain let value

before passing it to the feedback loop; when the derivative signal is smaller than the let value there

will be zero feedback, otherwise, a certain signal will be fed into the feedback loop to achieve the

required damping. The ICJection of the let value has to be dctetmined according to the dynamic

characteristics of the stylus system.

Future wodc on STM will be focused on foR:e inta'aCtion. at the inlerface between the

tunnelling tip and the specimen 18 these forces play an important role in fidelity of measurements.

The present research has only brought up some problems and initial results, the aources of these

problems and the extent of their effects need further investigations. When an STM is operated in

ambient environments. there much likely exist the following forces such as Van dec Waals.

electrostatic. capillary, repulsive, adhesive, and frictional forces. The latter three forces occur when

the tunnelling tip is acanning in or beneath a contaminant layer on the specimen. The variation cl

the resultant force could be from 10" to 10-4N. The deformations of both the tip and the specimen

under such forces will have large effects on imaging and metrology.
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APPENDIX B

• The IoIlowiag JH'OII'IUDI are written inMatlab lormat aDd eaa be run iD Matlab.

lunelioa Iy = Dfilter(yy, Is),
% Filter design;
%fs= input(' Sample Freq = ');
write;
echo off;
Option = input( , "'s');
ifOption = '1' , Option = 'L',
fc = input( , Low Pass Filter: Fe = ');
H=[11 00];
£=[0 , 2 * fc I fs, 2 * fc I fa , 1 ]; typ = 0;
end
ifOption= 'b' IOption= 'B',
fcl = input( , Band Pus Filfa': Fa and Fb '); fc2 = input(' ');
H=lOO 11 OO};
£=[0 • 2 * fcl, fs , 2 * fcll fa , 2 * fc21 fs .2* fc21 fs , I}; typ = 1;
end
ifOption = 'h' ,Option == 'H',
fc= input(' High Pass Filfa': Fe = ');
H=[OO 11];
f=[ 0 , 2 * fc 'fs, 2 * fe' fs , I};
typ=2;
end
ifOption -= 's' ,Option - 'S',
fcl = input(' Band Stop Pilter: Pa and Fb ');
fc2= input(' ');
H=[1I 00 11];
£=[0 , 2 * fel, fs ,2 * fcll fa , 2 • fc21 fs , 2 • fc21 fa , 1];typ =3;
end
% Dtype. input(' The Methods Choice: Yule-Wa1k/Butterworth: YY/BB ','s');
% if Dtype == 'B'I Dtype == 'b',
fy = bultfJ1t(f, II.Yr, ti, typ);
%else,
% fy = fiJter'4L(f, H, Yr' fs);
end

lunctioa [ F, rJ = DampF(x, y, t)
% Por filter design;
%q=1+(0.01*0."2;
n =max(aize(y»;
m = max(size(x»;
f= y(l) * exp ( - x(l) * t).* cos (x(2) * t) ;
F = sum«f-y).A2);
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function y = buttfilt(f, H, x, fs, typ),
% For filter design:
clc;
clg;
NN =max(size(x»;
tbz = f*fsll;

% N = input(' Input the order of the falter (number of poles and zeros) ');
N=5;
iftyp==O,
wo=f(2);
[Bh, Ab] = butter(N. wn);
end
iftyp== I;
wo = [f(2),f(4)];
[Bh, Ab] = butter(N, wo);
end

iftyp== 2,
wo = f(2);
[Bh, Ab] = butter(N, wn, 'high');
end
iftyp==3,
wo = [f(2), f(4)];
[Bh, Ab] =butter(N, wn, 'stop');
end

plot(tbz, H), title('Deaired Frequency ResponIe'),
xlabe1('Prequency (Hz),),
ylabel('Magnitude'), clc;
fonn. compact
clc
Ah, Bh % Rae lie the filter coefficients:
% Strike any key to continue.
fonnat
clc
% response of the filter:
8=256;
hh = frcqz(Bh,Ah,n);
hy = abs(hb);
% Strike any key for plot of the frequency response.
ff = fl/(2·n) * (O:n-I);
plot(tbz, H, ff, hy), tide(' Actual vs. Desired Frequency Response'),
xlabel('Prequency (Hz),), ylabel(,Magnitucle'), pause
cIc
clg
Y= flltel(Bh, Ab, x);
% Strike any key for plot of the filtered aeries.
L = O:I:NN-I;
t= l/fs*L;
% subplot(211),plot(t,x),tide('lnput of The FtIIer'),xIabel('Timc,),ylabel(,Magnitude,);
9& subplot(212),
% plot(t,y), title('Output of TIle Pilter'), xlabel(Time'), ylabel('Magnitude'); %pausc;
end;
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function p == parameter(yl, y2, 11,11)
% Calculation of parameter'S
[x,diffy] == fittmean(yl,l1,12);
gl == input('input the rll'St sensitivity in um/v ');
vI == input('input the first IlC8Il speed in um/step '); aa=[x,diffy);
xxl == aa(:,l).vl;
yyl == 88(:.2)*gl;
1 == 12-11;
Pral = sum(abs(yyl»)II;
Prql = sqrt(yyr*yyl/l);
ypp2=O.;
h=vl;
n=aize(xxl);
count= 0;
for k =3:n-2 yp(k) = (yyl(k-2)-8*yyl(k-l)+8*yyl(k+l)-yyl(k+2»)I12Jh:
if (yyl(k)-yyl(k-l»*(yyl(k)-yyl(k+ 1»>0 yp2(k)=(yyl(k-l)+yyl(k+ 1)-2·yyl(k»)Ib.Ih; c:ountwcount+1;
YRJ2= YRJ2+yp2(k).yp2(k);
else
YP2(k)=O.;
end;
end;
DetaQl = std(yp);
fpintf('PRa= "g'ft',PRal);
fpintf('PRq= "g'ft'tl',PRql):
fprintf(1)eCaQl== %g'n\n',DetaQl);
fpintf('Peak Curvature= "1'A"",sqrt(ypp1Icount»;
[x,diffy] == fiUmean(y2,11,12);
g2 == input('input the sec:ond sensitivity in um/v ');
v2 ==input('input the aecond IC8Il apeed inum/Itep,; aal=[x,diffy);
xx2 = aal(:,I).v2;
yy2 = 181(:.2)*&2;
Pra2 = sum(ab8(yy2»)I1;
Prq2 == sqrt(yy2'*yy2Il);
ypp22=O.;
h=v2;
countl II: 0;
for 1o=3:n-2ypp(Ic)-(yy2(k-2)-8*yy2(k-l)+8·yy2(k+ 1)-yy2(k+2»)I12Jh;
if (yy2(k)-yy2(t-l».(yy2(k)-yy2(k+ 1»>0 yp2(k)-(yy2(k.l)+yy2(k+ 1)-2*yy2(k»),1tJh;
ypp22=ypp22+yp2(k).yp2(k);
countl=countl+1;
else
yp2(k)=O.;
end;
end;
DctaQ2=std(ypp);
fprintf('PRa2= "J\n'.PRa2);
fpintf('PRq2. "ta'.PRq2);
fpintf('DetaQ2- 'Ig'n'.DetaQ2);
fpdntf('Peak Cumaure= "ta',ICll1(ypp22lcountl»; clg
subplot(211),ploC(xxl,yyl.xx2,yy2);
xlabel('Scan displacement ( om )');
ylabel('Profile displacement ( urn )');
dd=yy l-yy2;
av:=std(dd);
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fprintf('std of difference:: %g\n',av); yJabel('Proflle displacement ( um )');
titIe('Difference in height ');
p=[PRaI PRql DetaQI PRa2 PRq2 DetaQ21:

function [pyl,ll)=eorrloop(y),
% Non-linear fitting program;
y=y*1.24;
t=1:1000;
a=polyfit(t' ,y ,1);
yp=a(1)·t'+a(2);
yy=y-yp;
subpIot(2U);
plot(yy);
print4;
88=[ ];
N=max(size(y»;
[x,yl,pyy.f]=dprf(y ..5);
savelDoyl;
!XCOIT.out
load bar
c=xx;
(01'1=1:27,
[a,r,m,s]=correJat(c ..5,i);
sl=a*(N+i+ 1)/(N-i-I):
1II=[ss,sI];
end;
[si,p]=min(ss);
[a,r,mod,s]==corrdat(c,.5.p);
al=[1,a1:
[m,w]=freqz(I,al,I00);
pyl=a"(abs(m),I'2):
fl=w4''J2/pi; JUbpIot(211);plot(f(I:512),pyy(I:512»: subpIot(212):plot(fl,pyI):
elg
dir·.dat
filename. input( 'input your daIa filename ','s'); .. r load " filename. '.dIt· };
c:Usp(r Loading 1beData File' ,fJlcname: ... 1); oval(I);
yy= 25·eval(fileaame):
subplot(211),plot( yy ):
stI'. 'n';
whUe str = 'n',
It= input( , input the start point '):
sf = input( , input the final point '):
yl= YY(st:sf)-mean(yy(3000:4000»: [x4(I),nll=max(yl);
y=yl(nl:length(yl»;
elg;
subplot(211),plot( yy ):
subplot(212),pIot(y):
str· input( , .. it that you want: yyIM' ,'s'): end
fs=input(' input sample frequency '); yy=[ ]:yl=[ ]:
nn=max(size(y»: t=O:nn-l ;I:=t';
k=y<O;
Jel = filter([l -l],l.k);
k2=aum(abs(Jcl»;
x(2)=70;
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%x(2)=800*pi*k2/nn;
x( 1)=0.0 15*x(2);
x=x';
b=t/fs:
%[Xl,p]=s_shap(y ,x,t.50);
X=fmins('DampF,x,[ ],[ ],y,t);
[FP.ffl=DampF(X.y,t);
plot(t,ff,t,y);
wn=sqrt(X(1)A2+X(2)A2);
Wn=wn
z=X(l)/wn

functioa u= ec2dd{J,Is,z,wa,K),
bb=K;
aa=[1 2*z*wn wo*wn];
[a,b,c,d]=tt"2ss(bb,aa):
[p,G]=c2d(a,b,lIfs);
[dn,dp]=ss2tf(p,G,c,d,l);
u=O;
n=max(size(y»;
fori=3:n.
uO=u(length(u»:
k=i:-l:(i-2);
un=O.5*dp*y(k)ldn(2);
o=[u;un]:
end;
u(I)=o(2);

function [x,y]=fit_SJ(u)
% Least squares filltinS program;
m=input('fittinS order=,);
n=size(xx);
x.XX(:, I);
y=xx(:,2);
forj=l:m+l
A(:d)=x."(m+ I-j);
end
c=A\y.
n=size(xx);
Y =A*c;
dif'fy=y-Y;
sisma=std(diffy);
c
sigma
plot(x,y :*',It,Y);

'unction '1= 'rae(g, r, 0, X, a)
% Fractal calculation;
N = l:n;
R = r ."(N);
R=R';
P =R * x;
G = (R .h (2-D» * ones(size(x»;
clearR;
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y = sum( cos( 2 • pi • P) JG );

'unction b = nlfdter(a,nhood,FUN,Pl,Pl,PJ,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9,PlO)
%NLFIL TBR. Local non-linear faltering.
% B = NLFILTER(A,[M N],'fun') applies the m-me 'fun' to
% each M-by-N sliding neighborhood of A. The m-file 'fun'
% should return a scalar result, c = fun(x), which is
% the flltered value for the center pixel in the M-by-N
% neighborhood, x. 'fun' will be called for each value in A.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
% At the edges. the M-by-N neighborhood is formed by padding
% with ones if A is an indexed imagc or with zeros otherwise.
enor(nargchk(3.13.nargin) );

Up to 10additional paramcacrs can be paucd to the
function 'fun' using
B=NI.PILTER(A,[M N]:fun',Pl,P2.P3 ••••)

in which case 'fun' is called using
c = fun(x,Pl,P2,P3, •••).

% Ponn call string.
params= [1;
for n=4:nargin
params = [params:.P' .int2str(n-4)];

end
if -any(FUN<48). fcall = [FUN,'(x'.params. ')1;
else fcall = FUN; end
% BxpandA
[ma,na) = size(a);
if isind(a).

aa = ones(size(a)+nhood-l);
else

aa = zcros(size(a)+nhood-l);
cnd aa(floar(nhood(l)-l)/l)+[l:ma).f1oor(nhoocI(2)-l)l2)+[1 :na)) • a:

" Apply m-fale to each neighborhood of a
b = zcroc(sizc(a»;
rows = [O:nhood(l)-l); cola = [O:nhood(2)-1);
f = waitbar(O:Applying non-linear falter ... ,);
fori=l:ma,

forj=l:na.
x = aa(i+rowsJ+eoIa);
b(iJ) = eval(fcall);

cnd
waitbar(i/na)

cnd
elose(t)
elg

n=input('input the fant ch. of force data file ','s');
f2=input(,input the fust ch. ofprofllc data me ','s')

nl=input('&om ')
n2=input('to ')
for i=nl:n2.
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s=num2str(i);
sl=[fl s);
s2=[fl s];

i
s=['load ',sI];
eval(s);
l=ff;

s=['load ',s2,'.dat'];
eval(s);

m=eval(s2);
n=max(size(l»:
t=20:n;
tt=(t-min(t»*O.S;
subplot(211)
plot(tt.m(t)*I.02)
xlabel('Traverse length ( om )') y1abd('Profile ( om )')
tiUe(s2)
subplot(212)
plot(tt,l(t»
xlabel(Traverse length (om)') ylabel('Dynarnie force (uN)') tiUe(al)
print;
elg;
eval(['clear ',sI»
eval(rclear ',12])
end;

function [f,Pl1)=freq(y,f's);
% Spectral analysis; fa -sample frequency
n=max(size(y»;
t=O:(n-I);
a=polyfit(t',y, I);
yy=a(1)*t'+a(2);
yyl=(y-yy);
Fy=fft(yyl);
pyy--Fy,*conj(Fy)ll024;
f=(O:I023)/I024*fs;
plot(f(I:S1 1),pyy(I:SI1»;
tiUe('Power spectrum density');
pause;

function '1= siJDutip(x, r, n),
% Simulation of the tip effect;
X=-r:r/n:r;
[M,N] = size(X);
[mm, nn)= aize( x ):
N2 = flX( N /2 ) + I;
z = [];
y = x(I:Nl-I):
for i= Nl: nn - N2,
z = x«i-Nl + 1):(i - N2 + N» + sqrt( r * r - X ,* X ) - r; y = [ y. max( z) ]:
end
y = [ y. x(nn - Nl + 1 : nn »);

function [Ra, Rq, Rsk, K)=sk ku(y)
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% Calculation of the parametersl;
[M,N]=size(y);
MM = max([M,N]);
yl = detrend(y);
Ra =sum( abs(yl) )/MM;
Rq= sum( yl .* yl )IMM;
Rq= sqrt(Rq);
RR=Rq*Rq*Rq*MM;
Rsk = som( yl •* yl .* yl )IRR;
K = sum( yl .* yl .* yl .* yl)/RRIRq;
• The 'oIIowiDa p."....... ismateD inPucaI aDd aua be nn in CODjUDCtioD witll tileMetrabyte

DAB-I' board.

PROGRAM ofDATD_SAMPLE;

uses
dos,crt;

($L tpucdasg)
type

panay=array[O ••lS) of intcser;
data =array[O••4000) of integer;

var
mode,flag,iJ,samples,gain,addtJay :integer:
d,dl,result,k.channel,N,freq,il,output :integer;
param :parray;
voltl :array[O.•8000] of real;
outrde :tcx~
outr1lename :string[20);
answ,cc :char;
mm,tt :real;
p :Adata;
pdata :daIa;

PUNcrION 1P _DASG(var mode:intcger: var param:parray; var flas:intcscr):
inteser;extemal;

PRCXE>URB INl11AL1SB;
begin

clncr;
sotoxy(lO,lO);
writeln('chooae the channel,);
rcadln(channel);
writeln('Choosc the gain: 0 for xl or 1 for dO,);
readln(pin);
writcln('Bntcr the number of samples');
readln(samples);

end;
PROCEDURE IN1TIALISB_MBlRABYTB;
begin

mode:=O;
param[O):=768;
result:=Ip_dasg(mode,param,flas);
mode:=l;
param[O) :=channel;
param[l):=channel;
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result:=Ip_dasg(mode,param,flag);
mode:=21;
for j:=O to 15 do param[j]:=O;
param{channel]:=gain;
result:=Ip_dasg(mode,param,fIag);

end;
PROCEDURE TIMER;
begin

writcln('input the sample frequency in times/sec.,):
rea<Iln(freq};
tt:=10000000 div freq;
N:=round(sqrt(tt»:
mode:=17;
param[OJ:=N;
param[1]:=N;
result:=tp_dasg(mode.param.flag);

end;
PROCEDURE GBT_DATA:
begin

( mode:=15;
param[O]:=O;
write1n(' input D/ A output');
readln(output);
param[1]:=output;
result:=tp_dasg(mode,param.flas); }
writeln('to start AID samplina, press any key'):
rea<Iln{cc );
mode:=4;
param[O]:=aamples+2;
new(p);
param[1]:=Ofl(p}:
param[2]:=1;
result:=tp_dasg(mode,param,flaa);

end;
PROCEDURE STORB_nD3M;
begin

gotoxy(10.18);
wrlteln('Bntel' output tile name');
rcadln(outf'llenamc);
writeln('insert discettc and pte88 r fer ready');
readln{answ);
if (answ='r') then
assian(outfi1e,outfdename);
rewrite(outf'lle);
if gain=O then
mm:=204.8;
if gain= 1then
mm:=2048;

j:=O;
repeat

write1n( outflle,pdataU]/mm);
j:=j+l

until (j>samples·l);
writeln('fmished');
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end;
{--------------------------------------------------------------}
BEGIN (main program)

INITIALISE:
INlTIALISE_MBTRABYlE;
TIMER:
GET_DATA;
STORB_1HBM;
close(outfile)

END.
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